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PREFACE

I HAVE attempted in this work to explain and illustrate

the principles of that portion of Plane Trigonometry

which precedes de Moivre's Theorem. The method of

explanation is similar to that adopted in my Elementary

Algebra. The examples, progressiva and easy, have

been selected chiefly from College and University Ex-

amination Papers, but I am indebted for many to the

works of several German writers, especially those of

Dienger, Meyer, Weiss, and Wiegand. I have carried

on the subject somewhat beyond the limits set by the

Regulations for the Examination of Candidates for

Honours in the previous Examination for two reasons:

first, because I hope to see those limits extended,

secondly, that my work may be more useful to those

who are reading the subject in Schools and to Candidates

in the Local Examinations.

J. HAMBLIJST SMITH.

Cambridge, 1870.
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Elementary Trigonometry,

I. ON THE MEASUREMENT OF
LINES.

1. To measure a line AD we fix upon some line as a

standard of linear mwisuremeut : then if AB contains the

standard line p times, 2^ is called the measure of AB, and the

magnitude of AB is represented algebraiciiUy by the symbol j?.

(See Algebra, Art. 33.)

Since the standard contains itself once, its measure is unity,

and it will be represented by 1.

'Z. Two lines are conimensurahle when a line can be taken

as the standard of measurement (or, as it is commonly called,

the unit of length) such that it is contained in each an exact

number of times.

3. If the measures of two lines AB, CD hep and q respec-

tively, the ratio AB : CD is represented by the fraction -•

(See Algebra, Arts. 341, 342.)

Examples.—i.

1. If the unit of length be an inch, by what number will

4 feet C inches be represented ?

2. If 7 inches be t^keii as tbc unit of length, by what

number will 15 feet 2 inches be represented I

[S.T.] 1



5 ON THE MEASUREMENT OF LINES,

3. If 192 square inches be represented by the number 12,

what is the unit of linear measurement?

4. If 1000 square inches be represented by the number 40,

what is the unit of linear measurement 1

5. If 216 cubic inches be represented by the number 8,

what is the unit of linear measurement ?

6. If 2000 cubic inches be represented by the number 16,

what is the unit of linear measurement ?

7. If a yards be the unit of length, what is the measure of

6 feet ?

8. A line referred to different luiit^ of length has measures

5 and 4 ; the first unit is 6 inches, what is the other?

9. A line referred to three different units of length has

neasures 1, 36, 12 respectively; the unit in the tirst case is a

yard, what is it in tlie others ?

10. Ex}M'ess the ratio between 3| inches and 7>\ yards.

11. If the measure of m yards be c, wliat is the measure of

11 feet ?

4. Now suppose the measures of the sides of a right-angled

triangle to be j9, g, r re.'^pectively, the right angle being sub-

tended by that side whose measure is r.

Then since the geometrical property of such a triangle,

established by Euclid i. 47, may be extended to the case in

which the sides are represented by numbers, or symbols standing

tor numbers.
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If any two of the numericul quantities involved in this

equation are given, we can determine the third.

For example, if r=5 and g = 3,

2)2 + 9 = 25,

:. p=4.

EXAMPLES.—ii.

1. The hypotenuse being 51 yards, and one of the si'lea

••xnitaining the right augle 24 yards; find the other side.

2. The .sides containing the right angle being 8 feet and 6

feet; find the hypotenuse.

3. A rectangular field measures 225 yards in length, and

120 yards in breadth ; what will be the length of a diagonal

path across it 1

4. A rectangular field is 300 yards long and 200 yards

broad; find the distance from corner to corner.

5. A rectangular plantation, whose width is 88 yards, con-

tains 2^ acres ; find the distance from comer to corner across

the plantation.

6. The sides of a right-angled triangle are, in anthmencai

progression and tne hypotenuse is zxJ feet ; find the other

sides

7. The sides of a right-angled triangle are in arithmetical

progression ; show tliat they are proportional to 3, 4, 5.

8. A ladder, whose foot rests in a given position, just

reaches a window on one side of a street, and when turned

about its foot, just reaches a window on the other side. If

the two positions of the ladder be at right angles to each other,

and the heights of the windows be 36 and 27 feet respectively,

find the width of the street and the length of the ladder.

9. In a right-angled isosceles triangle the hypotenuse is

12 feet ; find the length of each of the other sides.

10. What is the length of the diagonal of a square whose
eide is 5 inches 1
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11. The area of a square is 390625 square feet; what ia

the diagonal ?

12. Each side of an equilateral triangle is 13 ; find the

length of the perpendicular dropped from one of the angles on

the opposite side.

13. If ABO be an equilateral triangle and the length of

/1L), a perpendicular on BO, be 15 ; find the length of AB.

14. The radius of a circle is 37 inches ; a chord is drawn

in the circle : if the length of this chord be 70 inches, find its

distance from the centre.

15. The distance of a chord in a circle from the centre is

180 inches ; the diameter of the circle is 362 inches : find the

length of the chord.

16. The length of a chord in a circle is 150 feet, and its

distance from the centre is 308 feet find the diameter of the

circle.

17. If ABG be an isosceles right-angled triangle, G being

the right angle, show that

AG'. AB= \ : V2.

18. If DBF be an equilateral triangle and a perpendiculai

DG be dropped on EF, show that

MQ: ED : DG=\ '.%i^



II. ON THE RATIO OF THE CIRCUM-
FERENCE OF A CIRCLE TO THE
DIAMETER.

6. It is evident tliat a straight line can be compared as

to its length with a circular arc, and that consequently the

ratio between such lines can be represented in the form of a

fraction.

6. We must assume as an axiom

that an arc is greater than the chord

subtending it : that is, il" ABD be part

of the circumference of a circle cut off

by the straight line AD, the length

of ABD is greater than the length of

AD

7. A figure enclosed by any number of .straight lines is

called a Polygon.

8. A regular polygon is one in which all the sides and
angles are equal.

9. The perimeter of a polygon is the sum of the sides.

Hence if AB be one of the sides of a regular polygon of n
sides^ the perimeter of the polygon will be w . AB.

10. The circumference of a circle is greater than the peri-

meter of any polygon which can be inscribed in the circle ; but

88 the number of sides of such a polygon is increased, the

perimeter of the polygon approaches nearer to the circum-

ference of lihe circle, as will appear from the following illus-

tration.
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Let ^5 be the side of a regular hexagon ABBEFG in-

scribed in a circle.

Then AB is equal to the radius of the circle. EucL. rv. 16.

Now the arc AGB is greater than AB,
and the circumference of the circle is therefore larger than th«

perimeter of the hexagon.

Hence

the circumference is greater than six times the radius,

and greater tliaii three times the diameter.

Now suppose G to be the middle point of the arc AB.

Join AG, CB.

These will be sides of a regular dodecagon, or figure of 12

sides, inscribed in the circle.

Now AG, GB are together greater than AB : but AC, CB are

together less than the arc ACB.

Hence the perimeter of the dodecagon will be less than

the circumference of the circle, but will approximate mure

nearly than the perimeter of the hexagon to the circumference

ci the circle,
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So the larger the number of sides of a polygon inscribed in

a circle, the more nearly does the perimeter of the polygon

approach to the circumference of the circle; and when the

number of sides is infinitely large, the perimeter of the i'<>ly-

gon vill become ultimately equal to the circumference of the

circle.

11. To show that the circumference of a circle vanes as tM

radius.

Let and be the centres of two circles.

Let AB, ah be sides of regular polygons of w sides inscribed

in the circles, P, jp the perimeters of the polygons, and (7, c the

circumierences of the circles.

Then GAB, oab are similar triangles.

.*. OA : oa :: AB : a6

:: n . AB : n.ab

::P:p.

Now when n is very large, the perimeters of the polygons

may be regarded as equal to the circumferences of the circles
;

.-. OA : oa :: G : c.

Hence it follows that the circumference of a circle varies as

the radius of the circle.

12. Since the circumference varies as the radius, the

ratio
^i^<^^'";^^£^_?,^^

is the same for all circles, and therefore,

radius

the ratio
^^^^'^^

is tl,e san,- for all circles.

diamet(!r
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^ _,, ,. circumference . , ^ , , ,,
13. Del. The ratio —y- ::

^ deiioted by the
diameter

symbol tt.

14. The value of this numerical quantity tt cannot be

determined exactly, but it has been a'pjyroximatdy determined

by various methods.

If we take a piece of string which will exactly go round a

penny, and another piece which will exactly stretch across the

diameter of the penny : if we then set off along a straight line

seven lengths of the first string, and on another straight line

by the side of the fir-st we set off twenty-two lengths of the

second string, we shall find that the two lines are very nearly

equal. Hence 22 diameters are nearly equal to 7 circum-

.
, . • , ^- circumference 22 ,

ferences, that is the ratio —^.
=— nearly, or m

diameter 7
"^

22
other words the fraction -^ is a rcugii ajipioximation to the

value of TT

355
The fraction i- - gives a closer approximation.

The accurate value of the ratio to 5 places of decimals is

3-14159.

15. Suppose we caU the radius of a circle r ; then th<!

diameter =2r.

Now
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Examples.— iii.

In the following examples the value of x may he taken

22

1. The diameter of a circle is 5 feet, what is its circum-

ference ?

2. The circumference of a circle is 542 ft. 6 in., what is its

radius ?

3. The driving-wheel of a locomotive-erigine of diameter

6 feet makes 2 revolutions in a second ; find approximately

the number of miles per hour at which the train is going.

4. Supposing the earth to be a perfect sphere whose cir-

cumference is 25000 miles, what is its diameter ]

5. The diameter of the sun is 883220 miles, what is its

circumference ?

6. The circumference of the moon is 6850 niile.s, what is

its radius ?

7. Find the length of an arc which is -^ of the whole cir-

cumference, if the radius is 12 ft. 6 in.

8. Find the leniith of an arc which is = of the whole cir-

cumference, if the diameter is 21 feet.

9. The circumference of a circle is 150 feet, what is the

side of a sijuare inscribed in it ?

10. The circumference of a circle is 200 feet, what is the

side of a S(j[uare inscribed in it \

11. A water-wheel, whose diameter is 12 feet, makes 30

revolutions i>er minute. Find aj>iiroximately the numl)t;r of

miles per hour traversed by a point on the circumfereiii#e of

the wheel.

12. A mill-sail, whose length is 21 feet, Jiiukes 15 revolu-

tions per minute. How inauy miles per hour does the end

01 the sail traverse \



III. ON THE MEASUREMENT OF
ANGLtLS.

16. Trigonometry was originally, as ilie name importf?,

the science wl.icli I'uruished methods for cletei'inininf,' tlie

magnitude of the sides and angles of triangles, but it has been

extended to the treatment of all theorems involving the con-

sideration of angtilar magnitudes.

17. Euclid defines a plane rectilineal angle as the inclina-

tion of two straight lines to each other, which meet, but are

not in the same straight line. Hence the angles of which

Euclid treats are less than two right angles.

In Trigonometry the term angle is used in a more ex-

tended sense, the magnitude of angles in this science being

unlimited.

18. An angle in Trigonometry is defined in the following

manner.

Let JVQE be a fixed straight line, and QP a line which

revolves about the fixed point Q, and which at first coincides

with QE.

"Vi

Then when QP is in the position represented in the figure,

we say that it has deRcnhcd tlip tiv--'' I'QE.
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Tlie advantage of this definition is that it ena1)]es us to

consider angles not only greater than two right angles, but

greater than four right angles, viz. such as are described by

the revohdng line when it makes more than one complete

revolution.

19. In speaking of a trigonometrical angle we must take

into account the position from wliich the line that has

described tlie angle started.

Suppose, for instance, that QP, starting from the position

QE, and revolving in a direction contrary to tliat in which the

hands of a watch revolve, has come into the ]»o?ition indicated

in the figure. It has then described an angle EQ,F greater

than two right angles.

P

20. The magnitudes of angles are represented by numberfe

expressing how many times the given angles contain a certain

angle fixed upon as the unit of angular measure.

When we speak of an angle ^, we mean an angle which

eontains the unit of angular measurement Q times.

21. There are three modes of measuring angles, called

I. The Sexagesimal or English method,

II. The Centesimal or French method,

III. The Circular Measure,

which we now proceed to describe in order.

I. The Sexagesimal Method.

22. In this method we suppose a right angle to be divided

into 90 equal parts, each of which parts is called a degree, each

degree to be divided into 60 equal parts, each of which is

caUed a minute, and each minute to be divided into 60 equal

pa.:..^, each of which is called a se>:ond. Then the magnitude
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if an angle is expressed by the number of degrees, minutes
tnd seconds, which it contains. Degrees, minutes and seconds

fire marked respectively by the symbols °,
',

": thus, to repre-

sent 14 degrees, 9 minutes, 37-45 seconds, we write

14°
.
9'

. 37"-45.

23. We can express the measure of an angle (expressed in

degrees, minutes and seconds) in degrees and decimal parts of

a degree by the following process.

Let the given angle be 39° . 5'
. 33",

60 33-

5-55

•0925

.•, 39'
.
5'

.
33"= 39-0925 degreea.

Examples.—iv.

Express as the decimal of a degree the following angles

1. 24M6'.5", 4. 5'. 28",

2. 37°. 2'. 43", 5. 375° 4;

5. 175°. OM 4", 6. 78°. 12'. 4".

II. The Centesimal Method.

14. In this method we suppose a right angle to be di\nde«l

UK-o 100 equal parts, each of which parts is called a grade^

eaea grade to be divided into 100 equal parts, each of which is

called a minute^ and each minute to be diAided into 100 equai

parts, each of which is called a second. Then the magnitude
of an angle is expressed by the number of grades, minutes and
seconds, which it contains. Grades, minutes and seconds are

marB:*Ki respectively by the symbols *, ', "
: thus, to represent

35 gn ^es, 56 minutes, 84-53 seconds, we write 35«. 56\ 84"-5a.

Thf advantage of this method is that we can write down
the m> mtes and seconds as the decimal of a grade by ia-

spectioi
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Thus, if the given angle be 14* . 19' . 57",

19
since 19' =t^) of a grade = '19 grades,

57
and 57" = of a grade= '0057 gradea^

14«. 19'. 57" = 14- 1957 grades.

25. If the number expressing the minutes or seconds has

only one significant digit, we must prefix a cipher to occupy

the place of tens before we write down the minutes and seconds

as the decimal of a grade.

Thus 25« .
9'

.
54" - 25« . 09' .

54"

= 25-0954 grades,

and 36«. 8'. 4" -36^08'. 04"

= 36-0804 grades.

Examples.—V.

Express as decimals of a grade the following angles :

1. 25M4\25'\ 4. 15'. 7"
-45,

2. 38^4'. 15", 5. 425^ ]3\5"-54,

3. 214^3'.7", 6. 2^2'.2"-22.

26. The Centesimal Method was introduced by the French
mathematicians in the 18th century. The ad\antage3 that

would have been obtained by its use were not considered suf-

ficient to counterbalance the euornjous labour which must have

been spent on the rearrangement of the Matliemalical Tables

then in use.

III. The Circular Measure.

27. In selecting a unit of angular measurement we may
take any angle whose magnitude is invariable. Such an angle

is that which is subtended at the centre of a circle by an arc

et[ual to the radius of the circle, as we shall now prove.
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28. To show that the angle subtended at the centre of a

circle by an arc equal to the radius of the circle is the same for

all circles.

Let be the centre of a circle, whose radius is r
;

AB the arc of a quadrant, and therefore AOB a. right

angle
;

AP an arc equal to the radius AO.

Then, AP = r and AB= ^. (Art. 15.)

Now, by Euc. vi. 33,

angle ^1OP_ a re AP
angle AOB

~

arc AB?

angle AOP r^ a right angle ttt

Hence angle ^&P=2"°'l'*^°^

Thus the magnitude of the angle AOP is independent- ol r,

and is therefore the same for al 1 circles.
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29. In the Circular System of measurement the unit of

«. gular measurement may be described as

\ (1) The angle subtended at the centre of a circle by an arc

equal to the radius of the cii-cle,

or, which i.s the same thing, as we proved in Art. 28, as

(2) The angle whose magnitude is the Trth part of two

right angled.

30. It is important that the beginner should have a clear

conception of the size of this angle, and this he will best obtain

by considering it relatively to the magnitude of that angular

unit which we call a degree.

Now the unit of circular measure

^two right angles ^ 180;..^g^3 nearly.
TT 3141o9 ^

Now if BG be the quadrant of a circle, and if we suppose

the arc BG to be divided into 90

equal parts, the right angle BAG
will be divided by the radii which

pass through these points into 90

equal angles, each of which is called

a degree.

A radius AP meeting the arc at

a certain point between the 57th

and 58th divisions, reckoned from

£, will make v/ith AB an angle equal in magnitude to the

unit of circular measure.

Hence an angle whose circular measure is 2 contains rather

more than 114 degrees, and one whose circular measure is

3 contains nearly 172 degrees, or rather less than two right

angles.

31. Since the unit of circular measure = 2_right^ngle_8^

TT

TT times the unit of circular measure= 2 right angles.

Hence

an angle whose circular measure is tt is equal to 2 right angles,

••- 2 ^ right angle,

••• 27r 4 ri^lit an-'l. s.
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32. To show that the circular measure of an angle is equal

to a fraction, which has for its numerator the arc subtended by

that angle at the centre of any circle, and for its denominator the

radius of that circle.

Let EOD be any angle.

About as centre and witb any radius, describe a circle

cutting OE in A, and O-D in ^

Make angle AGP equal to the unit of circular measuie.

Then arc ^P= radius AG (Art. 29^

Now, by Euc. vi. 33,

angle ^Q.R_^-g,
angle ^OP~^P'

.-. angle AGR=^ . angle AGP

^^. angle AGP

. unit of circular measQie;
radius

the circular measnre of angle AGB

_ arc
""

radius*
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33. The units in the three systems, when expressed in terms

of one common standard, two right angles, stand thus :

the unit in the Sexagesimal Method=r^ of two right angles,

the unit in the Centesimal Method =^^ of two right angles,

the unit in the Circular Method = - of tvro right angles.

34. It is not usual to assign any distinguishing mark to

•Nngles estimated by tlie Third Method, but for the purpose of

stating the relation between the three units in a clear and
concise form, we shall use the symbol 1' to express the unit of

circular measure.

Tlien we express the relation between the units thw ;



IV. ON THE METHOD OF CONVERTING
THE MEASURES OF ANGLES FROM
ONE TO ANOTHER SYSTEM OF
MEASUREMENT.

35. We proceed to explain the process for Convertino

THE Measures of Angles from each of the three systems of

measurement described in Chap. iii. to the other two.

36. To convert the measure of an angle expressed in degreet fO

the corresponding measure in grades.

Let the given angle contain D degrees.

1 degree =^ of a right angle;

D degrees= -- of a right angle

= ~ of 100 grades

100X> ,

= -90~ ^^^^

lOJ) ,- -9 gradea.

Hence we obtain the following rule : If an angle be expressed

in degrees, multiply the measure in degrees by 10, divide the resuU

^(/ 9. and you obtain the measure of the angle in graces.
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Ex. How many grades are contained in the angle

24'. 51'. 45"?

24' . 51' .
45"= 24-8625 degrees

10

9 248-625

grades 27 '625

.*. the angle contains 27» .
62'

.
50".

Examples.—vl.

Find the number of grades, minutes, and seconds in the

following anrrles

:

I.
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Ex. How many degrees are contained in the angle

42'.34\56"?

42« .34" .
56'^ = 42-3456 grades

9

10
I

3811104

degrees 38-11104

60

minutes 666240
60

seconds 39-74400

/. the angle contains 38°
.
6'

.
39" -744.

EXAMPLES.—Vii.

Find the number of degrees, minutes, and seconds in the

followin-f angles

:

19«.45\95". • 2. 124«.5\8".

29«. 75\ 4. 15« 0'. 15".

154* 7' .
24". 6. 43«,

38« .
71'

.
20"-3. 8. 50« . 76'

.
94"-3.

170' .
63'

.
27". lo. 324' .

13'
.
88"-7.

38. //" ih,^ number of degrees in an angle be given, to find its

tmrcular measure.

Let the given angle contain D degrees.

1
1" = :j-^ of two right angles

of 77 units of circular measure

units of circular measure

;

180 *=

1

^180

TT

'l80

J, If=::^ units of circular measure,
180
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Hence we obtain the following rule

:

If an angle he expressed in degrees, raultiply the measure in

degrees by tt, divide the result by 180, and you obtain the circular

neasure of the angle.

Ex. Find the circular measure of 45° . 15';

45° . 15'= 45-25 degi'ees
;

.'. circular measure required is

45-25 X TT _ 4525- _ 905- _\?It
~180~" ~ 18000 " 3600 ~ 720

*

Examples.—viii.

Express in circular measure tlie following angles

:

1. 60°. 2. 22°. 30'. 3. 11°. 15'. 4. 270'.

5. 315°. 6. 24°. 13'. 7 95° 20'. 8. 12°. 5'. 4".

9. The angles of an equilateral triangle.

10. The angles of an isosceles right-angled triangle.

39. If the circular measure of an angle be given to find the

number of degrees which it contains.

Let 6 be the given circular measure.

1'=- of two right angles
TT

• - of 180 degrees

180 ,»— degrees

;

TT

. ^ ^.180 ,

.*. 6^= degrees.

Hence we obtain the following rule :

If an angle be expressed in circular measure, multiply the

measure by 180, divide the result by — and you obtain the mea-

sure of the angle in degrees.
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Ex. Express in degrees the angle whose circular measure

rri, 'J StT X 180 900 , , ^ ^ JThe measure in degrees= —^ = — - =112-5 degreea,
O X TT O

Examples.—ix.

Express in degrees, etc., the angles whose circular measurei
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41. We shall now give a set of miscellaneous examples to

illustrate the principles explained in this and the two preced-

ing chapters.

Examples.—xii.

{Noti. Circular measure is not introduced till Ex. 17.)

1. If the unit of angular measurement be 5°, what is the

measure of 22^° ?

2. If an angle of 42^° be representeJi by 10, what is the

unit of measurement ]

3. An angle referred to different units has measures in the

ratio 8 to 5; the smaller unit is 2°, what is the other? Express

each unit in terms of tlie other.

4. An angle referred to different units has measures in the

ratio 7 to 6 ; the smaller unit is 3°, what is the other? Express

each unit in terms of the other.

5. If half a right angle be taken as the unit of angular

measurement, what is the measure of an angle of 42° ?

6. Compare the angles 13M3' .
48" and 14« . 7\

7. If B be the number of degrees in any angle and G the

number of grades, show that G=D + -D.

8. An equilateral triangle is divided into two triangles by
a line bisecting one side ; express the angles of these two tri-

angles in degrees and grades respectively.

9. If the angles of a triangle are in arithmetical progres-

sion, show tbat one of them is 60°.

10. Reduce 39*012 to degrees, minutes, and seconds.

11. If there be m English minutes in an angle, find the

number of French seconds in the same angle.

12. What fraction of a right angle must be the unit, in

order that an angle of 5°
. 33' . 20" may be represented by 5 ?

13. What must be the unit angle, if the sum of the measure*

of & degree and a grade is 1 ?
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14, If there be three angles in arithmetical progression

and the number of grades in the greatest be equal to th'

number of degrees in the sum of the other two, the angles ar

as 11 : 19 : 27.

180°
'15. Prove that —.— = 115* . 47' nearly.

16. The three angles of a triangle are in arithmetical pro-

gression, and the number of grades in the least : the number
of degrees in the greatest ;: 2 : 9. Find the angles.

17. It being given that the angle subtended by an arc equal

to the radius is 57°"29577, find the ratio of the circumference

of a circle to its diameter.

18 Two angles of a triangle are in magnitude as 2 : 3. If

the third angle be a right angle, express the angles of this

triangle in each of the three systems of measurement.

19. Two straight lines drawn from the centre of a circle

contain an angle subtended by an arc which is to the whole

circumference as 13 : 27 ; express this angle in degrees.

20. An arc of a circle is to the whole circumference bb

17 : 54 ; express in grades the angle which the arc subtends at

the centre of the circle.

21. Determine in grades the magnitude of the angle sub-

tended by an arc two feet long at the centre of a circle whose

radius is 18 inches.

22. One angle of a triangle is 2 in circular measure, and

another ls 20°
: find the number of grades in the third,

23. An arc of a circle, whose radius is 7 inches, subtends

an angle of 15°
.
39'. 7"; what angle will an arc of the same

length subtend in a circle whose radius is 2 inches?

355
24. What is the circular measure of 11'. 30' if tt= ^pr^^ I

25. If the numerical value of an angle measured by the

larCBlbT system be ( ^ j , how many degrees does it contain ?
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26. The Avhole circumference of one circle is just long

enough to subtend an angle of one grade at the centre of

another circle : what part of the latter circumference will

sul)tend an angle of 1° at the centre of the former circle \

27. Taking 4 right angles as the unit, what number will

L-pi-esent 1°, 1^, T respectively ?

28. The Ciirth being supposed a sphere of which the dia-

!>;-.ivr is 71)S() n.iile.<. find the length of 1°. of the meridiaa.

' ; If hair a light angle be the unit of angular measure-

;.;.iii, ixpress the angles whose measures are

2, 4, TT, 4n +
g,

m) in degrees, (2) in units of circular measure.

30. If the unit be an angle subtended at the centre ot

a circle by an arc three times as large as the radius, wbAt
number will represent an angle of 45°?

31. Express in degrees :

(i) The angle of a regular hexagon.

(2) The angle of a regular pentagon.

32. Express in grades :

(i) The angle of a regular pentagon.

(2) The angle of a regular octagon.

33. Express in circular measure :

(i) The angle of an equilateral triangle,

(2) The angle of a regular hexagon.

34. Find the circular measure of the angle of a regulai

polygon of n sides.

35. The radius of a circle is 18 feet, find the length of to
arc which subtends an angle of 10° at the centre.

36. The angles in one regular polygon are twice as many
as rho-<e in another polygon, and an angle of the former : an
angle xA the latter :: 3 : 2. Find the number of thr «i^99 tp



V. ON THE USE OF THE SIGNS + AND -

TO DENOTE CONTRARIETY OK
DIRECTION.

42. In a science Avliicli deals with the distances measured

from a fixed point it is convenient to have some means of dis-

tinguishing a distance, measured in one direction from the

point, from a distance, measured in a direction exactly o])po-

site to the former. This contrariety of direction we can deiiott

by prefixing the algebraic signs + and — to the symboli

denoting the lengths of the measured lines.

43. It must also be observed that magnitudes of things

cannot properly be made suljject to the rules and operations

of Algebra, as these rules and operations have only been

proved for algebraical sjinbols. We must therefore find some

algebraical representative for any magnitude before we subject

it to algebraical operations : such a representative is the measure

of that magnitude with the proper sign prefixed.

44. We explained in Chapters i. and iii. the principles of

algebraical representation as applied to the measures of lineA

and angles, and we have now to explain the rules by which w"»

are enabled to express contraHciy of dircvilon 'n the case o:

lines and angles by employing the signs + and -

45. Suppose that two straight roads NS, WE intersect one

imotLei at right anglec at the point 0.
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A traveller comes along S,0 with tlie intention of going

to^.

N

w-

Snppose OE to represent a distance of 4 miles

and OW to represent a distance of 4 miles,

and suppose the traveller to walk at the rate of 4 milee

an hour.

If on conrnsc to he makes a mistake, a"nd tnms to the

left instead ot tne right, he will find himself at the end of an

hour at W^ 4 miles further from E than he was when he

reached 0.

So far from making progress towards liis object, he has

walked away from it : so far from gaining he has lost ground.

In algebraic language we express the distinction between

the distance he oui^ht to have traversed and the distance he

did traverse by saying that OE represents a positive quantity

and OW a, negative quantity.

46. Availing ourselves of the advantages afforded by the

use of the signs 4- and - to indicate tlie directions of lines,

we make tlie i'ollowin'' convent it)ii>< ;
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(1) Let be a fixed j^oint in any straight line BOA.-

B A

Then, if distances measured from in the direction OA
be considered positive, distances measured from in the direc-

tion OB will properly be considered negative.

Hence if OA and OB be equal, and the measure of each

be m, the complete algebraical representative of OA is m,

whereas that cf OB is - m.

The direction in which the positive distances are measured
is quite indifferent ; but when cnce it has been fixed, the nega-

tive distances must lie in the o mtrary direction.

(2) Let be a fixed point i i which two lines AB, CJJ cut

one another at right angles.

Then, if we regard lines measured along OA and 00 as

positive, we shall properly regard lines measured along OB
and OD as negative.

This convention is extended to lines parallel to AB or CD
yfi the following raarmc^"

:
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Lines parallel to GI) are positive when they lie above AB,
negative below AB.

Lines parallel to A B are positive when they lie on the right

of CD, negative when ibey lie on the left of CD.

47. We may now proceed to explain how the position of a

point may be determined.

XS and WE are two lines cutting each other at right anglea

in the point 0.

N

P.

W-

?•

•P

•p

The position of a point P is said to be known, when the

lengths of the perpendiculars dropped from it on the lines NS
and WE are known, provided that we also know on which
side of each of the lines NS and WE the point P lies.

If the perpendicular dropped from P to WE be above WE,
it is reckoned positive.

If the perpendicular dropped from P to WE be below WE^
it is reckoned negative.

If the perpendicular dropped from P to NS be on the righi

of NSf it is reckoned positive.

If the perpendicular dropped from P to NS be on the left of

NS, it is reckoned negative.
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48. Angles in Trigonometry must be considered not with

respect to their magnitude only, but also with reference to

their mode of generation ; that is to say, we shall have to con-

sider whether they are traced out by the revolution of the

generating line /rom right to left or from left to right.

49. Let a line OP starting from the position OE revolve

about in the direction ENiVSE; that is, in a direction

contrary to that in which the hands of a watch revolve.

N

W-

Then all angles so traced out are considered positive.

When OP reaches the line

ON it will have traced out a right angle,

OW two right angles,

OS three right angles,

OE four right angles.

If we suppose the line to revolve in the direction ESWNE,
we may properly account the angles traced out by it to be

negative angles.

For the sake of clea»^'S6fi we shall call OP the revolving line,

and OE the primitive line
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50. Now suppose P to be a point in the revolving line OP.

Let a perpendicular let fall from P meet the line EW in

the point M, and let this be done in each of the four quarters

made by the intersection of iV^S and WE, as in the diagnuns

in the next article.

Then in the first quarter PM is positive and OM is positive.

second TM is positive and OJi is negative,

thi^d PikT is negative and OM is negative,

fourth FM\s, negative'and OM is positive.

NoU.—When we say that a line FM is positive or negative,

we meaii that its measure has the + or - sign prefixed tc

indicate the direction in which it is drawn.

Thus if the measure of PM be p, the complete algebraical •

representative of PM will be p or -p, according as PM is

above or below IVE.

So also if the measure of OM be q, the complete algebrai:al

representative of OM will be ^ or - 2, according as OM is on

the right or left of NS.



VI. ON THE TRIGONOMETRICAL
RATIOS.

61. Let the line OP revolving from the position OE about

from right to left describe the angle EOP^ which we shall

call the Angle of Reference.

From P let fall the perpendicular PM on the line EOW.

We then obtain a right-angled triangle POM, which we
shall call the Triangle of Reference.

a) (2) (3)

W

P/ \P

M W M
M ,-'

W
ON

E W

(4)

'9>, M

P\

In fig. (1) the angle of reference is an acute angle.

In fig. (2) it is an obtuse angle.

In fig. (3) it is greater than two right angles but less than

three right angles.

In fig. (4) it is greater than three right angles but less than

four right angles.
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Then the ratio
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56. We have given the ratio-definitions in the most getieral

form, but we shall for the present confine the attention of the

student to the particular cases of the Ratios of Acute and

Obtuse Angles, with which we are chiefly concerned in this

treatise.

Ratios for Acute Angles.

57. The six trigonometrical ratios are arithmetical quantities,

denoting the relations existing between tlie sides of a right-

angled triangle, which we call the Triangle of Reference,
taken two by two.

58. Let us now look at the order in which the sides are

taken to form the ratios which we call the sine and the cosirie

of an acute angle.

Referring to fig. (1) of Art. 51,

sine LOF=
^yp »

cosme EOP=jrp,

In each case the denominator of the fraction is formed by

that side of the triangle of reference which is opposite to the

right angle.

Of the two other sides we may call PM the side opposite to

the angle of reference, so as to distinguish it from DM the side

adjacent to the angle of reference.

Hence in determining the ratio which we call the sine of a

given acute angle we must take as the numerator of the fraction

that side of our triangle of reference which is opposite to the

given angle ; and in determining the ratio which we call the

cosine of a given acute angle we must take as the numerator of

the fraction that side of our triangle of reference which is

adjacent to the given angle : the denominator being in both

cases that side of the triangle which subteruls the right angle of

the triangle.

Note.—Omitting the word acute in this Article, the remarks

will be applicable to all the diagrams of Art. 51.
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59. If the remarks given in the preceding Article be

clearly understood, the student will find no difficulty in writing

down the ratios for the sine and the cosine of a given acute

angle, whatever may he the position in which the triangle of

reference for that angle may stand.

Suppose PM to be perpendicular to OM,

DN to be perpendicular to PM.

'i'hen POM, PDN, DMN are three right-angled triangles.

Kow

Alflo

And

ojiPOM

am OPM--

sin DPN:

anPDN

sinDMN-

timNDM:

PM D^,^ CM
-op'- ^°«^^^=oF-

OM ^^,, PM
'op''

^'0PM=^^.

DN ^p,, PN
-PD''

^osDPiN^=p^.

-^^: cos DMN=^^.

-^^:cosNI)M=^

60. When once the student has acquired facility in fixing

on the lines which form the ratios called the siiie and the

cosine, he will be able to determine the other four ratios with*

oat any trouble.
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Examples.—xiii.

I. Let ABC be a triangle. Draw from B a perpendicular

BD on AC, and let it be within the triangle. Then write the

following ratios :

sin BAD, cos BAD, tan BAD
;

sin ABD, cot ABD, cosec ABD
;

sin jBaZ>, sin CBD, tan 5ai).

2- Let ABG be a right-angled triangle, having B as the

right angle, and let the angles be denoted by the letters

A, B, C, and the sides respectively opposite to them by the

letters a, 6, c.

A S
Show that

a=6 . sin A =5 . cos G=c . tan A = e . cot Cf,

6= a , cosec ^ = a .sec C=c .sec ^ = c . cosec 0,

c= a . cot ^ = a . tan C=h . cos ^ = 6 . sin 0.

-A/b^e.—These results are worthy of notice, as being of fre-

quent use in a later part of the subject.

61. The trigonometrical ratios remain unchanged so long a$

the angle is the same.

M M'
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Let EOB be any angle.

In OB take any points P, P', and draw FM, P'M' at right

angles to OE.

Then, since PM, P'M' are parallel,

the triangles 0PM, OP'M' are similar.

„ PM P'M'
Hence

OP = -OF'
i.e. the value of the sine of EOB is the same so long as the angle

is the same, and this result holds good for the other ratios.

The figure represents the simplest case, where the given

angle is less than a right angle, but the conclusion is true for

all angles.

Ratios for Obtuse Angles.

62. Suppose ACB to be an obtuse angle.

Draw AD at right angles to BG produced.

Then, regarding ACB as an angle described by GA revolving

lomid G from the position GBj

smAGB=^^
COS ACB= -r^.AG

Now suppose the measures of AD, AG, DG to be p, q, r

respectively.

Then the complete algebraical representative of AD is +p,
of AG is +g,
of GD is -r.

for CD 18 measured from Gin a direction exactly opposite to that

of the primitive line CB.

.-. 8in^aP=^, cos^CJ5=--.
2 3
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63. In the application of Algebra to Geometn- it is the

practice of most writers to use the geometrical representative

of a magnitude where the algebraical representative ought to

be employed. Then suppose "p and ^ to be the measures of two

lines AB, CD, we often find the fraction jp=. where we ought

in strictness to find the fraction ^. This loose method of nota-

tion is, however, sometimes lass cumbersome, and we shall

therefore retain it at the lisk of a slight want of clearness.

64. Whenever we represent the ratios of lines algdiraicaUy^

we must be careful to put the comiplete algebraical representa-

tive for each line. This cannot be too strongly impressed on a

beginner, and we therefore give another iUustration of it.

Let EOWhe the primitive line and a diameter of a circle,

NOS a diameter at right angles to E'j JV,

and POP' any other diameter.

Draw PM and FM' at right angles to EOW.

Let p V>€ the measure of PM and P'if,

r the measure of the radius.

Then the ratio PM : PO is represented algebraically by ^

but PM' : P'O



VII. ON THE CHANGES IN SIGN AND
MAGNITUDE OF THE TRIGONOME-
TRICAL RATIOS OF AN ANGLE AS
IT INCREASES FROM 0^ TO 360°.

65. Let NS, WE bisect each other at right angles in the

point 0, and let a line equal in length to OE be suj^posed to

revolve in the positive direction from OE round the fixed

point 0.

Let r be the measure of OE.

As the revolving line passes from the position OE to the

positions ON, OW, OS, OE, the extremity traces out a circle

ENWS.
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If we take a succession of points in EN^ as P, P, P, P, and

from them let fall perpendiculars PM, FM^ PM, PM on the

line OE, and do the same m ^tie other quadrants, it is cleai

that

In passing from E to N,

PM continually incredscs iSrom zero to r,

OM continually decreases ^rom r to zero.

In passing from N to TV,

PM continually decreases froLi r to zero.

OM continually increases from zero to r.

In passing from fF to S,

PM conlinualb l^acreases from zero to r,

OM contiiLuall> decreases from r to zero.

In passing from *S' to E,

PM continually decreases fron? r to zero,

OM continually increases from zero to r.

Again,

PM is positive in the first and second quadrants,

negative in the third and fourth.

OM is positive in the first and fourth quadrants,

negative in the second and third.

OP is always positive, and always = r.

66. To trace the changes in sign and magnitude of the sine oj

an angle as the angle increases from 0° to 360°.

Let NOS, EOJF he two diameters of a circle at riglit angles.

Let a radius OP, whose measure is r, by revolving from OE
\TdkCe out any angle EOP, and denote this angle by A,

From P draw PM at right argles to EOJF.

Then smi4 = --p.
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Ab a increases from 0" to 90", OF revolves from OE to OK

^

:. PM increases from to r and is positive,

OP is always = r positive

;

/. sin A increases from to 1 positive.

As A increases from 90° to 180', OP revolves from ON to

.'. PM decreases from r to and is positive,

OP is always == r posi tive

;

/. sin A decreases from 1 to positive*

As A increases from 180' to 270°, OP revolves from OtV to

:. PM increases from to r and is negative,

OP is always = r positive;

.*. sin A increases from to 1 negative.

As A increases from 270* to 360°, OP revolves from OS to

OE,

:. PM decreases from r to and is negative,

OP is always = r positive

;

•. nn A decreases from 1 to negative.
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67. To trace, tJte changes in the sign and magnitude of

cosine of an angle as the angle increases from 0° to 360°.

Making tlie same construction as in Art. 66,

cos^ =^.

As A increases from 0° to 90°, OP revolves from OE to ON.,

:. OM decrease's from r to and is positive,

OP is always = r positive;

,*. cos ^ decreases from 1 to positive.

As A increases from 90° to 180°, OP revolves from ON to

OW,

:. OM increases from to r and is negative,

OP is al ways = r positive

;

.•. cos A increases from to 1 negative.

As A increases from 180° to 270°, OP revolves from OW to

OS,

:, OM decreases from r to and is negative,

OP is always =* r positive;

;. cos A decreases from 1 to negative.

As A increases from 270° to 360°, OP revolves from OS to

UE,

.'. OM increases from to r and is positive,

OP is always = r positive;

.*. cos A increases from to 1 positive.

68. To trace the changes in the sign and magnitude of tke

Icungent of an angle as the angle increases from 0° to 360°.

Making the same construction as in Art. 66,

^ A ^^^
'^''^-OM-
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As A increases from 0° to 90°, OF revolves from OE
jd ON,

:. PM increases from to r and is positive,

OM decreases from r to positive ;

.*. tan A increases from to qo positive.

A^ A iiicreiises from 90° to 180°, OP revolves from ON
toOW,

:. Pilf decreases from r to and is positive,

OM increases from to r ..!... negative ;

.*. tan A dJ ureases from oc to negative.

As A increases ^*Tom 180° to 270°, OP revolves from OfV
to OS,

:. PM in ureases from to r and is negative,

OAI decreases from r to negative ;

.*. tan A ill ureases from to oo positive.

As A increases from 270° to 360°, OP revolves from 08
to OE,

:. PM decreases from r to and is negative,

OM increases from to r positive ;

.'. tan A decreases from oo to negative,

Note.'-'yhe eymbol 00 is used to denote numbers which are

infinitely great, and the symbol is used to denote numbers

which -'^,^9 infinitely smalL When we say that ^= 00 , we mean

that if any finite number r be divided by a number infinitely

small, the quotient is a number infinitely great

69. When A is less than, but very nearly equal to 90'^

tan A U Tery large and positive ; and when A is very little

greate' than 90°, tan A is very large and negative. This is

exprtiss'/i.^ by saying that the tangent of an angle changes sign

Hi oaasing through the value 00

.

To explain this more clearly we give another method of

eing the changes in the sign and magnitude of tan -4, as ^
%i«0 from 0° to 18()^
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Let NOS, EOW be two diameters of a circle at rght

angles.

Suppose a line OP revolving from the position OE to trace

out any angle EOPy and denote this angle by A.

Draw EC, WD at right angles to EOW, and let then? meet

the revolving line in any points P, P.

S

fhen as A increases from 0* to 9(f,

tan^ = ^,

EP increases from to =0 and is positivj^

0^ is always = r posirive;

.*. tan A increases from to 00 positive.

,. 8 ^ increases from 90' to 180°,

t^^^ = OW'

WP decreases from 00 to and is positW^,

0^ is always = r negative,

.*. tan A decreases from co to negative.

Thus as the revolving line passes from one side ot 0>M «te

)ther, tan A changes from + oo to - 00

.

70. The changes of the cosecant, secant, ant >tda*-»it

Bhonld be traced for himself by the student for practice.
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til We now present the changes of the trigonometrical

rsfnoft in a convenient tabular form.

<^Wnmns 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 give the values of the ratios for the

nariicular values of the angle placed above the columns.

Hnl limns 2, 4, 6, 8 give the signs of the ratios as the angle

Tii^^es from 0° to 90°, from 90° to 180° fi-om 180' to 270°, and

from 270° to 360°.

(

0-



YIII. ON RATIOS OF ANGLES TN THE
FIRST QUADRANT.

75. We have now to treat of tlie values of the trigono-

metrical ratios for some particular angles in the first quadrant.

These angles, which we shall take in their proper order, an they

are traced out by the revolving line, are 0°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 90'.

76. The signs of all the ratios for an angle in the first

quadrant are positive.

77. To find the trigonometrical ratios for an angle of 0°.

We have already proved in the preceding chapter that

sinO°= 0, cosO° = l, tanO°= 0.

cosecO°= x, secO° = l;» cotO°= co.

78k To find the trigonometrical ratios for an angle of 30*.

N

Let OP revolving from the position OE describe au augie

EOF equal to one-third of a right angle, that is an angle of 30°.
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Draw the chord FM.F at right angles to OE, and join OV

,

Then angle OPT= OPP'= 90° -P03/= 60°.

Thus POP' is an equilateral triangle, and OM. bisecte PP'\

:. 0F= 2PM.

Let the measure of PM be m.

Then the measure of OP is 2m.

And the measure of OM is ,J(4m- - m^-)= ^f{3m^ =m . J'6.

PM m 1
Then sin 30°

OP 2m 2'

'^^'^-dp-~2^-~2'^

^ ^^„ PM m 1

So also cosec 30° = 2, sec 30° = --
.7,, cot 30°= ^3,

79. Tojind the trigonometrical ratios for an angle o/45^

Let OP revolving from the position OE describe an angle

EOF equal to half a right angle, that is an angle of 45°.

Draw PM at right angles to OE.

Then since POM and 0PM are together equal to a right

angle, and POM is half a right angle, 0PM is also half a right

angle.
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Thus FOM. is an isosceles triangle, and OM=PM»

Let the measure of OM be m.

Then the measure of PM is m.

And the measure of OP is ^{m'^ + m^)= sj{^m^)=m ^2,

PM m 1
Then Bin 45

COB 45°

OP m V2 ^^2'

OM
OP mV2 V2'

tan45°=-7r^=- = l.

So also cosec 45°= ^2, sec 45°= sl% <^ot i5°= l.

80. To find the trigonometrical ratios for an angle of 60*.

N

Let OP revolving from the position OE describe an angle

EOF equal to two-thirds of a right angle, that is, an angle

of 60°.

Draw PM at right angles to OE, and join PE.

Then POE is an equilateral triangle, and PM bisects 06',

/. 0P= 20M,

Let the measure of OM be m.

Then the measure of OP is 2m.

And the measure of PM is s/(4m^ - m*)= <y(3m*)=i» ^3L
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Then «u,60=^-y =-2^=^.

So also cosec 60° = -^, sec 60°= 2, cot 60°= -^.

81. To find the trigonometrical ratios for an angle of 90°.

We have already proved in the preceding chapter that

sin 90° = 1, cos 90° = 0, tan 90°= oo

,

cosec 90°= 1, sec 90°= qo, cot 90° =0.

Examples.—xiv.

If a«0', j8=30°, 7 = 45°, 3 = 60°, ^=90°, find the numerical

Viilues of the following expressions :

X.
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IT TT 1 /tT T.\ 1
COS 5 . COS 7; = ^ COS

(TT T.\ 1 /tT 7r\

. o TT . o TT

TT TT
^"^'3-^^^^

e
10. tan^ - - tan^ -=————.

O b o TT o IT
COS- :^ . COS-* -

o O

82. We are now able to give some simple examples of the

practical use of Trigonometry in the measurement of heights

and distances.

83. The values of the sines, cosines, tangents, and the other

ratios have been calculated for all angles succeeding each other

at intervals of 1', and the results registered in Tables.

Instruments have been invented for determining :

(1) The angle which the line joining two distant objects

subtends at the eye of the observer.

(2) The angle which a line joining the eye of the observer

and a distant object makes with the horizontal plane.

If the object be above the observer, the angle is called the

Angle of Elevation.

If the object be below the observer, the angle is called the

Angle of Depression.

84. To find the height of an object standing on a horiffonUU

plane, the base of the object being accessible.

Let PQ be a vertical column.

From the base P measure a horizontal Hne AP,

Then observe the angle of elevation QAP,

Q

A P

We can then determine the hei„-ht of the column, t»
QP= ^P. tan QAP,
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W. To jiTid the breadth 0/ a rvMr%

\
R • S

Let RS be the horizontal line joining two objects on the

opposite banks.

From 0, a point in a vertical line with R, observe the angle

of depression OSR.

Then if OR be measured, we can determine the length ef

as, for

r>c_ OR
'^"tan OSK

86. Tofind the height of aflag-staff on the top of a tototr.

Pv

A P

Let RQ be the flag-staff.

From P the base of the tower measnre a horizontal line AP.

Observe the angles RAP and QAP.

Then we can find the length of RQ, for

RO=J?P-QP
^AP.liiuh'A/'~Ar.tiiuQAP,
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87. To find the altitude of the siiffi.

The altitude of tlie sun is measured by the angle between

I horizontal line and a line passing through tha centre of the

iun.

If AB be a stick standing at right angles to the horizontal

[)lane QR, and QB the shadow of the stick on the horizontal

plane, a line joining i^A wiu pass through the centre of the

sun.

a B p

Then if we measui-e AB and QB, we shall know the altitude

of the sun, for
A V

EXAMPLES.—XV.

1. At a point 200 feet from a tower, and on a level with

its base, the angle of elevation of its summit is found to be 60°

;

what is the height of the tower ]

2. What is the height of a tower, whose top appears at an

elevation of 30° to an observer 140 feet from its foot on a

horizontal plane, his eye being 5 feet from the ground ]

3. Determine the altitude of the sun, when the length ot

a vertical stick is to the length of its shadow as v/3 : 1.

4. At 300 feet measured horizontally from the foot of a

steeple the angle of elevation of the top is found to be 30^

;

what is the height of the steeple ]
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5. From the top of a rock 245 feet above the sea the angle

of depression of a ship's hull is found to be 30° ; how far is

the ship distant ?

6. Froni the top of a hill there are observed two consecu-

tive milestones, on a horizontal road, running from the base.

The angles of depression are found to be 45° and 30°, Find

the height of the hill.

7. A flag-staff stands on a tower. I measure from the

bottom of the tower a distance of 100 feet. I then find that

the top of the flag-staff subtends an angle of 45°, and the top of

the tower an angle of 30° at my place of observation. What is

the height of the flag-staff?

'

8. From the summit of a tower, whose height is 108 feet,

the angles of depression of the top and bottom of a A^ertical

column, standing on a level with the base of the tower, are

found to be 30° and 60° ; find the height of the column.

9. A person observes the elevation of a tower to be 60°,

and on receding from it 100 yards further he finds the eleva-

tion to be 30° ; required the height of the tower.

10. A stick 10 feet in length is placed vertically in the

ground, and the length of its shadow is 25 feet ; find tke

altitude of the sun, having given tan 25°= '4

11. A spire stacfl.s on a tower in the form of a cube whose

edge is 35 feet. From a point 23 feet above the level of the

base of the tower, and 20 yards distant from the tower, the

elevation of the top of the spire is found to be 56° . 34'. Find

the height of the spire, having given tan 56°
.
34' =1*5.

12. The length of a kite string is 250 yards, and the angle

of elevation of the kite is 30° ; find the height of the kite.

13. The height of a housetop is 60 feet. A rope is

stretched from it, and is inclined at an angle of 40°
. 30' to the

ground. Find the length of the rope, if sin 40° . 30'= '65.

14. A tower or t/ie bank of a river is 120 feet high, and

the angle of elevation of tlie top of the tower from the opposite

bank is 20°; find rha rivers breadth, if tan 20°= '35.

,

15. The altitude of the sun is 36° . 30'; what is the length

of the shn.low of a man 6 feet high, if tan 36° .
30'= 745 ?



rX. ON THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE
TRIGONOMETRICAL RATIOS FOR
THE SAME ANGLE.

88. Let EOP Ije any angle tnircd by OP revolving from
the position i)E, and let a perpendicular PM be dropped on
OE or E() produced, thus :

^
M

M E M

/P

Let the angle EOP be denoted by A.

Then we can prove the following relatione

;

I.
. sm A

tan A = ^.
cos A

PM
PM OP smA
0M~ 0_M~ cos A'

OP

For tan A= 7A.= t-?t= -

II. sin^ A + cos'-^ A = l.

-, . „ , , , PM^ OM*
For sinM + cos2 yl = ^p^ + -^p

PM^+QM^ OF*

OP^ OP^
-i.

M e;

f\
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III. secM = l + tan2A

. , or- OM^ + PM^ , PM2 ,
,
^ . ,

IV, cosec2^ = l + cot2A

For cosec^ A = -^^^f-j^
= ~rsif^— — l + fT^rF?= 1 + cot' ^.

PM^ PM^ PM^

89. We shall now give a D'lmber of easy examples \>y

which the student may become familiar with the formulae

which we liave jnst obtalfved.

He must observe that these formulae hold good for all

magnitudes of the angle which we have represented by the

letter A, that is, not only

sin2^ + cos2^= l,

but also sin^ + cos^ 9=1,

and sin2a; + cos2a;= l,

Kiia 8in2 45° + cos2 45'' = l,

and sin2 60« + cos^ 60«= 1,

and sin2 ^ + cos^ ^= 1.

And similarly for the other formulae.

90. If tbeii any angle be represented by 9y we know from

Art. 8b,
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91. Ex. 1. Show that sec 6^- tan ^ . sin 6'= cos 0.

Bee 6 - tan . si>. 6=—^ - ^-^ . sin 6. by form (6) ana (1),
cos ^ cos ^ ' •' ^ '

1 _sin2^

cos B COS

_ 1 - sin^ d
~

C'Ji d

_C0S2^
"cos 6' ^^"^

=cos ^.

Ex. 2. Show that cot o - sec a cosec a (1 - 2 sin^ a)= tan a.

cot a— sec a . cosec a (1 - 2 sin^ a)

^cosa _ _1_ _^1_ ^j _ 2 sin2 a) i^y (7. 6 5Y
sin a cos a sm a y^ j \ .

cos a 1 2 sin- a

sin a cos a . sin a cos u . sin a

cos- a - 1 + 2 sin- a

cos a . sin a

cos- a - (sin^ a + cos^ a) + 2 sin^ a , ._.
.^ ^ by (1),

cos a . sin a 7 ^ r-

cu.s ' a - sin- a — cos- a + 2 sin^ a

cos a . sin a

sin^a

COS a . sm a

sin a

cos a

= ta-^ a.

It will be observed tliat in work'^^s^ these examples w«

commenced by express-, -if ^he oii...-r r.uOfl in terms of the sine

and cosine, and the begin aer will find this the simplest course

in most cases.
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Examples.—xvi.
Prove the following relations :

I. cos 6 . tan ^= sin d. 2. sin 9 . cot ^= cos 9,

3. bill a . sec a = tan a. 4. cos a . cosec a = cot a.

5. (l + tan2^}.cos'^6?= l. 6. (I +cot-' 6*) . sin2 ^=1.

tan'^^a . „ cosec- a -

1

„
7. -- T .,- =8in-a. 8. — 9 = cos2a.

1 + tan- a cosec^ a

9. tan x + cot a;= 8ec x . cosec a;,

cos X . cosec aj . tan cc_
sin a; . sec X . cot a;

~ '

1 1 . cos X + sin X . tan x= sec x.

"
taareof^^

= ^'"^- -3. (cos» 9-1) (cot» 5+1)--
1,

/ 4. cot^ a - cos^ a = cot^ a . cos"-* a.

I ;

.

sec^ a . cosec^ a= sec^ a 4 cosec^ cu

1 6. sm^ <^ + sin^ <f) . tan" </>= tan^ <^

1 7. cot^ <fi . sin^ (^ + sin''^ (/>= 1.

1 8. sec^ cf)-l= siu''^ 4> ' sec^ <^.

19. 2 versin <^ - versin"^ (/>= sin^ <^

sec - 1 . ^
20- V, = versin d.

sec 6/

92. We shall next show how to express the cosine, tangent,

and other ratios in terms of the sine.

Since sin^ ^+ cos2 ^= 1,

co82^=l-sin2|9;

;. cos d=± V(l-sin2^

A.gam tan ^= -'^
^" cos

t V(l-sin
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Also cosec d=

sec $=

sin^'

1

cos^ ±V(l-sin2^'

cot e= -- 1 = ±V(l^|5!i).
tan sin

The double sign before the root-symbols is to be explained

thus. For an assigned value of sin d we shall have more than

one value of 6 (Art. 74). Hence we have an ambiguity when
we endeavour to tind cos 6 from the known value of sin 6.

The double sign may generally be omitted in the exai/»ples

which we shall hereafter give

93. We shall now give two examples of another methorj of

•irriviiig at expressions for the other ratios in terms of a par-

ti3ular ratio. These examples should be carefully studied.

(1) To express the other trigonometrical ratios in Uvma of the

sine.

Let FAM be an angle whose sine is s, a numerical quantity.

Let PMbe drawn perpendiculai to AM,

Then if ^P be represented I'V 1,

PM will be represented hy t

and ^ilf will therefor/ V--^ -eprespnted by Jl-s'.
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Then denoting PAM. by A^

AM vr^2
cos A =

tan ^ =

AP~ 1

PM s sin A
AM Vl-s2 Vl-sinM'

and similarly the other ratios may be expressed in terms of

sin A.

(2) To express the other trigoriometrical ratios in terms of the

tcmgetU,

A ^ M

Making the sanif construction as in the preceding Article,

Let tan A — t.

Then if AM l»e rej^re.-ented by 1, PM will be rejiresented

by t, and AP will be n-piusented by Vl + 1'-.

Therefore sin A =PM t tan A
A I'

COB -4
AM

Wt' vl + tan2X

.IP /i+/2 <vY+tanM'

and similarly the oilier r.itio.s may be found.
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Examples.—xvii.

1. Express the other trigonometrical ratios in terms of the

cosine.

2. Express the other trigonometrical ratios in terms of the

cosecant,

3. Express the other trigonometrical ratio.^ in terms of the

secant.

4. Express tlie other trigonometrical ratios in terms of the

cotangent.

94. If any one of the trigonometrical ratios be given, the others

may he found.

Thus suppose sin ^ = ^•

If FAM represent the angle, and PM he perpendicular to

AM, Me may rejiresent PM hy 3, AP by 5, and consetpi^utly

AM by V25^ o- 4.

Then
. 4

cos A=-f
5

tan A=-

osec A =-f

pec 4=5
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96w i/ tan -4 = 1-, tojind sin A and cos A.

If PAM represent the angle, and PM l)e pei'pendicular to

AM, we may vei)resent PM by a, AM by 6, and consequently

^P by s'a^+1\

Then sin A =

cos A = 6

Examples. —xviii.

I. Given sin a = r,
•' find cos a and tan ou

2. Given cos a = -
; find sin a and tan a.

5

3. Given cosec ^= 5 • fi'^^ cos 6 and tan d.

4. Given sin 0=—j- : find cos 6 and tan B.

5. Given tan a= r^ : find cosec a and sec a.

6. Given cos a= 7 : find tan a and cosec ou
b

7. GivoTi f^in () = a- find t:iii i9 and sec B.
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8. Given cos Q= 'b: find tan Q and cosec Q.

9. Given sin ^= '6 : find cos Q and cot 0.

10. Given cos ^= '5
: find cot Q and cosec ft

11. Given cosec ^= 2-4 : find cos Q and cot ft

12. Given sec ^=1-03. find sin Q and tan ft

99
13. Given sin (^=— -: find cos <i> and cot </».

20

101

1

14. Given cos ^= find sin ^ and tan (^.

ji;. Given versin^=— ; find sin Q and sec ft
13

96. We may liere give the geometrical solutions of the pro-

blem of constructing an angle, when its sine, cosine, or tangent

is given.

(1) Gvo&n that the sine of nn angle is r, to construct the angle.

The sine of an angle cannot be greater than unity,

:. a is not greater than b,

c

N

M B

Draw a line AB=h, and describe a circle with centre A
cmd radius AB.

Let BAG be a quadrant of this circle.

Mark ofi on AC the line AN^^a.
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Draw iVP, FM. at right angles to AG, AB,

Then FAM. is the angle required : for

. -,.„ FM AN aBmPAM=j^=jp==y

(2) Given that the cosine of an angle is r, to construct tkt

mngle.

Making the same construction as befor^

FAN is the angle required : for

cos PAN-—-^

(3) Given that the tangent of an angle is ,-, to construct the

mngle.

Take a line AM=b, and draw PM=a at right angles to

AM (fig. in Art. 95).

Join AP. Then PAM is the angle required : for

n , ,^ PM a
tan PAM=~r:i^=r.AM h

97. "We shall now give a set of examples similar to tliosi

in Ex. xvL, but presenting in some cases more difficulty.

Examples.—xix.

Prove the following relations

:

1
1. sin ^ =

2. q,obA =

3. cosx=-

V(l+C0t2^)*

1

V(l + tan2^y

cotx

V(l + C0t2x)'

4. tan X . cos x= v^(l - cos'*)*
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5. cos d>= ^^ —-^ .

' ^ cosec 9

7. sin^ a = (1 + cos a) . versin a.

8. tan2a-tan^/3=3I^^^^.
'^

cos-^ /j . cos^ a

9. cot2 a - cot2 ^= ^f=^—^ - .

10. sin^ . tan2 ^ + cos^ 6 . cot2 6>= tan2 6 + cot^ ^-

L

11. 8ec*^ + tan*^=l+2sec2 6'. taTi2 6>.

12. cosec ^ (sec ^ - 1) - cot ^ (1 - cos 6) = tan 9 - sin ^.

1 3. cot- 6 + tan^ b= sec- 6 cosec^ 6 — 2.

14. cot^ yl — cos^ A = cos'' y1 cosoc- A.

15. tan^ ^ -sin- ^= sin-' sec- ^.

, / /I /IN /I , . /I <^ /Dx
^^^2 ^ cosec'

16. fsec ^ - cosec 0) (1 + cot 6 + tan (9)
=

7. 75—
^ ^ ^ cosec d sec ^

cosec 6 ,
fiCC 6 a n

17. -^ + T,^^*'^ c/ . cosec 6'.
' sec B cosec 6^

18. cos^(tan^ + 2)(2tan 6'H-l) = 2soc^ + 5.sin ^.

19. cos X (2 sec 0: + tan x) (sec re - 2 tan x) = 2 cos x - 3 tan a;.

/ n 4- zjvo 1 -cos
20. (cosec ^- cot 6^)- =—— .

^ ^ 1 + cos 6*

Bee ^ . cot ^ - cosec . tmi „ ^i
21. Tj-—;

—

ri =cnsec^,8ecft
cos — sin ^

22. sec ^ + cosec 6 . tan^ ^ (1 -1 --^ec^ 6) = 2 sec^ 0.

23. (sin ^ + sec 6)- + (cos + cosec (^)- = (I + sec ^ . cosec 0)"^.

1 + (cosec ^. tan (/))- _ 1 + (<'ot f) . sin 4>)^

^ 1 + (cosec a . tan t/)')^ 1 + (cot a . sin (/))'^*

25. (3-4 sin- ^) (1 - 3 tuu- ^) = (3 - tan^ A) (4 cos^A - 3).



X. COMPARISON OF TRIGONOMETRICAL
RATIOS FOR DIFFERENT ANGLES.

98. The Complement of an angle is that angle which

must be added to it to make a right angle.

Thus the complement of 60° is 30°, because 60° + 30'= 90%
and the complement of 14°

. 36' . 15" is 75°
.
23' . 45".

Also the complement of 80« is 20^ because 80« + 20«=100«,

and the complement of 42« .
5'

. 28" is 57^ . 94' .
72".

And the complement of ^ is ^, because ^ + !^ =0-Do b o 2

So generally, if a, (3, y be the measures of an angle in the

three systems,

complement of the angle -90° - a—lOO^- f3= '^ — y.

Hence if the angle be negative (see Art. 48), and its mea-

sures be —a, - /3, -y in the three systems,

complement of the angle = 90° - ( - a) = 100« - ( - yS) = | - ( - 7)

= 90°4a=100«4 /? = | + 7.

EXAMPL-ES.—XX.

I. Find the complement^? of the following angles:

(i) 24°. 14'. 42". (2) 4.3°. 2'. 57*.

(3) 64°.0'.14". (4) 82°. 4'. 15".

rs.T.l
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(6) 178°. 27'. 34'.

(8) 254°.

(lo) -245*.

(5) 125M5'.42*.

(7) 195°.

(9) -25-.

a. Find the complements of the following angles :

(I) 32^23^24". (2) 95*.3\75'\

(3) 4G«.0\84". (4) 2^5^4^

(5) 135^2\5". (6) 169^0^3".

(7) 243«. (8) 357«.

(9) -35«. (lo) -245*.

5. What are the complements of the following angles?

(I) 4. (2) 3. (3) -5. (4) (5) -
3t

99. To compare the trigonometrical ratios of an angU and its

tomplevient.

Let NOSf EOJVhe two diameters of a circle at right angles.

Let H radius OF revolving from OE trace out the angle

POE=:^A,

Next, let the radius revolve from OE to ON and back again

through an angle NOF= A.
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Then angle EOF= m''-A.
Draw PM and P'M' at right angles to EO.

Now angle OP'M'=NOF=A = POE.
Hence the triangles P'UM' and 0PM are equal in aD

respects (Eucl. I. 26).

Therefore

P'M' CM
sm(90''-A)=smE0F=y^=^^ = cosE0P=co3A,

cos (90° -A) = cos EOP'=?p =^^ = sin EOP = sin A,

P'M' OM
tan (90° - ^) = tanEOF=

^^^, =^^= ^otEOP= cot A.

And similarly it may be shown that

cosec (90° - ^) = sec ^, sec (90° - A) = cosec A,

cot(90°-^) = tan^.

This is a proposition of great practical importance. We
have only proved it for the case in which A is less than 90%
but the conclusions hold good for all values of A.

100. The Supplement of an angle is that angle which

must be added to it to make two right angles.

Thus the supplement of 60° is 120°, because 60° + 120° = 180*,

and the supplement of 24° .
43'

. 17" is 155' . 16'
.
43".

Also the supplement of 80" is 120«, because 80« + 120«=200«,

and the supplement of 114«. 3' . 15" is 85« . 96' . 85".

And the supplement of g is — , because o + -g-^'^*

So, generally, if a, /?, y be the measures of an angle in the

three systems,

supplement of the angle= 1 80° - a= 200« - )5

=

tt - y.

Hence if the angle be negative and its measures be -%
_ ^^ _ -y in the three systems,

supplement of the angle= 180" - ( - a) = 200*-(-i8)-«--(-7)
-=180° + a-200« + /?=7r + 7.
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Examples.—xxi.

\. Find the supplements of the following angles :

(i) 34M2'.49". (2) 132° .
24'

.
47".

(3) 146°. 0'. 41". (4) 28M5'.4".

(5) 179°
.
59' . 59\ (6) 100° . 49' . 53".

(7) 245°. (8) 437°. 3'. 4".

(9) -49°. (10) - 355°.

2. Find the supplements of the following angles :

(l) 132^32^42". (2) 195^2'. 57".

(3) 3«.97'.98". (4) 65M2\8".

(5) 154^3'. 6". (6) 174».0'.4".

(7) 275«. (8) 527^2M4".

(9) -35«. (10) -325«.

3. What are the supplements of the following angles

(I) ?. (2) 3* (3) -5

.

(4) -: (5)

4. Find the difference between the supplement of the com-

plement of an angle and the complement of its supplement.

101. To compare the trigonometrical ratios of a/a angle and

its supplement.

Let the angle EOP=A
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Produce EO to W, and make the angle PV{V=A.

Take OF= OP, and draw PM, P'M' at right angles to

Then the triangles PMU, FM'O are geometrically equal.

(Eucl. I. 26.)

Therefore

FM P,M
sin (180''-^) = sin EOP -^^ =^^ =8in^

cos (180° -A) = cos EOF= ^' == ~'^p- = - cos A,

P'M PM
tan(180°-^)=tan^0P =^= -_^= "tan JL

And similarly the other ratios may be compared-

102. To show that sin (90° + A) = cos A, and

cos (90° + A)= -sin A.

W W
Let the angle EOP=A.

Draw OF at right angles to OP, and make OF=OP.

Draw PM and P'if at right angles to EOTF.

Then, since the angles FOM and POM make up a right

angle, and the angles OPM and P03f make up a right angle,

angle FOiltf= angle OPM.
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Also right angle P'M'O = right angle PMOy

and side P'0= side PO, opposite equal angles in each;

/. the triangles PVM', 0PM are equal in all respects, and

FM'=OM and OM'= PM.

Then sin (90' + A) = sin EOP'-

and ew {90" + A) = co3 EOP':

FM
OP'

OM'
OF

OM
^p=C08A

-PM
OP

~ - sin il.

103. To show that sin (180° + A)= - sin A, omd

cos {180° + A) =- cos A,

W- N\'

M

Let the angle EOP=A.

Produce EO to W and PO to F, making OF=OP,

Draw PM, FM' at right angles to ElV.

Then the angle EOP' measured in the }>ositive directiwi

180° + A.

The triangles POM, FOM are geometrically equal

P'M _ PM
Now sin (180' + ^) = sin EOF=^^=-^^- = - sin il,

and COS (180° + ^) = cos ^OF=^ =OAT -OM
OF OP

cosX
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104. To show that sin (-A)= - sin A, and

cos (-A) = cos A.

Let the ancrle EOP=A.

Draw PM at right augles to :EJ'F, and produce PM to P',

making MP'=MP.

Join OP,

Then the triangles POM, P'OM are geometrically equal,

and the angle EOP', which is iiunierically equal to EUP, will,

if regarded as measured in a negative direction, be represented

by -A.

P^M^ _PM
OP' OP

'' sin A.

J /AS vmv OM OM .

and coa i-A) = co^EOr = j-p,= —jj= cos, A,

105. To slwio that sin (.'3G0° — ^4)= -sin A, and

cos (1050" — A) = cos A.

Makin'-T the same c<mstruction as in the preceding Article,

angle EOP' measured in the positive direction = 360° -.4.

P'AT — PM
Then sin (SeC*- /t) = sin EOF^f^p =

—J-^==
-&m A,

OM OM
Mid cos {mf-A) = coH E0F = -^~=-^'p=co9 A.
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ExAMPLES.—XXii.

1. Prove the following relations :

(i) sec (180°-^)=- sec ^, (2) cosec (| + ^^ = sec ^,

(3) tan (180° + ^) = tan ^, (4) sec (tt + 6*) = - sec ^,

(5) tan ( - ^) = - tan 6>, (6) cot (27r -6)= - cot e.

2. State and prove the relations subsisting between the

cosecants of B^ and (90 -1- 3)°, also of ^ and tt + </>.

3. State and prove the relations subsisting between the

Becants of A° and (90 + ^)°, also of and k-O.

106. With reference to the trigonometrical ratios of dif-

ferent angles discussed in this chapter, it is to be observed that

for an angle in the

First Quadrant all the Ratios are Positive,

Second all are Negative except the Sine and Cosecant,

Third Tangent and Cotangent,

Fourth Cosine and Secant.

Also the following relations must be specially noticed ;

8in^=sin(180°-^) = -sin(180'' + ^) = -sin(360°-^) = -sin(-^),

cos^=-cos(180°-^) = -cos(180° + ^) = cos(360°-^) = cos(-^),

tan^ =-tan(180°-yl)=tan(180° + ^l)= -tan;;3G0'-^)= -tan(-^).

Examples.—xxiii.

Find the values of the following ratios :

1. sin 120°, 2. cos 120^ 3. sin 135*, 4. cos 135*,

5. sin 150% 6. cos 150°, 7. sin 225", 8. sin 240%

9. tan 300°, to. cosec 300°, 11. sec 315°, 12. cot 330'.



XI. ON THE SOLUTION OF TRIGONu-
METRICAL EQUATIONS,

107. The solution of a trigonometrical equation is tli<

process of finding what angle an unknown letter representiir

an angular magnitude must stand for, in order that the equation

may be true.

(1) Suppose we have to find the value of dy which will

satisfy the equation

5
cos ^ + sec 6= -^.

Our first step is to put ^ in the place of sec 6, so that we

may have only one function of the unknown angle in the

equation, thus :

cos &¥ 7j
= x.

cos 6 2

We then proceed to solve the equation just as we should

solve an algebraical equation in which x occupied the place ol

COB d<, thus :

2cos2^ + 2 = 5 cos e,

2 COB' 6 -5 cos d=-2,

C0S2 6I
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Now the value 2 is inadmissible, for the cosine of ever>

angle is not greater than 1.

The other value ^ is the value of the. cosine of 60°. (Art. 80.)

Hence cos d= cos 60°.

That is, one value of Q which satislius the equation is 60'.

We shall explain hereafter our reason for writing the word

one, in italics.

(2) To solve the equation 3 sin = 2 cos^ $,

3 sin (9= 2(l-sin2^);

.-. Si^in 6'-2-2sin2^,

or 2 si-ii2^ + 3 sin 6= %

6m^6 + ^ sin ^=-1,

Bin ^= 2 or -2.

The value -2 is inadmissible, for the sine of a» angle can-

not be numerically greater than 1.

The other value ^ is the value of the sine of 30*. ^ait. 78.)

Hence, sin ^ = sin 30*.

That is, (ym value of Q which satisfies the ecjuation is 30*.
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Examples.—xxiv.

Find a value of 6 which will satisfy the following eqiiationt;

I. sin^ + cos^= 0. 2. sin^-cos^= 0.

3. 8in^= tan^. 4. co3^= cot^.

5. 2 sin (9= tan d. 6. . 3 sin 61= 2 cos2 q^
.

7. 8in^4-oos2 6'.cosec ^= 2, 8. tan ^= 4- 3 cot (9.
^

9. 4sec2 6'-7tan2^ = 3.

4
10. cos 6 . cosec 6 + sin 9 . sec S= —j-.

11. 3 8in2 0-cos2^ + ( v/3 + l)(l-2sin^)=0.

12. 3 cos"'' - sin2 ^ f ( ^/3 + 1) (1 - 2 cos B) =0.

13. sec ^ . cosec 6^ 4- 2 cot ^= 4. 14. sin ^ + cos ^= V2.

15. cot2^ + 4cos2^= 6.

16. tan ^ + cot ^= 2., 17. sin ^ - cos P= V2.

^18. sin ^ + cos ^=2^2 sin ^008 ^.

19. V3.sin^= V3-cos^. 20. tan2^ + 4 8in«^»n

108. We have already stated (Art. 74) that, if the value of

a trigonometrical ratio be given, we cannot fix on om parti-

cular angle, to which it exclusively belongs. Thifl statement

was confirmed by many of the conclusions at which we arrived

in Chap. x. For instance, since

8in(180°-^)= 8ini4,

H follows that the sines of the angles A and 180° - ^4 have the

8ame value, that is, if we know that sin -4 = ^, ^ may have

either of two values, one of which is 30" and the other 150*.
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Now we know that

sin (180' --4)= sin A and cosec (180°-i4)= cosec A^

cos (360° - /^) = cos A and sec (360° ~A)= sec A^

tan (180° + ^) =tan ^ and cot (180° + ^) = cot A,

Thus for each given value of any one of the trigonometrical

ratios there are tvoo angles, and two only, between 0° and 360*

for which that ratio is the same in magnitude and sign.

109. Suppose OE to be the primitive line, and OF the

revolving line, and let the angle EOF^ less than 360°, be
denoted by A,

Now suppose OF to make a complete revolution, that is, to

plart from the position indicated in the diagram and to revolve

mi it comes back to that position.

Then the revolving line will have described an angle

360 -\-A.

Our triangle of reference will then be the same for an angU
360° + ^ as for an angle A.

Hence, sin (360* + ^) = sin A^

and cos (360° + A) = cos A.

Ajid the same holds good for the other ratios.
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Hence, expressing ourselves for brevity in the symbols of

the circular system, if a be the circular measure of an angle*

for which any one of the trigonomatrical ratios has an assigned

value,

Stt + a will represent an angle, for which the value of that

particular ratio is the same.

Now let the revolving line make a second complete revolu-

tion, then it will have described an angle

27r + 27r f a, or, 47r + a.

And so 47r + a will represent an angle, for which the value of

the above-mentioned ratio will be the same.

And, generally, if the revolving line, after having traced

out the angle a, makes n revolutions,

2n7r -ha will represent an angle, for which the value of any
particular ratio is the same as it is for a.

Now since n may have any integral value from 1 to 00,

there will be an infinite number of angles, lor which the value

of any one of the tiigonometrical ratios is the same as it is for

the angle a.

Again, if x be the circular measure of an angle traced out by

a line revolving in the positive direction, — (27r-a) will ht

the measure of an angle traced out by the line revolving in the

iieyative direction, for which the triangle of reference will be

the same as for the positive angle a.

If the line then make n complete revolutions in the nega-

tive direction, •• 2n7r - (2— - a) will represent an angle, for

which the value of any particular ratio is the same as it is

for a.

We can now explain the way in which general expressions

are found for all angles, Avhich have a given trigonometrical

IBtio.
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110. To find a general expression for all angles which haw a
given sine.

Let a be an angle Mrhose sine is given.

(l^

TiFBt, reckoning in the pjwsitive direction,

a and tt — a

are angles with the same sine. (Art. 101.)

Also 2n7r + a )

and 2?i7r+(7r-a) )

are angles with the same sine. (Art. 109.)

Secondly, reckoning in the negative direction,

- (27r - a) and -
1 27r - (tt - a) [,

that is, - (Stt - a) and - (tt + a),

are angles Avith the same sine.

Also - 2/i7r - (27r - a) )

aed -2n7r-(7r + a) )

are angles with the same sine, n being any positive integer.

Now the angles in (1) and (2) may be arranged thus :

2n7r+a, (2/i+l)7r-a, -(2n + 2)7r + a, - (27i+ l)7r-a,

all of which, and no others, are included in the formula

TITT + ( - 1)" . a,

where n is zero or any positive or negative integer, which is

therefore the general expression for all angles which have a

given sine.

(X
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111. Tq Jind a general expression for all angles which have a

fwen cosine.

.(1^

Let a be an angle whose cosine is given.

First, reckoning in the positive direction,

a and 27r - a

ftre angles with the same cosine. (Art, 105.)

Also 2mr + a )

anil 2w7r+(27r-a) \

are angles with the same cosine. (Art. 109,)

Secondly, reckoning in a negative direction,

- (27r — a) and - a

are angles with the same cosine.

Also - 2nir- {27r - a)
| ^2)

and -2mr—a
\

are angles with the same cosine, n being any positive integer.

Now the angles in (1) and (2) may be arranged thus :

2mr + a, (2n4-2)7r-a, -(2n + 2)7r + a, -27i7r-a,

all of which, and no others, are included in the formula

2n7r±a,

which is therefore the general expression for all angles which

have a given cosine.
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112. To find a general ex/pression for all angles which, have a
•veil tanqeni.

Let a be an angle whose tangent is given.

First, reckoning in the positive direction,

a and TT + a

arc angles with the same tangent. (Art. 108.)

(1)

Also 2n7r + tt ^

and 2w7r+ (Tr + a) (

"

are angles with the same tangent. (Art. 109.)

Secondly, reckoning in the negative direction,

- (27r - a) and - (tt - a)

are angles with the same tangent.

Also -27i7r-(2--a)

and - 2mr - (tt - a)

are angles with the same tangent, n being any positive integer

(2)

Now the angles in (1) and (2) may be arranged thus :

2?i~ + a, (27? + 1) TT 4 a, - (2m + 2) tt + a, - (2n + 1) tt + a,

all of which, and no othei^, are included in the formula

nir + a,

which is therefore the l^c iieral expression for all angles which

have a given tan;^nnl.
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113. We shall now explain how to express the trigono-

metrical ratios of any angle in terms of the ratios of a positive

angle less than a right angle.

First, when the given angle is 'podtvot.

If the angle is greater than 360°, subtract from it 360* or

any multiple of 360°, and the ratios for the resulting angle are

the same as for the original angle.

Thus we obtain an angle less than 360°, and if this angle be

greater than 180°, we may subtract 180° from it, and the ratios

for the resulting angle will be the same in magnitude, but the

signs of all but the tangent and cotangent will be changeoL

(Art. 106.)

Thus we obtain an angle less than 180°, and if this angle bp

greater than 90°, we may replace it by its supplement, and the

ratios for the resulting angle will be the same in magnitude,

but the signs of all but the sine and cosecant will be changed.

(Art. 106.)

Thus

sin 675°= sin (360° + 31 5°) = sin 31 5° = - sin 1 35°= - sin 45\

Un 960°= tan (720° + 240°) = tan 240°= tan 60°.

Secondly, when the angle is negative.

Add 360°, or any multiple of 360°, so as to obtain a positive

ingle, for which the ratios will be the same as for the original

angle, and then proceed as before.

If the given angle be less than 180°, apply the formulaa

obtained from Art. 104.

Ex. sin ( - 825°) ^ sin ^080' - 825°)= sin 255° =« - sin 76°.

tan ( - 135°)= - tan 135°= - tan 45°.

Examples.—XXV-

Find the values of the following ratios

:

1. sin 480°. 2. cos 480°. 3. sin 495*.

4. cos 495*. 5. sin 870°. 6, cos 870°.

[8T0 f
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7. sin 946°. 8. sin Obi''. 9. tan lOiiO',

10. cosec 1380'. 11. sec 1395\ 12. cot 1410".

13. cos 420°. 14. sec 750'. 15. tan 945°.

16. sin 1200° 17. sin 1485'. 18. cos 1470°.

19. sin Itt. 20. sec Btt. 21. cosec 930°.

22. cot 1140*. 23. tan 1305°. 24- cosec 1740°.

25. sin (-240°). 26. cot (-675°). 27. sec (-135°).

"^8. tan (-225°). 29. cosec (- 690°). '30. cos (-120°).

Examples.—xxvi.

Write down the general value of which satisfies the fol-

lowing equations

:

I.



XII. ON THE TRIGO* 9METRICAL
RATIOS OF TWO ANGLES.

115. Wl. noVT proceed to explain the trigonometrical

functions of the sum and diflference of two angles. These

functions are the most important in the subject, and the

student will find that his subsefjuent progress will depend

much on the way in which he has read this Chapter.

16. We shall first establish the following formula:

sin (A +B) = sin A . cos B + cos A . sin B,

cos {A + B) = cos A . cos 5 - sin ^ . sin B^

Bin {A- B) = sin A . cos B - cos A . sin 5,

cos {A—B) = cos A . cos B + sin A . sin B;

by means of which we can exjness the sine and cosine of the

Bum or difference of two angles in terms of the sines and

cosines of the angles themselves.

The diagrams which we sliall employ are only applicable to

*he cases in which A and B arc both positive and lef»8 than 90°,

also, when we are considering the sum of the angles, A +B ia

Less than 90", and when we are considering the difference of

whe angles, A is greater than B. The formulm are, ho\so\tr,

.rue for all values of A and B. Particular cases may be

^>roved by special constructions of the diagrams, but it is

beyond tlie scope of this treatise to enter into detail on this

and similar points.
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117.

am4,

To show that

nn {A + B)=8in A.cosB + cos A .sinBf
€0i (A + B)=co« A.cosB-sin A.sinB.

V

A R M B

Let the angle BAG be represented by A and GAD Ij R,

Then the angle BAD will be represented hj A+B.
From P*, any point in AD, draw PR at right angles to AB

and PQ at right angles to AG.

From Q draw QM at right angles to AB, and QiV at right

angles to PR,
Then angle gPi^=90' - PQN=NQA = QAM=A,

RP
Now em (A + B) = sin PAR= -j^

RN+NP^QM+NP QM . NP
" ^P AP
QM AQ

.
iVP PQ

AP'^'AP
AQ NP

^AQ' AP^ PQ' AP
^sin A . COB B + C08 A . am B,

A 7?

•08(i4+P)= COsP^i2=^
AM-MR^AM-NQ_AM

*" ^P ^P ~AP'
AM AQ_NQ PQ^

*^Q ' AP PQ' AP
a= cos ^ . COS P - sin ^

NQ
AP

sin B.

P la taTcen in the line bounding the angle under consideration, tlwt

's. B.4Z).
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itow to show that

nn (A - B)=8in A . cos B - cos A . sin B.

and COS (A-B) = co8 A . cos B + sin A . sin B.

Let the angle BAC be represented by A and CAD by B.

Then the angle BAD will be represented by A-B.
From P*, binJ ^.;xJ in /ID, draw PR at right angles to AB

and PQ at right angles to AC.

From Q draw QM at right angles to AB and QiV at right

angles to RP produced.

Then 3LUg\eQPN^90^-PQN=GQN=^BAC=A.

Now
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119. We shall now give some important example? a^ the

application of the formulae which we have established.

Ex. 1. To find the value of sin 75*.

sin 75'= sin (45° + 30°)

*=8in 45° . cos 30° + cos 45*
. sin 30*

^ ^^ +-^.1 ;^rts.78,79)
V2* 2 '*"V2*^

V3 1

2 v/2 2 V2

~ 2^/2*

Ex. 2. To find the value of cos 15*.

CO8l5° = cos(45°-30°)

= cos 45° . cos 30° + sin 45° . siji **

V2 • 2
"*
V2 ' 2

V3 1

2^2 2 V2

V3 + 1

"
2v/2"'

8 result identical with the value of sin 75°, in accordance with

Art. 99, for

sin 75°= cos (90° - 75°)= cos 16*.

Ex. 3. To show that sin (90° + A) = cos A.

Assuming the conclusions of Art. 117 to be tiTie hi all

values of A and B,

sin (90° + ^) =sin 90° . cos ^ + cos 90°
. sin A

= 1 . cos ^ + . sin /I (Art. 71)

= cos A.

And similarly other relations between trigonometrical func-

tions established in Chapter x. may be proved.
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Ex. 4, To find a value of 9 which satisfies the equatum

sin 6 + cos ^==0.

Multiply both sides by —f^.

Then sm 6 .

-j^ -h coa 6 . -j^-^l

:. sin 6 . cos 45° 4- cos 6 . sin 45* —O,

L 8in(^ + 45°) = 0;

.-. (^ + 45»)=0; '

.-. ^=-45\

Examples.—xxviL

Prove the following relations:

:. RTi'/i J- P;. sin (/I -5) = sinM-sin2flt

2. sill (a + fS) . sin {a — (^)= cos- (3 - cos^ au

3. cos (^ + 5) . cos (A-B)= cos2 ^ - sin2 B.

4. cos(a +/3) . cos (a- ^) = cos2 /5^ sin* ou

5. 2 sin (x 4- 1/) . cos (x-y)= sin 2x + sin 2y»

6. 2co8(x + ?/) . sin (:c-2/) = sin2x-8in2|(;.

. X T> sin (^ + 5)
7. tan A+tanB = ^ i,

cos ^ . cos n

8. tana-tani3= ^-—

^

^ cos a . cofl)9
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EXAMPLES.—xxviiL

[. Show that Bin 15°= Vto"*

2. Show that cos 75'= ^^^.

3. Show that tan 75°= 2 + ^.

4. Show that cot 75°= 2 - v3.

1 2
5. If sin a= 5 and sin /3= ;r, find the value of sin (a + j9).

3 2
6. If cos a= ^ and cos /?= ^, find the value of sin (a - )8).

7. If sin 0. = -5 and cos p= -j-, find the value of cos (a + /?).

8. If cos a= -03and sin /3= g, find the valae of ct>» ;« - pj.

Examples.—xxix.

Apply the formulae established in this chapter to show the

following relations between the trigonometrical functions of

angles.

I. cos (90°+-^)= -sin ii. 2. sin (180° + ^)= -sin ^.

3. cos (- + ^) = - cos ^. 4, pin(-^+ ^)= -008^.

5. cosec f^ + a j = seca. 6. tan (7r+a)=tano.

7. Bin (277 -6)=- sin 6. 8. tan 2- -d)=- tan ^.

9. seo (180° - ^) = - sec ^. 10 cosec (77-6) = cosec ^.
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EXAMPLES.—XXX,

Find a value of Q to satisfy the following equations, by a

process similar to that given in Ait. 119, Ex. 4.

I. sin 6^ — 008 ^= 0. 2. 8in^ + cos^=l.

$. an6~coae=J^. 4. em 6 + cos 6= -^-^.

C, sin ^ + cos ^= V2. 6. sin d-cos 6= -^^.

20. Collecting the formulse of Arts. 117, 118, we next

arrange them thus

:

fsin (^ 4 5) =sin ^ . cos 5 + cos y4 . sin B,

Oil {A '- B) = sin ^ . cos B - cos A . sin B,

C»s (A -B) = cos A . cos B + ain A . sin B,

cos {A-\^ B) — cos ^ . cos 5 - sin yl . sin B.

Hence, by addition and subtraction, we obtain the following:

sin {A +B) + sin (A -B) = 2 sin A . cos B,

sin (^ "f .B) -sin (A -B)= 2 cos ^ . sin 5,

COS (^ - ^) + cos (^ + 5) = 2 cos ^ . cos B,

GOL[A-B)-cos(A+B) = 2iimA,aiiiB,

Now let A + B^P,

and A-B=Q.

Thea 2ii =P+ g, and 2B=P-Q',

.;. -4 = -^-, and B=—j^i
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So that the formulae may be put in this form

:

'P^-Q. P-Q
Bin P+ sin Q = 2 sin —^ . cos —~f

P+Q P~Q
Bin P-sm Q = 2 cos —y~ • siii ~2 »

P+Q P-Q
eos Q + cos P=2 cos —n— . cos -77—,

^ p „ . P+Q . P-Q
cos Q-cos P = 2 sm —^ . sm -o""-

121. As these results are of very great importance, we snal

repeat them separately, explaining each in words.

(1) Bin P+sm Q= 2 sm — . co.s —g—

,

that is, the sum of the sines of two angles is equal to twice the

product of the sine of half the sum of the angles into the cositie of

half their difference,

Ex. sm 10^ + sm 6^= 2 sm . cos ^

—

= 2 sin 8^ . cos 29.

(2) sin P - sin Q= 2 cos --^ . sin —^^,

that is, the difference of the sines of tico angles is equal to tvnce

the product of the cosine of half the sum of the angles into the sine

of half their difference.

„_ • o 'A o 8a + 4a . 8a -4a
Ex. sm 8a - sm 4a= 2 cos —^— . sm —-5

—

«2 cos 6tt . sin 2a.

(3) cos Q + cos P= 2 CCS ^^ . cos ^^,

that is, the sum of the cosines of two angles is equal to twice the

product of the cosine of half the sum of the angles into the cosim

of half their difference.
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Ex, COS ^ + COS 3^= 2 COS - -
. COS —2

—

= 2 cos 2^. cos Q.

(4) cos Q - cos P = 2 sin ^'-"^
. sin -^?,

that is, tlfie, difference of the cosines of two angles is equal to hvice

the 'product of the sine of half the sum of the angles into the sine

of half their difference.

iTv o Hr n . 7a + 3a '
. 7a-3a

h.X. cos 3a - cos 7n = 2 sin — - — . sm—^

—

= 2 sin 5a . siii 2a.

122. As the foruuilse at the end of Art. 120) teach m iiwu

to replace the pum '>r ditfen'nce of two sines or cosine? by the

product of two sines or cosines, so the formulae at the beginning

of Art. 120, when read lioin rip;lit to left, thus :

2 sin A . cos 5 = sin [A + B) + sin {A - 5),

2 cos ^ , sin B^siu {A -\ B) - sin {A - B),

2 cos A . cos 7> -= cos (.1 - B) + cos {A + B)^

2 sin ^ . sin 5= cos {A -B)- cos {A + 5),

furnish rules l"or replacing the product of two sines or cosines

by the sum or difference of sines or cosines.

For example,

sin bO . cof. 3^ = ^ jsin (5^ + ZO) + -• ^'>^ - 3^J

= ^ (sin 8(9 + sin 2^),

mn d . s;n '3y--=^jcos (36^- 0) - cos (::(/ + 0J

'*i(cos2^--cos4^).
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Examples.—xxxi

Prove the followiuc: relations :

1. sin QA + sin 4^1 = 2 sin bA . cos A,

2. sin bA - sin 3^ = 2 cos AA . sin A,

3. cos 7^ + cos 9^= 2 cos 8^. cos ^,

4. cos d - cos 59= 2 sin 3(9 . sin 20.

... „ . 5a 3a
5 Bin a + sm 4a = 2 sm -^ . cos — -.

6_ o --. • 13a . 3cL
. cos 5a - cos 8a = 2 sm —-- . Pin --.

7. 2sin5(9.cos7^ = .-in 126' -sin 2^.

8. 2 sin 3^ . sin 56^- cos 2$ ~ cos 8^.

9. 2 cos a . cos 4a — cos 5a + cos 3a.

10. 2 cos a . sin 2a = sin 3a + sin a,

?in/l+sinB , A+B
•M)s/l +COS /> 2

cus A - COS 3^ ^ .

sm 3/1 - sin A

sill 2/1 4- sin /I ^ 3i4
13-

« 4
=tan ---.

'^ cosJ/1+cos.l 2

14. cos (3( r - ^) - cos (30° + 6^) = sin B^

15. cos(^.^ + 6^j + CU.s(^ - ^j = C03 6'-

X6. ein^^;^ +aj- sin f^ --a) =8m a,

uina-sin B . « + /?
Ty. g ' =cot-—.,-^,
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18. ^i°"-^'°J=tan^.
cos)S + cosa 2

sin 5^ + sin 3^ ,^
IQ- jTs ?7)= cot ft^ cos 3^ -cos 5^

cos g + cos /3 _ cot |(a +^
cos /? - cos a tan ^ (a - /?)*

123. We can also express the sum or difference of a sina

and a cosine as the product of sines or' cosines.

For since cos ^ = sin (|" ^ ^j (Art. 99),

Edna + cos^= sin a + sin y^- 6

J

= 28inl(a + |-()).eo4(„-| +4
Again

gin 40° + cos 60° = sin 40° + sin 30*

= 2 sin 35°. cos 5*.

ExAMPLES.—XXXii.

Express as the product of sines and cosines :

I. sina-cosyff, 2. sin (| + a) + co8(| - aj,

3. sin a + cos a, 4. sin a - cos a,

5. sin 30° + cos 80", 6. sin 20° - cos 80*,

7. Sin - + cos ^, 8. sin - - cos =•.

4 o 00
124. We now proceed to explain how the tangent of the

sum and difference of two angles can be expressed in terms of

the tangents of \h^ ancrle^^ themselves.
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. , . , n\ sin (^ + B)
^ ^ cos {A + B)

__sin ^ . cos J5 + cos ^ . sin 5
~ cos ^ . cos J5 - sin ^ . sin jB*

and, dividing each term of the numerator and denomiia»*"'>r bj
cos A . cos B,

sin ^ . cos B cos yl . sin B
cos ^ . cos 5 cos yl . cos 5
cos A . cos B sin A . sin B
cos A . cos B cos A . cos B

tan A 4 tan B
1 - tan A . tan J?*

. , . „, sin (A - B)
tan (^ - 5) =—y.—-rl

^ ' cos {A - B)

sin ^ . cos B - cos i4 . sin B
cos A . cos is -I- sin A . sin S

sin /I . cos 7? cos ^ . sin B
cos ^ . cos i^ ctos yl . cos J5

cos yl . cos 5 sin A . sin B
cos yi . cos B cos ^ . cos B

tan A - tan 5
l + tany4 . tan 5*

Cor. We proved in Art. 79 that tan 45* s«i,

TT i. /-.CO ^N tan 45° + tan ^
Hence tan (45° +^)= ——--,—-- -.

' 1 - tan 45 . tan A

^l + tanA
~

1 - t,an A*

^ l + tan45°.taii.4

1 -tani4

I r fan /{

'
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126. The results of the preceding article may be obtained

without assuming the formulae for the sine and cosine, thus :

Taking the diagram of Art. 117, we have

^^^^^^ =AR=AM^MR
QM+PN

QM PN_ .

AM'^AM

AM

Now 2]^=tan A,

and observing tliat PNQ, MQA iTf» similar tiiangles,

PN PQ
, J,

AFr-AQ='^''^^

NQ NQ FN ^ , ^ „

tan^n5
^ ^ 1 - tan A tan B

Again, taking the diagram of Art. 118, we have

. . ,, r,. PR NR-PN
-"^^"^-^^^AirAMvm

QM-PN
^AM+NQ
QAI PN
AM " AM

Now ^-jf>-tan A,AM *
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and observing that FNQ^ MQA are similar triangles,

PN PQ ^ p^=^^ = tan5.

NQ NQ PN ^ . ^ o
AM PN AM '

f A T5N
tan ^ - tan B

:. tan (A-B) = -—:
^j— „»

^ ^ 1 + tan ^ . tan F

Examples.—xxxUL

Prove the following relations :

tan a + tan (3 . . n
I. —

T

;
—--^= tan a . tan ^.

cot a + Got fj
'^

tan a + tan B . 4. / , /3\" -T 1 S= <^an a . tan (a + /?).
cot a - tan [3

tan a - tan 6 . ^ .^, rt^

tan^^+ tan -*--/= 2?i5_i.
2 2 cos + cos i//

sin <^= sin i/' . cos (t/j - i//) + cos i/' . sin (<^- 1^).

cos cf)
= sm \p . sin (v/j + ii') + cos li' . cos {(fi + xp).

(cos a + cos /3) ! 1 - cos (a + ^) {
=(sin a + sin yS) . sin (a + fl)

CO" —
sin (a + /3) ^__ 2__

sin a + sin /3 a - /?*

cos 2-

. , „. sin —

^

sm (a + /i)_ ^
^ sin a - sin )3 a - psm -g-

,a+j8 ^a-/? 2 sin o
,0. CGt-2- + cot .2-= ^^-^j_^;^,
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a + /? ^ a-/3_ -2 sin /j
II. tan —-^ -tan

2 cos a -J- cos ff

12.

13-

14-

cos a - cos /? /? - a

sm a + sin /3 2

cot y - tL\n a = ^—r-^^
cos a . sm fS

^ a ^ 1 COS (6-6)
cot ^ + tan 6= — }^ .

'

cos (p . sm tf

'^
COS* a . cos- fi

C06 (g - /?)

cos a . cos ff

cos (g-r/j)

cos a . cos /^

cot a -r tan /9 . ^ o
^ -^= cot a . tan /i.
tan a + cot fi

16. 1 +tAn a . tan ^=

17. 1 -tan a tan 13=

18.

'9-
^^^i^l^!^::^- =tan vx^y) . tan (x-i).
1 - tan- z . tiin- y

* "^

2a

21.

22.

sin ^ + cos e= V2, sin ,45' + ^X

cos ^-sin 6= ^2 . sin (7 - ^)»

tan a - tan /? _ sin (a- jS)

^^ tan a + tan )S~ srn~(ar+^'

cot X - cot y_ sin (y - x)

'^ cot x + cot y sin (1/ + x)*

25. cos (^ - 5) + 8in (^ + i^) = 2 sin (^ +45*) . cos (P- 45*).

26. cos (^ - J5) - sin (.4 + £) = 2 sin (45° - ^) . cos (45 '^ + B).

27. cos (^+B) + 8in (.4 - i?) = 2 sin (45* + ^) . ro? (45* + F).
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28. cos (^ + B) sin (4 - J5)= 2 sin (45' -^ ). cos (4.^*"-j^

^ cot -^
cos a + COS ^_ 2

^" COS a - cos /8

~
g-jCT

tan 2

30. sec 72° - sec 36° = sec 60°.

31. sin 108°= (sin 81° -h sin 9°) (sic 81' - «in 9*>

cos 3° -COS 33° , ,,„
32. .—^v—^—^~o= tan 15'.
"^ sm 3 + sm 33

sin 33° + sin 3° ^ ,.,
33- cos

33-^^-3°^^"°^®-

c^9° + sin9°^^^^^^,^
•'^ cos 9 - sm 9

cos 27° -sir. 27° ^ ^«,
*'•' cos27 +sin27

36. tanSO' + cotdO'-gawfef,



XIII. ON THE TRIGONOMETRICAL
RATIOS FOR MULTIPLE AND SUB-
MULTIPLE ANGLES.

126. The angles 2A, 3A, 4A ...... ?re called Multiples

of A, and the angles -^, -, - . = .... are called Submultiples

of A.

We shall first show how to express the Trigonometrical

Ratios of 2A and — in terms of the ratios of A,

127. sin 2^ = sin(i4 + .4)

= sin ^ . cos A -i-cos A . sin A
=:8in ^ . cos A -i- sill ^ . cos 4
= 2 sin A . cos A.

Ooii2A = cos{A + A)

= cos ^ cos A - sin A .an A

= cos^A - sin^ A

.

Now we may put 1 - sin^ A in the place of cos- A (Art. 90),

and we then have

coa 2^ = 1 — sin'A - &m^ A
= l-2 8in2A.

Or we may put 1 - cos^ A in the place of sin^ A (Art 90),

and we then have

cos 2A = cos^ A- {I- cos^ A)

«C08'ii-l+C08'il

»2cotM-i.
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tan 2^ = tan (^ + ^)

tan A + tan A
"*

1 - tan A . tan A'

2tan^
''l-tan2^-

(Art 124)

128. If we put A » the place of 2^, and ^ in the place

of i4, we have

A A
sin -4 = 2 sin - . cos ^-j

A A
c08^=cos''^ --sin^ —

=l-2sm2^

«2cos2^-l,

2tan^
tan^=

J.
l-tan^f

\ oo^ A A
Hence we can snow that — -.=^\,^v^—, a formula of

X + cos A 2i

great importance.

. l-(l-2sm2^) 2sin2^ .

^ 1-cos^ V 2/ 2 , „4

1 + ( 2 cos^ 2 ~ 1 j 2 cos2

Examples.—xxxiv.

ProTe the following relations :

. ^ . 2 cot X
1 + cot' A
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sin ^A cos ^ _ . A
^ 1 + cos 2A '

i + cos^" ^^
a*

3. cosec ^ + cot ^ = cot -^.

2
4. tan^ + cot^=

. ^„ 2 tan 9
^

1 + tan^ ff

6. 2 cosec 2^ = sec -4 . cosec it.

7. cos 2^ = ^ -r~T7f ^

^ ^ ^ 2 sec 2^
8. sec- ^= :j-- jT^

l + sec2^

l-2 8in-^ 1-tan^
^ 1 + sin 2^ 1 + tan

.

la cot ^-2 cot 2^

=

tan (f.

1 - cos a ^ a
II, -—. = tan^.

sin a 2

12. sm 26 = --^^^^^^ 2^—^*^ cosec^ «^

^ , 2 - sec-^ <f>

13- cos 20= rx^'^"^ ^ sec^ (p

2 cot (f>

//•sec 2a - 1\
15. euia= ^(^2iiS2r>

. //sec2a + l\
16. »»-= V^2se?2^>
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17. tan a = cosec 2a - Got 2a.

18. cot /?= cosec 2/? + cot 2j8.

l.yO AS COS 2^
,9. tan (45- + ^) = j^^;,^.

aa cot (45°-^) = sec 24 + tan 24,

1 - sm a 1

1 - cos a

B 1 S
83. tan ^ =tan = + ^ tan 6 . sec^ ^

. „, l-tan2(45°-^)
25. 8m2^=-— 5^-7^^

—

r{.
•' H-tan^(45 -^)

. ^^
tan(|+^)-tan(f-g)

26. am 29= ; r.

tan(| + e) + tan(|-e)

129. We shall next show how to express the ratios of ZA
in terms of the ratios of A.

iii3il = sin {2A-\-A)

= sin 2A . cos A + cos ^A .mn A

«(2 sin A . cos ^) . cos ^ + (1 - 2 sin* A) .fmA

=2 sin ^ . cos^^ + sin ^ - 2 sin^ J.

•2 sin ^ . (1 - sin^^) + sin ^ - 2 sin^ A

• 2 sin J. - 2 8in3^ + sin id - 2 sin^4
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130. cos 34= cos (2^ + ^)

= cos 2/1 . cos -4 — sin 24L . sin A

— (2 cos^ 4 - 1) . cos A - (2 sin A . cos A) . sin A

= 2 cos^A - cos 4-2 sin^ 4 , cos 4

s2 cos' 4 - cos 4.-2 cos 4 (1 - cos^ A)

=2 cos' 4 - cos 4 - 2 cos 4 + 2 cos' A

= 4 cos' 4-3 cos 4..

181. Tan 34="^^
cos 34

3 sin A -4 sin' A ,,..,. , , .

3jJ"f _4tanM
COS-^ A

4-
'

COS'' ^

3 tan 4 . sec^ 4-4 tan'A
4-3 sec^ 4

3 tan 4 (1+tanM) - 4 tan» ii"
4-3(H-tan2'2)

Stan A-tan^ A
* 1-3 tan2 A

Examples.—XXXV.

In some of these Examples ihe studeiit may employ with

advantage the formulae given in Art. 121.

^ ' Bin ^ + cos 6^

. X . «/, /, 5 tan ^ + sec 6^

(2) Hin2^+cos^=
-iTtan-^^
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A . A
(3) sin A = tan — + 2 sin- — cot A.

cot A tan ^ _
^' cot A - cot ZA

*
tan ^ - tan ZA ~ '

(5) cos44 + C03 45= i>}l-2sin-(yl + 5)ni-2 8in2(^-B)|

/^x X /AK^ n\ ^ n-o n\ o sec2^-cos2^
(6) tan(45° + ^)-tan(4o -^) = 2. -_-^^_ .

(7) cot2 6;-tan2^ =8^^
(8) 2sin^. cos2^=sin3^ -sin A-

,, C0S7Z^-C0S('w + 2)^ ^ . ,. .

(9) • ,
.
^~-r-—^-^-7 = tan (71 + 1 ) ^

.

^^' sm (/i + 2) A- sin uA ^ '

(10) COS 9^+3 cos 7^ + 3 cos oA + cos 3^ = 8 008^-4 . coe ^A

. . cosec 2A - cot 2^1 ^ „ .

(11) ^n; T^T-j- = t-an^ ^.
^ ' cosec 2/1 + cot 2A

l-sm_4 1/, ^\2
, , l-sm_4 lA ^V
(12) ,— ^= -(l-tan^)
"^ ' 1 + cos J. 2 \ 2

'

. . 2 cos 2^ - 3 _ cos 3A-2 cos A j^'^^
2 cos 2^ + 3 ~ sin 3^ + 2 si^T^ ' '^

(14) tan (45° - A) + tan (45^ + .4) - 2 sec 2A.

(15) CO8 o - tan Q sin a = cos 2a + tan ^ . sin 2a.

(16) cot*A - tan2 ^ = 4 cot 24 . cosee 2A.

(17) cosec a . cot a - sec a . tan a=cosec2 2a (cos^a - sin' a).

(.8) cot2a-tan2a =i^.
sin 2 2a
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(19) cosec^ 6 - sec^ 6= 4 cos 26 . cosec^ 26.

/ \ ^•)( A"> ^\ 2 cosec 2vl - sec

^

(20) cot2(4o' + — ) = - — -r,
^ ^ \ 2/ 2 cosec 2^ + sec 4

(.:) sin(^%^)-sinf^-e)=sn.f^-5)-aln(|.e)

(22) cot(|+^)-tan(| + ^) = 2cot2^.

.V (cosec a + see a)^ , . _
(23) -r—2

—

\ T- = 1 + sm 2a. ^

. V tan 9 ._ , . tan 2^. tan ^ . «^

(26) tm(a + g)= .

"°'°-^.i"^/
^ '^'^ sm a . cos a-sm fj . cos )8^

^27) 4 sin^ . sin (60° + A) . sin (60° -A)= sin 3X

(28) cosec2^ + cot4^ + co8ec4^= cotd.

Solve the equations :

(I) sin 2^+ V3. cos 2^= 1. (2) sin«2^-giii«^=8in2?.
4

(3) sin 5a; . cos 3«= sin 9a; . cos 7x. (4) 2 sin2 3$ + sin2 6^= 2.

3
(S) co8 2^+sinM=-. (6) co8 3^-co3 5^=8in^.

(7) sin 5^ -cos 36'= sin 6^. (8) tan 2a = 3 tan a.

(9) aiii2^ + sin ^= cos2^ + Gos^. (10) sin 7a -sin a= 3a.

(11) co6ec2^--8ec»^=2cosec2^-^3.

(12) Biii6^-iiin4^>8in2d
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132. To find the trigonometrical ratios for an angle of 18*.*

Let ^ = 18°.

Then 2^ = 36°,

and 3^=54°.

Now the sine of an angle is equal to the cosine of the com*

plement of the angle :

:. sin 36° = cos 54°

;

.*. sin 2A = cos 3-4 ;

,- 2 sin ^ . cos ^ = 4 cos^^ - 3 cos A,

Divide by cos A.

Then 2 sin ^=4 cos^^ - 3,

2sin^ = 4(l-sinM)-3,

2 sin ^ = 4 - 4 sin^ ^ -3,

4 sin^ ^ + 2 sin ^ = 1,

sin-^ /4 + - .sin^s=-T,
2 4

^'^+2^^^ + 16 = 16'

4 4

And taking the upper sign, since sin 18° must be positive,

ginl8° =^^^\
4

Hence we can find cos 18°, tan 18°, and the other ratios.

Examples.—xxxvi.

I. Given sin 18°= '^^^^y find the value of the following

ratios :

(i) HnSe*. (2) co8 36^ (3) sin 54'. (4) cos 54*.

(5) 8in72'. (6) tan 72°. (7) sin 90'. (8) cos 90*.

• A geometrical proof is given in the Appendix.
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2. Show that

8in(36° + ^) + sm(72°~^)-3iii(36^-.4)-sin(72° + ^) = smil,

and that

sin (54° + ^) + sin (54" - A) - sin(18° f A) - sin (18° - A) = cos^.

133. We now proceed to the foriiinloe relating to sub-

multiples of angles, and first we shall prove that

8lnee cos ^ = 1 - 2 sin^ ^ (Art. 128)

;

2 sin^ -5- = 1 - cos ^ ;

, ^A 1 - cos .4
•••'"'''2=—2"'

-v/^
.A /l-cosi4

.*, sin

If the value of A be given, we know whether sin -^
2

positive or negative, and hence we know w^hich sign is to be

A
taken. Thus, if A be between 0° and 360°, -^ lies between

j^
0° and 180°, and .'. sin — is positive : but if A be between

A A
360° and 720°, -^ lies between 180° and 360°, and .'. sin -^

is negative.

134. We shall next show that

A ^ /(\-\-coiA\

Since co8^ = 2cos2^-l (Art. 128)

|

/. -fC08«^- 1 - cos ^
;
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2 cos* -^ = l + cosA;

COS'
.A 1 + cos ^
I* —=
2 2

A
,

/l + coaA
:. COS ^ = ± \/—~—

.

2 = ^ V

It the value of A be given, we know whether cos ^ is

positive or negative, and thus we know which sign is to be

take:!L For instance, if A lies between 0° and 180°, cos -^ is

A
positive : but if A lies between 180° and 360°, cos „ is

negative.

185. To prove that

2 cos -^ = ± >s/'i- + sinA± >/l - «w -A,

and 2dn-^ = ± >Jl+sinA+ ^1-sinA.

C082- + sin2- = l,

A A
and ScoSg . Bin-2=sin^ ;

A AAA
:, eos^ — + 2 cos -g . sin 2^ + sin^ - = 1 + sin il,

A AAA.
md cos* - - 2 cos 2" • sin g- + sin^ — = 1 - sin -4.

Hence, taking the square root of each side of both equA-

tioniy
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cos 2 + sin — = ± ^1 + sin 4,

A
and cos ^ - sin — = + ^1 - sin -4.

Therefore, by addition,

2 cos — = ± VI + sin ^ ± \/l - sin A^

and, by subtraction,

. A
2 sin ^ = ± v'l + sin ^ + a/I - sin A,

136. If the value of A be given, we know the s/igns of

A A
sin -5- and cos -^ , as we explained in the preceding articles.

A A
We also know whether sin - is greater or less than cos — .

A A

Hence, if A be known, we can assign with certainty the signs

which the root-symbols are to have in the interTmdiate equa-

tions

^ ^
cos g + sin 2^ = ± \/l + sin A, (1)

cos ^ - sin I
= ± s/T-'^'A, (2)

and hence we can select the proper signs in the final equa-

tions.

For instance, suppose A to lie between 180° and 270*.

Then ^ lies between 90° and 135°.
A

A A . .

Therefore sin - is positive and cos -^ is negative.
A A

Also, for an angle between 90° and 135° the sine is numeri-

cally greater tlian the cosine.

Hence we must take the positive sign in equation (1), ant)

the negative sign in eqiiatiDii (2).
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ExAMPLES.—XXXVii.

1. Affix to the root-symbols the proper signs when A
is 15'.

2. Affix to the root-symhols the proper signs when A

is 300°.

^5 — 1

3. If sin 378° = -^-—— , determine cos 189° and sin 189°.

4. If sin 19° . 29'= ^, what is the value of sin 9°
.
44'. 30" /

o

5. If cos 315° = -^, find the value of cos 157°. 30'.

137. We mentioned in Art. 114 what are called the Inverse

Trigonometrical Functions, sin~^ x, cos"^ x, etc. We shall now

give an example to illustrate the method of combining these

functions.

To prove that tan-'^ ^ + *^^~^
o = '^^*'

Let a = tan"^ ^ and (S= tan~^
^ ;

then tan a= ^ and tan /?= «.

Now ^, tan a + tan (3
tan (a -I- /?) = =

—

r -r-^
^ ^^ 1 - tan a . tan )3

1 1

^ 23
6

-1;

that 18, tan-* 2 + tan"^ ^
= '^*
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EXAMPLES.—XXXViii.

3 4
lo MA= aiD-^^ and B

=

sin'^ -, show that A hB= 90°.

2. If ^ = tan-^ ^, and 5= tan"^ ^, show that A + 2B=45'

5 Show that sin-^ -jz, + cot"^ 3= 46°.

4. Sb w th at tan-^ 5 + tan"^ - + tan"^ = + tan"^ x= 45*.
o 5 7 Q

O 1

5. Show that cot-^ ^ + cot"^ ^ = 1 35'.

^ + cot ^-cot ^g.

7. Show that tan-^ x - tan~^ w= tan"

^

,

~^
.

8. Show that sin~^x-«- cos"*»= 90°.

9. Show that sin-* - + sin*^ .-^ -t sin-*^= s»o 13 00 s .

la Show that 4 tan-* ^ - tan"* ^^=Z'
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138. Def. The Logarithm of a number to a given

base is the index of the power to which the base must be

raised to give the number.

Thus if m»=a", X is called the logarithm of m to the base a.

For instat^je, if the base of a system of logarithms be %
3 is the logarithm of the number 8,

because 8= 2^

:

and if the base be 5, then

3 is the logarithm of the number 126,

because 12-^ = 5^

139. The logarithm of a number m to the base a fa

written thus, log<,m ; and so, if m=a".

Hence it follows that 77i= a"*«".

140. Since l=a°, the logarithm of unity to any base

is zero.

Since a= a^j the logarithm of the base of any system

is unity.

141. We now proceed to describe that which is called the

Common System of logarithms.

The base of the system is 10.
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By a tf^sttm of logarithms to the base 10, we mean a succes-

sion of values of x which satisfy the equation

7/1=10*

for all positive values of m, integral or fractionaL

Such a system is formed by the series of logarithms of the

natural numbers from 1 to 100000, which constitute the

logarithms registered in our ordinary tables, and which are

therefore called tabular logarithms.

142. Now

uidso on.

1 = 100,

10= 101,

100= 10«,

1000= 10»,

Hence the logarithm of 1 is 0^

of 10 is 1,

of 100 is 2,

of 1000 is 3,

and 80 on.

Hence for all numbers between 1 and 10 the logarithm is a
decimal less than 1,

between 10 and 100 the logarithm is a decimal between

1 and 2,

between 100 and 1000 a decimal between

2 and 3, and so on.

143. The logarithms of the natural numbers from 1 to 12

stand thus in the tables :

No.
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144. The integral parts of the logarithms of numbera

higher than 10 are culled the diaracteristics of those loga-

rithms, and the decimal parts of the logarithms are called the

mantviscB.

Thus 1 is the characteristic,

•0791812 the mantissa,

of the logarithm of 12.

145. The logarithms for 100 and the numbers that sncceeu

it (and in som^ tables those that precede 100) have no cha-

racteristic prefixed, because it can be supplied by the reader,

being 2 for all numbers between 100 and 1000, 3 for all be-

tween 1000 and 10000, and so on. Thus in the tables we
t^hftl l find

No
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Let m=a*y

and 71=0^.

Then mn=a*^\

:. logamn=x + y

= log, m + logout

Hence it follows that

log,, mnp= log, m + log, n + log, p,

and similarly it may be shown that the theorem holds good

for any number of factors.

Thus the operation of Multiplication is changed into that of

Addition.

Suppose, for instance, we want to find the product of 24G

and 357, we add the logarithms of the factors, and the sum ia

the logarithm of the product : thus

log 246 = 2-3909351

log 357 = 2-5526682

their sum= 4-9436033

which is the logarithm of 87822, the product required.

Note. We do not write logio246, for so long as we aie

treating of logarithms to the particular base 10, we may omit

the sufl&x.

148. The logarithm of a quotient is equal to the lonarithm oj

(he dividend diminished by the logarithm 0/ the divisor.

Let m= a'

<md n= a^.

Then -=a-»;
n '

1 7/1

:Aog.-=x-y

= log^m-log,n.

ThvLB the operation of Division is changed into that of Sub-

traction.
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If, for example, we are required to divide 371*49 by 52*376,

we proceed thus,

log 371*49 = 2-5699471

log 52-376 = 1-7 19 1323

their difference= -8508148

which is the logarithm of 7*092752, the quotient required.

149. Tlu logarithm of any pov:er nf a nuraber is equal to the

product of the logarithm, of the numUer and the index denoting

the power.

Let m= o^.

Then m'"=a'';

.*. log„77r= rx

= r.]og,m.

Thus the operation of Involution is changed into Multipli-

cation.

Suppose, for instance, we have to find the fourth power of

13, we may proceed thus,

log 13 = 11 139434

4

4*4557736

which is the logarithm of 28561, the number required.

150. Tlie logarithm of any root of a number is equal to the

quotient arising from the division of the logarithm of the number

hy the number denoting the root.

Let
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If, for example, we have to find the fifth root of 16807, we
^oceed thus,

6
I

4-2254902, the log of 16807

-8450980

which is the logarithm of 7, the root required,

151. The common system of Logarithms has this advan

tage over all others for numerical calculations, that its base is

the same as the radix of the common «cale of notation.

Hence it is that the same mantissa serves for all numbers
which have the same significant digits, and differ only in the

position of the place of units relatively to those digits.

For, since log 60= log 10 + log 6 = 1 + log 6,

log 600 = log 100 + log 6 = 2 + log 6,

log 6000= log 1000 + log 6= 3 + log 6,

It is clear that if we know the logarithm of any number, as 8,

we also know the logarithms of tliu numbers resulting from

multiplying that number by the powers of 10.

So again, if we know that

log 1-7692 13 -247783,

we also know that

log 17-692 is 1-247783,

log 176-92 is 2-247783,

log 1769-2 is 3-247783,

log 17692 is 4-247783,

log 176920 is 5-247783.

152. We must now treat of the logarithms of nnmbera
less than unity.

Since 1 = 10*,
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the logarithm of a munber

between land '1 lies between Oand-1,

between 'land "Ol -land— 2,

between -01 and -001 -2aiid-3,

and 80 on.

Hence the logarithms of all numbers less than unity are

negative.

"We do not require a separate table for these logarithmSy

(or we can deduce them from the logarithms of number*

greater than unity by the following process :

log-6 =logj^ =log6-loglO =log6-l,

log -06 =logj^Q = log 6 -log 100 = log 6-2,

log •006 = log ^^ = log 6-log 1000 = log 6-8,

Now the logarithm of 6 is -7781513.

Hence

log-6 = - 1 + -7781513, which is written 1-7781515,

log -06 = - 2 + -7781513, wliich is written 2-7781513,

log -006= -3 + -7781513, which is written 3-7781513,

the characteristics only being negative and the mantisssB

positive.

153. Tlius the same mantissge serve for the logarithms of

all numbers, whether greater or less than unity, which have

the same significant digits, and differ only in the position of

the place of units relatively to those digits.

It is best to regard the table as a register of the logarithm!

of numbers which have one significant digit before the decimal

point.
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No. LoK

For instance, when we read in the tables 144
j
1583625, to

interpret the entry thus,

log 1-44 is -1583625.

We then obtain the following rules for the characteristic

to be attached in each case.

. I. If the decimal point be shifted one, two, three... r^

places to the right, prefix as a characteristic 1, 2, 3...n.

II. If the decimal point be shifted one, two, three . /;

places to the left, prefix as a characteristic 1, 2, 3...n.

Thufl log 1-44 is -1583625,

.-. log 14-4 is 1-1583625,

log 144 is 2-1583625,

log 1440 is 3-1583625,

and log -144 15 1-1583625,

log -0144 is 2-1583625,

log -00144 is 3-1583625.

154. In calculations with negative characteristics we follow

the rules of algebra. Thus,

(1) If we have to add the logarithms 3-64628 and 2-42367-

•re first add the mantissas, and the result is 1 -06995, and then

add the characteristics, and this result is I.

The final result is 1 + 1-06995, that is, -06995.

(2) To subtract 5*6249372 from 3-2456973, we may arrange

the numbers thus,

- 3 + -2456973

- 5 + -6249372

1 + -6207601

the 1 carried on from the last subtraction in decimal places

changing - 5 into - 4, and then - 4 subtracted from - 3 giving

1 as a result.

Hence the resulting logarithm is 1 -6207601.
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<3) To multiply 3-7482569 by 5.

3-7482569

5

12-7412845

the 3 carried on from the last multiplication of tte decima*

places being added to - 15, and tlnis giving - 12 as a result.

(4) To divide 14-2456736 by 4.

Increase the negative characterisstic so that it may b«

exactly divisible by 4, making a proper compensation, thus,

14-2456736= 16 + 2-2456736.

_,, 14-2456736 16 + 2-2456736 t_, .«,.,q.Then = -. —=4 + -5614184:
4 4

and 80 the result is 4-5614184.

Examples.—xxxix.

1. Add 3-1651553, 4-7505855, 6-6879746, 2-6150026.

2. Add 4-6843785, 5-6650657, 3-8905196, 3-4675284.

3. Add 2-5324716, 3-6650657, 5-8905196, '3156216.

4. From 2-483269 take 3-742891.

5. From 2-352678 take 5-428619.

6. From 5-349162 take 3-624329.

7. Multii)ly 2-4596721 by 3.

8. Multiply 7-429683 by 6.

9. Multiply 9-2843617 by 7.

10. Divide 6-3725409 by 3.

11. Divide 14-432962 by 6.

12. DiTide 4-53627188 by 9.

155. "We shall now explain how a system of logarithms

calculated to a base a may be transformed into another syateui

of which the base is h.
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Let m be a number of whicb the logarithm Id th* first

eystem is x and in the second y.

Then m = a*,

and m= 6*.

Hence 6^= a*,

/.^=log.6;
,

{c loga6* /

h)g, 6

Hence if we multiply the logarithm of any number in the

system of which the base is a by ,— -, we shall obtain the

logarithm of the same number in the system of which the base

is h.

This constant multiplier ,^^
, is called The ModulUS of

log,,

the system of which the base is b with reference to the system of

which the base is a.

156. The common system of logarithms is used in all

numerical calculations, but there is another system, which we
must notice, employed by the discoverer of logarithms, Napier,

ana hence called the Napierian System.

The base of this system, denoted by the symbol e, is the

number which is the sum of the series

of which sum the first eight digits are 27182818.

157. Our common logarithms are formed from the loga-

rithms of the Napierian system by multiplying each of the
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Latter by a common multiplier called the ^todulus of the

Common System.

This modulus is, in accordance with the conclusion of

Art. 155, 1—^.
' log. 10

That is, if I and N be the logarithms of the same number in

the common and Napierian systems respectively,

Now log, 10 is 2-30258509
;

•l^iHo" 230258509
''"•^^^^'^^'

and 80 the modulus of the common system is •43429448*

158. To prove that log^ 6 x logt a= L

Let x= log,&.

Then 6= a*;

.-. 6*= a;

.-. -=log»cfc

Thus log,6xlogja=xx-

= 1.

169. The following are simple examples of the method of

applying the principles explained in this Chapter.

Ex. 1. Given log 2 = -3010300, log 3 = -4771213

and log 7 = -8450980, find log 42.

Since 42 = 2 x 3 x 7

log 42 = log2 + log3 + log7

= -3010300 + -4771213 + -8450980

= 1-6232493.
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Ex. 2. Given log 2 = -3010300 and log 3= -4771213, find

tlie logarithms of 64, 81, and 96.

log 64= log 26= 6 log 2

log 2 = -3010300

6

/. log 64= 1-8061800

log 81 =log 34= 4 log 3

log 3 = -4771213

.4

.-. log 81 = 1-9084852

log 96= log (32 X 3) = log 32 + log 3,

and log 32 = log 2^= 5 log 2
;

.-. log 96 = 5 log 2 + log 3= 1-5051500 + -4771213 = 1-9822713.

Ex. 3. Given log 5 =-6989700, find the logarithm of

.1/(6-25).

log (6-25)^= \ log 6-25 =
\ log ^5= ^ (log 625 - log 100)

=^ (log 54 -2) =^(4 log 5 -2)

=
^
(2-7958800 - 2) = -1136971.

Examples.—xl.

1. Given log 2 = -3010300, find log 12S, log 125, and log

2500.

2. Given log 2 = -3010300 and log 7 = -8450980, find the

logarithms of 50, -005, and lOG.

3. Given log 2 = -3010300, and log 3 = '4771213, find tiie

logarithms of 6, 27, 54, and 576.

4. Given log 2 = -3010300, log 3 = -4771213, log 7

find log eO, log -03, I02 1-05, and lo- 0000432.
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5. Given log 2 = -3010300, log 18 = 1-2552725 and

log 21 = 1-3222193, find log -01)075 and log 31-5.

6. Given log 5 = -6989700, find the logarithms of 2, -064,

7. Given log 2 = -3010300, find the logarithms of 5, -125,

8. What are the logarithms of -01, 1, and 100 to the base

10 ? What to the base "01 ?

9. What is the characteristic of log 1593, (i) to base 10,

(2) to base 12 \

4*
la Given 2^= 8, and x = 7>]u find x and ?/.

11. Given log 4 = -602001)0, lug 1-04- 0170333 :

(a) Find the logurithnis of 2, 25, 83-2, i'(;2."))^«!

^

(b) How many digits are there in the integral part of

(1-04)*'"^?

12. Given log 25 = 1-3979400, log 1-03 = '01 28372 :

(a) Find the lo-riritlinis of 5, 4, 51-5. (004)'*'.

(6) How many digits are there in the inlegral part of

(l-03)'«~]

13. Having given lo^ 3- t771213, log7 = -8450980,

log 11= ru-l 13927 :

'

find the logarithms of 7623, ^ - and lt^^.

14. Solve the equations ;

(1) 4096'- A. (4) a~5^-= c.

(2) (iy= 6-25. (5 a^.6*-*= c^*-*,

'3) a'.b'^m, (6) a'^^^c*"*.



XV. ON TRIGONOMETRICAL AND
LOGARITHMIC TABLES.

160. We shall give in this Chapter a short description of

the 'I'aliles which have been constructed for the purpose of

facilitating trigonometrical calculations.

The methods by which these tables are formed do not fall

within the range of this treatise : we have merely to explain

how they are applied to the solution of such simple examples

as v/e shall hereafter give.

We shall arrange our remarks in the following order;

I. On Tables of Logarithms of Numbers.

II. On Tables of Trigonometrical Ratios,

III, Ou Tables of Logarithms of Trigonometrical Ratioa.

I. On Tahlea nf Lncjnrifhma of Nvnthera.

161. These tnbk^s are arranged so as to -ive the mantissas

of the logarithms ol the natui-al numbers from 1 to 100000, that

18 of numbers containing from one to five digits.

"We shall now show how by aid of these tables, first, to find

the logarithm of any given nujiil)ev, and. secondly, how to de-

termine the number w hich corresponds to a given logarithm.
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162. Wh^n a number is given, to find its logarithm.

When the given number has not more than five digits, we
can take its logarithm at once from the tal)les.

When the given number lias more than five digits, we can

determine its logarithm by a process which will be best ex-

plained by an example.

Suppose we require to find the logarithm of 6276153.

We liJ.d from the tables

log 62761 is 4-7976899,

and
"

log 62762 is 4-7976988.

Hence log 6276200 is 6-7976988,

and log 6276100 is 6-7976S99.

Thus for a difference of 100 in the numbers the difference

of the logarithms is -0000089.

We then reason thus : If we have to add -0000089 to the

logarithm of 6276100 to obtain the logarithm of 6276200, what

must we add to the logarithm of 6276100 to obtain the loga-

rithm of 6276153?

Assuming that the increase of the logarithm is proportional

to the increase of the number (which is nearly but not quite

true), we shall have

100 : 53 = -0000089 : that which we have to add
;

.-. number to be added = ^?^^[J^^^^ = -0000047 17,
100

and therefore, omitting the last two figures.

log 6276153 = 6-7976899 + -0000047

=-6-7976946.

If the first of the figures omitted be 5 or a digit higher

than 5, it is usual to increase the figure immediately preceding

it by 1 : thus if the number to be added had been '000004757

w.^ should hnve a.ldpd -0000048.
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163. We took in the last Article an in

the same process will apply to numbers containing decimals.

For suppose we have to find the logarithm of 627'6153 :

we can find log 6276153 as before, and the only difference tf,-

be made in the final result is to change the characteristic

from (5 to 2, that is,

log 627-6153 = 2-7976946.

1^ 'tgain, in accordance with Art. 153,

log -00006276153 = 5-797694Qb

Examples.—xll.

I.
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7.
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Then we reason thus : If we must add -1 to 8340-7 for an

excess of -0000052 above the logarithm of 8340-7, what must

we add for an excess of (3-9212074 -3-9212025) or -0000049 ?

Assuming that the increase of the number is proportional

to the increase of the logarithm, we have

•0000052 : -0000049 = -1
: what is to be added to 8340-7

;

therefore we must add

•0000049 X -1 49 X -1

-^0000052 '"^'-T^'"^'"'^*^

therefore number required is 8340-794.

If the given logarithm be negative, as -(2-1401355), we

can change it into another of which the characteristic only is

negative, thus 3-8598645, and we can find the 11 umber cor-

responding to this logarithiu, as before. The number recjuired

is -008340794.

Examples.—xlii.

1. Given log 12954= 4-1124039,

log 1-2955 = 4-1124374,

find the number whose logarithm is 41 12431.

2. Given log 462-45 = 2-6650648,

log 462-46= 2-6650742,

find the number whose logarithm i.-i
3 "665065

3. Given log 34572 = 4-5387245,

log 34573 = 4-5387371,

find the number whose logarithm is 2 5387359.

4. Given log39375 = 4 5952206;>

'>q376 = 4-5952316,

1 is 5-5952282.
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5. Given log 3-7159 = '5700640,

log 3-7160= -5700757,

find the number whose logarithm is 3-570070i

6. Given log 96461=4-9843518,

log 96462= 4-9843563,

find the number whose logarithm is 3-9843542.

7. Given log 25725 = 4-4103554,

log 25726 = 4-4103723,

lind the number whose logarithm is 7-4103720.

i. Given log 60195 = 4-7795532,

log 60196 = 4-7795604,

ftnd the number whose logarithm is 2-7795561.

9. Given log 10905 = 4-0376257,

log 10906 = 4-0376655.

find the number whose logarithm is 3-0376371»

10. Given log 26201 =4-4183179,

log 26202 = 4-4183344,

find the number whose logarithm is 2-4183314

II. On Tables of the Trigonometrical Ratios.

165. We have explained in earlier parts of this treatise

how to find the values of certain trigonometrical ratios exactly

or approximately.

Thus we showed that sin 30°=^, that is, "5 exactly.

Again, tan 60°= ^3, that is, 1-73205 approximately.

Now the valu<^ of all the trigonometrical ratios for a

regular- euccessioii ol angles in the first quadrant have beeT
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calculated and registered in tables. In some tables the angles

succeed each other at intervals of 1", in others at intervals of

10", but in ordinary tables at intervals of 1', and to the last-

mentioned we si) all refer.

These tables are commonly called Tables of Natural Sines,

Cosines, etc., so as to distinguish them from the Tables of the

Logarithms of the Sines, Cosines, etc., of which we shall here-

after treat.

We intend to explain, first, how 'we can determine the

value of a ratio that lies between the ratios of two con-

secutive angles given in the tables, and secondly, how to

determine the angle to which a given ratio corresponds.

166. To find the sine of a given angU.

Suppose we want to determine the sine of 25° . 14' . 20^,

having given

sin 25M4'= -4263056 and sin 25°
.
15' = -4265687.

From sin 25°. 15'= -4265687

Take sin 25^
.
14' --4263056

•0002G31 is the difference for 1'.

Now if we have to add -0002631 to the sine of 25° . 14' to

obtain the sine, of 25°. 15', wliat must we add to the sine of

25° . 14' to obtain the sine of 25° . 14' . 20" ?

Assuming that an increase in the angle is proportional to

an increase in the sine, we have

1'
: 20"= -0002631 : that which we have to add ;

therefore we must add

20 X -0002631 r^r^r^r^o^»

^ , or, -0000877;

25* . 14' . 20"= -4263056 + -0000877

= -4263933.
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167. To find the cosine of a given angle.

If we have to determine the cosine of 74"*
. 45' . 4(fj having

given

cos 74' . 46' = '4263056 and cos 74° 46'= -4265687,

we proceed thus :

cos 74°. 45'= -4265687

cos 74°. 46' =-4263056

•0002631 is the decrease correspondiTig to 1',

observing that the cosine decreases as the angle increases from

0° to 90°.

Hence

1': 40"= -0002631 : what we have to take from -4265687;

therefore we must take away

40 X -0002631
= -0001754

60

.-. cos 74° . 45' . 40"= -4265687 - -0001754

= -4263933.

Similar methods are to be taken to find the values of the

)ther ratios, observing that the tangents and, secants increase

and the cotangents and cosecants decrease as the angle in-

creases &om 0° to 90°.

EX AMPLES.—xliiL

1. Given sin 42°
.
15' = -6723668,

sin 42°. 16'= -6725821,

find 8in42M5'.16''.

2. Given sin 72" .14'= -9523071,

sin 72M 5' = '9523958,

ftnd am 72°. 14'. 6".
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3, Given sin 54°. 35'='8 149593,

sin 54°. 36' =-815 1278,

find sin 54°
.
35'

. 45".

4. Given sin 87°. 26' =

Bin 87°. 27'=

find sin 87° , 26' . 15".

5. Given sin 43°
.
14'= -6849711;

6in43°.15'=-6851830>

find sin 43° . 14' . 20".

6. Given cos 41° 13'= -7522233,

cos 41°. 14'= -7520316,

find cos 41°. 13'. 26".

7. Given

find

tan 1°. 22' =-0238573,

tan 1°. 23' =-0241484,

tan 1°. 22'. 30".

8. Given

find

cot 35° 6'= 1-4228561,

cot 35°. 7' =1-42 19766,

cot 35°
.
6'

,
23".

9. Given

find

JO. Given

find

ein 67°. 22'= -9229865,

sin 67°. 23' =-9230984,

sin 67°
. 22' .

48"'^

cos 34°. 12'= -8270806,

cos 34°. 13'= -82691 7C,

cos 34°. 12'. 19"-6.
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168. To find the angle which corresponds to a given aiwd.

Suppose the given sine to be -5082784.

We find from the Tables

sine 30°. 33'= -5082901

Bine 30°. 32'= -5080396

•0002505 difference for T.

given sine= 5082784

sine 30°. 32' =-5080396

-0002388

Hence if x be the number of seconds to be added to 30* . 32',

•0002505 : -0002388 = 60 . x
;

2388x60 9552 ^_ _ ,

•••^=-2505- =W = '^''^^^^y-

.-. the required angle is 30°
.
32'

.
57"'2.

169. To find the an-gle which corresponds to a given cosine

Suppose the given cosine to be -5082784.

We find from the Tables

cos 59°. 27'= 5082901

cos 59°. 28'= -5080396

•0002505 difference for 1',

cos 59°. 27' =-5082901

give» cosine ='5082784

•0000117

Hence if x be the numoer of seconds to be added to 59'. 27',

•0002505 : -0000117 = 60 ; xj

.'. required angle is 59°
.
27'

.
2*'8.
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Examples.—xliv.

1. Given sin 48°
. 47'= -7522233,

sin- 48°. 46' =-7520316,

find the angle of which the sine is •752140.

2. Given cos 2°
. 34'= -9989968,

cos 2°. 33'= -9990098,

find tlie angle of which the cosine is -999000.

3. Given sin 43M4'= -6849711,

sin 43M 5' =-6851830,

find the angle of which the sine is -685.

4. Given cos 32°
.
31'= -8432351,

cos 32°. 32' =-8430787,

find the angle of which the cosine is 8432.

5. Given sin 24" 11' = -4096577,

sin 24°. 12'= -4099230,

find the angle of which the sine is -4097559.

6. Given sec 82° .
22' = 7-528249,

sec 82°. 23'= 7-552169,

find the angle of which the secant is 7-53.

7. Given cos 53°. 7' = -6001876>

cos 53°. 8' =-5999549,

find the angle of which the cosine is '6.

8. Given cosec 25°
.
3'= 2-36179,

cosec 25°. 4'= 2-36029,

find the angle of which the cnsec;int is 2-361.
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9. Given sin 73°
.
44'= -9599684,

sin 73°. 45'= -9600499,

find the angle of which the sine is •96.

10. Given tan 77M9'= 4-44338,

tan 77°. 20' = 4-44942,

find the angle of which the tangent is 4-4.

III. On Tables of Logarithms of Trigonometrical Ratios.

170. The trigonometrical ratios, being numbers, have

logarithms that correspond to them, and these logarithms are

in practice ranch more useful than the numbers themselves.

Now since the sines and cosines of all augles and the tan-

gents of angles less than 45° are less than unity, the logarithms

of these sines, cosines, and tangents are negative. In order to

avoid the inconvenience of printing negative characteristics,

the logarithms of all the ratios gi^-en in the tables are in-

creased by 10. The numbers thus registered are called The

Tabular Logarithms of the sine, cosine, etc., and they are

denoted by the symbol L, that is, L sin A denotes the tabular

logarithm of the sine of A.

When the value of any one of these Tabular Logarithms is

given, we must take away 10 from it to obtain the true value

of the logarithm in question ,* thus

L sin 25° is set down in the tables as 9-6259483,

and the true value of the logarithm of the sine of 25° is there-

fore

9-6259483 - 10, that is, - -3740517,

or we jnight adopt the usual logarithmic notation of Art. 162,

and say

log. sin 25°= 1-6259483.

The Tables to which we refer are calculated for all angles

lu the first quadrant nt intervals of 1'.
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171. To find the logarithmic sine of an angle not exactly

given in the tables.

Suppose we have to find L sin 6°
.
32'

. 37*.

L sin 6°. 33'= 90571723

Lain 6°. 32'= 9 0560706

•0011017 difference for 1.

Then if as be the number to be added to 9'0560706 to give us

L sin 6°
. 32' . 37", we have

60 : 37 = -00110l7 : x;

•0011017x37 ^r^f^a^f^A 1

,\ X— — = -0006794, nearly
;60

/. X sin 6°
. 32' . 37"= 9-0560706 + -0006794

= 9-05675.

172. To find the logarithmic cosine of an angle not exactl\

given in the tables.

Suppose we have to find L cos 83° . 27' . 23".

L cos 83°. 27'= 9-0571723

i cos 83°. 28'= 9-0560706

•0011017 difi'erence for 1',

Then, if x be the number to be subtracted from 9-0571723 f

give U8 L COS 83° . 27' . 23", we have

60 : 23 = -0011017 : x;

•0011017x23 ^^^,«„o 1,•.35= -_ = -0004223 nearly

;

oO

.•. L cos 83' . 27' . 23"= 9-0571723 - -0004223

« 9-05675.

Similar methods must be taken to find the tabular loga-

rithms of the other trigonometrical ratios : it being remem-

bered that the tangent and secant increase, and the cotangent

and cooecant decrease, as we pass from 0° to 90°.
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Examples.—xlv.

1. Given L sin 55°
.
33'= 9-9162539,

i.sin55°.34'= 9-91G34u6,

find L sin 55"
. 33' .

54".

2. Given L sin 29°
.
25'= 9-691 2205,

L sin 29° . 26'= 9 "69 1 4445,

^nd L sin 29° . 25' .
2".

3. Given

find

L cn^ 37° . 28'= 9-8996604,

L cos 37°. 29'= 9-8995636,

L cos 37° . 28' .
30".

4. Given

find

X sin 54M3'= 9-9091461,

L sin 54°. 14'= 9-9092371,

L sin 54°. 13'. 19".

5. Given Z tan 27°. 42' -9-7201690,

L tan 27°. 43' = 9-7204759,

find L tan 2 7°. 42'. 34".

6. Given

find

Xtan 5°. 13'= 6-9604728,

Ltan 5°. 14'= 8-961 8659,

iytan5°. 13'. 23".

7. Given

find

Lcot3° 37'= 11-1992368,

Xcot 3°. 38'= 11 -1972347,

L cot 3°
.
37'

.
50".

8. Given

tiud

L sin 39°. 25'= 9-8027431,

L sin 39°. 26' = 9-8028968,

Lain 39°. 25'. 10".
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9. Given L sin 70° . 34'= 9-9745i52,

L sin 70°
.
35'= 9-9745697,

^nd Z, sin 70°. 34'. 17".

10. Given L cos 88° .
54'= 8 -2832434,

L cos 88° . 55'= 8-2766136,

find L cos 88° . 54' .
16".

173. To find the angle which corresjmmh to a given Tabula.

Logarithmic Sine.

Let the given L sine be 8-878594.

We find from the tables

L sill 4\ 21'= 8-8799493

L sin 4°. 20'=8 -8782854

•0016639 difi"erence fca-
1'

given L sin = 8-8789540

L sin 4°. 20'= 8-8782854

0-0006686

Hence if a; be the number of seconds to be added to 4"
. 20^,

•0016639 : -0006686= 60 : x;

6686x60 ^^ -

•'•*=-1663Sr-
24 nearly;

.-. required angle is 4°
. 20^ . 24*.

174. To find the angle which corresponds to a given Tabular

Logarithmic Cosine.

Let the given L cosine be 8"878954,

We find from tbe tables

icos85'.39'= 8'8799493

X cos 85'. 40'= 8-8782854

•0016639 difference for 1',
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X cos 85°. 39' = 8-8799493

given jL cosine = 8-8789540

•0009953

Hence if x be the number of seconds to be added to

85"
. 39',

•0016639 : 0009953 = 60 : x\

9953 X 60 ^_ ,

••*=-r66i^=^""^^'"'^^'

.-, required angle is 85'
. 39' .

35'-^

Ex AMFLZS.—Xlvi.

1. Given X sin 14°. 24'= 9-3956581,

Lsin 14° 25' = 9-3961499,

find the an^rlc' whose L sin is 9-3959449.

2. Given L sin 54° 13' = 9-9091461,

L sin 54°. 14'= 9-9092371,

find the angle whose L sin is 9-9091760.

3. Given X sin 71° .
40' = 99773772,

Z sin 71°. 41'= 9-9774191,

find the angle whose L sin is 9-9773697.

4. Given L cos 29°
.
25'= 9 9400535,

L cos 29°. 26' = 9 -9399823,

find the angle whose L cos is 9-9400512.

5. Given L tan 30° .
50'= 97759077,

Ltan 30°. 51' = 9-7761947,

find the angle whose L tan is 9-7760397.

6. Given L cot 86". 32'= 8 -7823199,

i cot 86'. 33' =^8-7802218,

find the angle whose L cot is S"S14643.
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^. Given i sin 24°
.
8'= 9 6 1 1 5762,

Xsin 24°. 9'= 9-61 18580^

find the angle whose Z sin is 961 17876.

8. Given L tan 11° .
39'= 9-3142468,

Z tan 11°, 40'= 9-31 48851,

find the angle whose L tan is 9'3148011.

9. Given L cosec 46'. 23' =10-1 402787,

L cosec 46° .
24'= 10-1401584,

find the angle whose L cosec is 10-1402567.

10. Given L sec 29° . 54'= 10-0620326,

L sec 29° . 55'= 1O0621053,

find the angle whose L .^cc is iU-O0i^Ut)6^.



XVI. ON THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE
SIDES OF A TRIANGLE AND THE
TRIGONOMETRICAL RATIOS OF THE
ANGLES OF THE TRIANGLE.

175. A Triangle is composed of six parts, three sides

and three angles.

Three of these parts being given, one at least of the three

being a side, we can generally determine the other three parts.

If only the three angles be given, we cannot determine the

sides, because an infinite number of triangles may be con-

structed with the three angles of the one equal to the three

angles of the other, each to each.

176. We shall denote the angles of a triangle by the letters

A, B, G ; the sides respectively opposite to them by the letters

a, h, c.

The student must remember the results established in

Art. 101,
sin (180°-^)- sin ^,

006(180°-^)= -cosA
A

B C D
Thus, if AGB be an exterior angle of the triangle AGDy

BmAGB=smACD,
coa AGB=- cos AGD.

The results of Examples xiii. 2, on page 36, are also fre-

quently employed in this and the next Chapters.
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177. To show that in any triangle

c=a . COS B + b , COS A.

Fig. a.

Let A, B be any two angles of the triangle ABC, and as one

of tliem must be acute, let it be A.

Then, according as 5 is acute or obtuse, draw CD at right

angles to AB or to AB produced.

Tten, in fig. 1,

c=AD+DB

=AC . COB A +BG . cos B

= h . cos A + a . cos B

;

and in fig. 2,

c=AD-DB

=AC . COS A- CB . cos CBD

= b . cos A+a . cos B, since cos CBD= -cos ABC.

If the angle at J5 be a right angle, the theorem holds good,

€01 then cos 5= cos 90° = 0, and .'. a . cos B=0, and we have

c= b . cos A.
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178, To show that in every triangle the sides are proportional

to the sines of the opposite anglei.

Fig. :i.

Let A, B be any two angles of the triangle ABC, and as

one of them must be an acute angle, let it be A.

Then, according as B is acute or obtuse, draw CD at right

angles to ^5 or to AB produced.

Then, in fig. 1,

op
b*

CD
a

'

sin^ CD CD CD

sin.A =

sin B

" sin J5

and in fig. 2,

sin^

CD b

CD
b

'

Bill 5= sin (180° - B) = sin Ch

an A CD CD CD

CD

" em B CD b'

If the angle at £ be a right angle, the theorem still holds

good, for then

sin5= lj

sin^_a
" emB~b'
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Similarly it may be shown that in any triangle

8in ^ a , sm 5 6
-:

—

7t=- and -•—7.=-}
am G c sin G c

and therefore we conclude that

sin A sin 5 sin G^

179. To orjjrgss ^ cxuxnt of an angle of a triangle in terms

(ff
the tides.

Fig. h ' Fig. 2.

c c

D B A ^ B D

Let A, B be any two anj^les of the triangle ABC, and as one

of them mast be acute, k-t it be A.

Then, according as B is acute or obtuse, draw CD at right

angles to ^5 or to ^5 produced.

Now, in fig. 1, by Euclid ii. 13,

AG^= AB'' + BC'~-2AB.BD,

m ' V^=c^ + a^-2c.BD.

Now, from the right-angled triangle BCD,

BD BD
-^= co8 B, or = coa B, or 5D= a.co8B;

.'. 6»-i c*+ a2 - 2ac . cos B.

Again, in fig. 2, by Euclid ii. 12,

AC^=AB' + BCU2AB.BD,
or 62=c2 + a2 + 2c.£D.

• Pot another proof of thia proposition, see Art 221.

[B.I.] t
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TfT)

Now -gg= cos GBD = - cos (180° - OBh) = - cos 5

;

.-. BD=-BG cos B, or BD= -a. QoaBi

:. b^= c^ + a^ — 2ac . cos B.

Hence, in each case,

2ac.cos J5-c2 + a*-6»,

or cos B= ^ -.

bo alao cos A = —, ,

and cos C=—--,—^.

2ab

If 5 is a right angle, cos 5=0, and the theorem still holds
true, for then

62= a2 + c».

180. To show that

^ A-B a-b n

a sin A
6 "sin B'

o— 6_sin ^ — sin B
a+6~sin ^ +sin 5

A+B . A-B
2 cos ^- . sin 2

% . A^B TTb^^'-'^^
2 sin 2 .cos—^-

^ A-B
tan

tan

2

^~2~
. A+B ^.m —-, since __=90*-|;

cot- »

. A-B a-h
\ tan —jr— =— -, . cot ^.

2 a-hb 2
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181. If s=^2— , we can prove the following results :

The method of proof will be given in the next two Articles,

182. First, to show that

. A /(s-b)(s-c)

^ace cos ^ = 1 - 2 sin^ -^,

2 sin^ IT = 1 - cos ^

*
26c

*
26c

(a + b - c) (g - 6 -f c)*
~26c

Nowtf »=—1^', 2.=a + 6 + c;

.,a +6-0 = 2.'? - 2c and i - 6 + c-2,?- ''^
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. A
• 8in- _ l

{s-h). {^-c)

We must take the positive sign with the root-syinbol,

because A being an angle of a triangle must '<e less than

A A
180°, and therefore -^ less than 90°, and consequentlj sin -^

is positive.

183. Next, to show that

/s^(s-a)

V br~'
A

Sinca cos ^ = 2 cos^ 9 ~ ^

»

.*. 2 cos^ ^ = 1 + cos -4

Now, if

^^
2Fc

'
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184. From the preceding Articles we may at once derive

two other formulae :

A A
(1) sin ^ = 2 sin -^ . cos -^

2 j
{s-b){s-c) /Tg^

2

AAA
(8) tan2- = sin--^co8 g-

Ks-h){s-c)

Examples.—xlvll.

Prove the following relations when A, B, are the angles

of a triangle :

I. 8in(A + B)= 8ina 2. cos (^ + 5)= -cos

a

. A+B A+B .0
3. sm —2" =co8

g. 4. cos —g- =8m g.

5. lan =^Q^o- ^- ^*—2""^
2*

185. Many other relations may he established by the use

of the important formulae explained in Art. 120, and the set

of examples just given.

Thus, 10 show that, ii A + B+G= 180',

sin ^ + sin 5 + sin C'= 4 cos - . cos -^ • cos a,
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we proceed thus,

am ^ + sin 5- 2 sin ^-^ . cos ^^^ (Art. 120)

= 2 cos 2 -cos—2—

;

.*. sin ^ + sin 5+ sic (7=2 cos - . cos -^ + 2 sin s • ^^^ f

= 2 cos -
^ cos

—-— + cos

—

-— I

«2 cos 1(2 cos ^ . cos ^) (Art. 120)

. yl 7? (7«4 cos— . cos - . cos Q.
^ ^ ^

Examples.—xlviii.

I. If ^, 5, C be the angles of a triangle, prove the

following relations :

(i) sin 2^ + sin 25 + sin 20=4 sin A sin B sin 0.

(2) 4sin^.sin5.sin (7=sin (-^+5+C)
+ sin (^ - i5 + (7) -^ sin (yl-H 5 -- C7).

cot-^ + cot^
^.^^

^^ ""B 7r;~sin^-
cot -- + cot

^^

(4) tan A + tan ]\ + tan C= tan ^ . tan B . tan 0.

(5) cot ^ . cot S + cot ^ . cot C + cot B . cot C= L

,,, ^ ^ ,5 , a ,A B a
(o) cot -^ + cot— + cot -^= cot— . cot ---

. cot -.

(7) 4 COS ^ . cos 5 . cos (7= - (1 + cos 2^ + cos 25 + cos 2(7).

(8) cos^ +cos5 + co8(7=4sin— . sin^ . sin ^ + 1.
z ^ z
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(9) 4 sin ^ . cos 5 . cos (7= - sin 2^ + sin 2J5 + sin 20.

(10) sin ^ + sm 5 - sm C= 4 sm -^ . sm— . cos^.

(11) sin 2^ + sin 25 -sin 2(7=4 sin Ccosyl .cos 5.

(12) cos ^ + cos J5-C0S 0=4 cos— . cos^. sin- -1.
Z 'A A

^A ,5 ^G ^ ^ , A , B . G
(13) cos^-^ + cos" y + cos^^=2 + 2sin— . sm-^ . sm^.

(14) sin2— + sin2— + sin2- = l-2sin y.sin-^ .sin^.

2. In a right-angled triangle where G is the right anglb»

prove that

A c*
(i) 6 + c= a.cot-^. (2) 2cosec 2^ .cot5=^

(3) sm|=^(^). (4) cos|=y(^').

^^' sm 2^

(6) tan2^-sec25= ^-t^.

(7) (sin A - sin 5)^ + (cos A + cos B)^= 4 sin^ -,

(8) sec 2A =p

—

2- (9) ^^^ = a^.co3A + h^. cos B.

(10) cot(5-^)+cot2(^ + -")=0.

3. I41 any triangle prove the following relationi

:

sin ^ - sin 5_ sin (7 .. sin (A-B) a*-l^

(3) tan ^ =
-J

——
^^ (4) cot ^ = -

. cosec R - cot B.
h-a cos (7 a
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(5

)

a + 6 + c = (a + i) cos (7+ (a + c) cos 5 + (6 + c) cos A,

(6) (a + 6) sin -= c. cos

/ ^ / 7,x
G . A-B

(7) (a-fe)co8-=c.sin -^.

tan 5 0.2 + 6^ — c^
^^^ te^'"^2rFT72- (9) c= a(co8B+8mB.coti4>

(lo) a2 + 62 + c2= 2(a&. COS C + ac. cos5 + 6c. cos^). v

(ii) cos^^ + cos2 5 + cos2(7+2cos^. COS B. cos (7—

L

(12) cos 5 — cos ^=^ .2cos2-.

I \ A n (^ + ^ r^ ' oO
(13) cos^+cosij = .Ssm^-^.

C A

(14) a^siuA + ab. sin 5 + ac. sin C={a^-{-b^ + <^BmAM'

(15) cot -^ ; cot— = 6 + c-a : a + c-6.

, ,, A B a + h + c
(16) cot--, cot -^= ,—

.

^

2 2 a+6-c

(17) a. sin (^- C) + &.sin((7-^) + c.8in(^-B)«OL

4.. If a, 6, c be in arithmetical progression, show that

B\ ^ . B^^{A +^) =2^m^,

5. If ABC be a triangle, and ^D be drawn at right angles

BCy show that

- _, 6^ pjn C 4- c- sin 5AD= ; .
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6. The sides of a triangle being 4, 9, 12, show that the

length of the line bisecting the angle between the two shorter

4
sides is 2—.

iu

7. If sin ^ = 2 cos B . sin (7, show that the triangle is

isosceles.

o Tf A o . ^ sin ^ + sin £ , . ^
8. If cos A . cos B . sm U= ^ „, show that

sec ^ + sec B
C=90'.

9. If sin2 A = sin2 B + sin^ G, show thdt ^ = 90°.

d"^ 4- 6^ + c^
10. If r-— =c'" and also sin J..sin5= sin2 G, show

a+b+c '

that the triangle is equilateraL

11. If 6'= 120°, show that c^= a^ + ah + ¥.

12. If CD bisect the angle G and meet AB in D, show

that

tan ADG= r tan ^,

1^ If CD bisect ^5, show that

'''^
2 2 4



XVII. ON THE SOLUTION OF RIGHT-
ANGLED TRIANGLES.

186. Let a, 6, c be the sides of a triangle and A, B, G the

angles opposite to them. Of these six elements which present

themselves in every triangle three must be known in order

that we may determine the others, and one of these three

must be a side.

187. The tliree angles of every triangle are together equal

to two right angles : tbat is,

Hence, if two of the angles be known, the third will he

known also.

188. Several of the results obtained in Chap. xvi. are to

be carefully remembered, and especial attention must be given

to the following formulae, established in Arts. 178, 179, 180.

sin A sin B sin G
I. The Sine-rule,

II. The Cosine-rule, cos A

a b c *

26c

III. The Tangent-rule, tan

—

-—= , . cot 5.

189. We may now proceed to explain the method of

solving right-an;ilpi1 trinnc:le=^.
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We shall denote the right angle by (7. Then we may have

whe following data :

(1) Two sides and an angle,

(2) T^'o angles and a side.

190. First, wlM,n two sides and an angle are given as

6,c,C.

3

When two sides of a right-angled triangle are known, we
can determine the third side ; thus, in this case,

a= Vc2-62,

and so a is determined.

Next, sin J. =-, from which we can find A,

Lastly, B=90'* — Aj and so 5 is determined.

191. Next, when two angles and a side are giveUy at

c. A, C.

First, - = sin il, from which we can find 6k

Next, -= cos A, from which we can find 6.

Lastly, 3= 90°- A, from which we can find B.

192. If A be one of the angles of a triangle, and the valne

of sin A be given, we cannot determine the value of A with-

out previously knowing whether A is an acute or an obtuse

angle.
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Thus. >n])]>ose we know that &in^ = -, one value of^ which

SMtisfies this .iiualion is 30°, but another value of A which

sulisrtes ihi- <M|iiation is 150°, for since the sine of an angle is

equal to the sine of the supplement of the angle,

sin 150' = sin (180° - 150°) = sin 30°.

In a right-angled triangle .4, when not the right angle,

vi\i&t be acute, and so in the cases we have considered no

ambiguity can occur.

In triangles otlier than right-angled we shall find only one

case in which we cannot determine with certainty the value of

A from the known value of sin A.

193. We shall now give some Examples of the practical

application of the methods of solution described in the pre-

ceding Articles.

To take the first of the two cases, suppose we have the

following data :

6 = 5, c=13, (7=90°.

Then a= sj>':--\r'^ ^169- 25= ^144= 12.

and sin ^ = - = II = -9230769.
c Jo

Now, from the tabU-s, wc find

sin ()7°. 22' = -9229865,

sin 67°. 23'= -9230984.

And hence, "by the method explained in Art. 168. we find

the value of A to be 67° . 22' .
48"-5.

194. Again. ;<• t.ike the second case, suppose we have given

c=25, /I =60°, 0=90°.

Then - = sinx4;
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25 2
= -K-, .•. a =

25 V3

-= cos ^ ;
c

^1 . ,25
•'•25~2' ••^~ 2*

Also, £= 180° -(^ + 0) = 180" -150" = 30'.

Examples.—xlix.

Solve the triangles referred to in the following examples

by the use of natural sines, cosines, etc., being a right angle.

1. Given 6 = 3, c= 5, sin 53°. 7'= -7998593,

sin 53°. 8' =-8000338.

2. Given 6= 15, c= 17, sin 28^^
.
4' - -4704980,

sin 28°. 5' =-4707553.

3. Given 6 = 21, c= 29, sin 43" .
36'= "6896195,

sin 43°. 37= -€898302.

4. Given 6 = 7, c= 25, cos 73°. 44'= -2801083,

cos 73°. 45' =-2798290.

5. Given 6 = 33, c= 65, cos 59°
.
29'= -5077890,

cos 59" 30' --5075384.

6. Given c= 13, ^ = 67° . 22' . 48"-5, sin 67°
.
22' =

sin 67\ 23' =

7. Given c= 41, ^ = 77° . 19' . 10"-6, sin 77°
.
19'-

sin 77°. 20'=

8. Given c= 73, B= 48°
. 53' . 1 6"-5, cos 48° .

53'=

cos 48'. 54'=

9229865,

9230984.

9755985,

9756623.

6575944,

6573752.
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9. Given c= 89, 5= 64°
.
0'. 38"-8, cos 64°= -4383711,

cos 64M'= -4381097.

10. Given a= 40,^ = 77°. IS^-lO'^-e, tan 77°. 19'= 4-4433769,

tan 77°. 20'= 4-4494186.

195 The process of PoUition by means of natural sinr^a,

cosiries, etc., can only he applied witli advantage to cases in

which the measures of tlie sides are small numbers.

We proceed to show how the use of logarithmic ealculationa

assists us in the solution of triangles.

196. It must be observed that a formula is adapted to

logarithmic calculation only when it consists of the product

or quotient of two or more numbers.

For instance, we derive no advantage from logarithms in

finding c from the equation c-= a^ -^^ 6-, w^hen a and h are given.

But if a and c be given, we can apply logarithms with

advantage to find 6 from the equation

for instance, if a= 644 and c = 725,

= (c ^ a){c - a)

= 1369x81;

.-. log &2= log (1369x81);

.-. 2 log 6= log 1369 4- log 81

= 3-1364034 + 1-9084850

= 5-0448884;

.-. log 6= 2-5224442;

.-. 6=333.
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197. Let a= 644, c= 725, (7= 90°.

We first find 6=333, as explained in the preceding Article.

Then sin ^ = -
;

c

.*. log sin A = log a - log c.

Now L sin A is the true log sin J. increased by 10, Art. 170,

hence we put here and in all similar cases L sin ^ — 10 in place

of log sin A.

Thus Xsin^-10= loga-logc,

i sin ^ = 10 + 2-8088859 - 2-8603380

= 9-9485479.

Now, from the tables,

i sin 62°. 39'= 9 -9485 189,

Z sin 62°. 40'= 9-9485842.

Hence, by the method of Art. I G'^, we may find ^ = 62°
. 39- 27"

nearly ; and therefore J5= 27° . 20' . 33".

Examples.—1,

Solve the triangles referred to in the following Exam'-'led

by Logarithmic calculations, C being a right angle :

1. Given a= 104, c=185, log a= 2-01 70333,

logc= 2-26717l7, log 153 = 2-1846914,

log 289 = 2-4608978, log 81 = 1 -9084850,

Lain 34°. 12'= 9-7498007, L sin 34°
. 13'= 9-7499866.

2. Given a=304, c= 425, log a= 2-4828736,

log c= 2-6283889, log 297 = 2-4727564,

log 729 = 2-8627275, log 121 = 2-0827854,

Z Bin 45°. 40'= 9-8544799, L sin 45*. 41' = 98546033.
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3. Given a= 840, c= 841, log a= 2-9242793,

log c= 2-9247960, log 41 = 1-6127839,

log 1681 = 3-2255677,

Xsin 87°. 12'= 9-9994812, L sin 87M3'= 9-9994874

4. Given a=336, c= 625, log a= 25263393,

log c= 2-7958800, log 527 = 2-7218106,

log 961 = 2-9827234, log 289 = 2-4608978,

L sin 32° . 31'= 9-7304148, L sin 32°
.
32' = 9-7306129.

5. Given a= 1100, c= 1109, log (x= 3-0413927,

log c= 3-0449315, log 141 = 2-1492191,

log 2209 = 3-3441957, log 3 = '4771213,

L sin 82° . 41'= 9-9964493, L sin 82°
.
42' = 9-9964655.

6. Given 6= 195, c= 773, log & = 2-2900346,

log c = 2-8881795, log 748 = 28739016,

log 968 = 2-9858754, log 578 = 2-7619278,

L cos 75° . 23' = 9-4020048, L cos 75°
.
24' = 9-4015201.

7. Given 5 = 273, c = 785, log & = 2-4361626,

log c = 2-8048697, log 736= 2-8668778,

log 1058 = 3 -0244^57, log 2 = "3010300,

L cos 69° .
38'= 9o416126, L cos 69°

.
39'= 9-541272L

8. Given 6 = 600, r = 641, log 6= 2-7846173,

log c = 2-8068580,

log 1250 = 30960100, log 2 = '3010300,

L cos 18°. 10'= 9 9777938, L cos 18° .
11'= 9-9777523.

9. Given a= 276, 6-493, log a = 2-4409091,

log 6= 2-6928469,

Xtan29°.14' = 9-7479125, L tan 29°. 15'= 9-7482089
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lo. Given a= 396, 6= 403, log a = 25976952,

log 6= 2-6053050,

L tan 44\ 29'= 9 9921670, L tan 44°
.
30'= 9-9924197.

198. We shall now give a few Problems to illustrate the

practical use of the methods of solution of triangle* explained

in this Chapter.

Examples.—li.

1. Having measured a distance of 220 feet in a *Jirect

horizontal line from the bottom of a steeple, the angle of ele-

vation of its top was found to be 46°
. 30'. Required the height

of the steeple.

Given log 220= 2-3424227, L tan 46°
.
30'= 10 0227500,

log 2 31835 = -3651727.

2. A river AC, whose breadth is 200 feet, runs at the foot

of a tower C'5, which subtends an angle BAQ of 25°.10'at

the edge of the bank.

Required the height of the tower, given

log 5 = 698970U, L tan 25°
.
10' - 9 6719628,

log 9397 = 3 9729928.

3. A person on the top of a tower, whose height is 50

feet, observes the angles of depression of two objects uii the

horizontal plane, which are in the same straight line with the

tower, to be 30° and 45°. Find their distances from each other,

and from the observer.

4. At 140 feet from the base of a tower, and on a level

with the base, the angle of elevation of the top was found to

be 54" . 27'. Find the height of the tower, having given

tan 54°. :i7'= 1-300364.

[8.T.] I.
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5. A person observes the angle of elevation of a hill to be

32° . 14', and on approaching 500 yards nearer, he observes it

to be 63° . 26'. Find the height of the hill, having given

tan 32'
. 14 = '63, tan 63° . 26= 1-998.

6. A tower 150 feet high throws a shadow 75 feet long

upon the horizontal plane on which it stands. Find the sun's

altitude, having given log 2 = -3010300,

L tan 63°
. 26'= 10-3009994, L tan 63° . 27'= 10-301315^

7. A tower stands by a river. A person on the opposite

bank finds its elevation to be 60°; he lecedes 40 yards in a

direct line from the tower, and then tinds the elevation to be

60°
: Find the breadth of the river, ha\ id^^ given tan 'oKf = 1 19.

8. A rope is fastened to the top of a building 60 feet high.

The length of tlie rope is 109 feet. Find the angle at which

it is inclined to the horizon.

Given sin 33°. 23' =-5502, sin 33°
. 24 = 55048.

9. A tower is 140 feet in height. At what angle must a

pope be inclined to the horizon, which reaches from the top of

the tower to the ground, and is 221 feet in length ?

Given sin 39°
.
5'= '63045, sin 39° .

6'= 6306758.

10. A person standing at the edge of a river observes that

the top of a tower on the edge of the opposite side subtends

an angle of 55° with a line drawn from his eye parallel lo the

horizon ; receding backwards 30 feet, he then finds it to sub-

tend an angle of 48°. Find the breadth of the river.

Given L sin 7° = 908589, L sin 35° = 9'75859.

Z/ sin 48° = 9-87107, log3 = '47712, log i 0493 = -02089.
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II. Standing straight in front of the comer of a house

which is 150 feet long, I observe that the length subtends an

angle whose cosine is—=., and its height subtends an angle

Q
whose sine is -^= ; determine the height.

/s/34

12, Standing straight in front of one comer of a house,

[find that its length subtends an angle whose tangent is 2,

wiiile its heiglit subtends an angle whose tangent is -= : tilA

height 01 the house is 45 feet, lind its lengt^L



XVIIl , OlSr THE SOLUTTOTT OF TRIANGLES
OTHER THAN RIGHT-ANGLED.

199, ij( the solution of triangles otlier than right-angled,

usually ^.dlled Oblique-angled Triangles, we meet

with fou. distinct cases, the iuliowing being the data.

(1) The three sides, a, b, c.

(2) Two angles and a side, as A, C, h.

(3) Two sides and the angle between them, as a, i^. C.

(4) Two sides and an angle opposite one of them, as

a, h, A.

Thes*, cases we shall discuss in order.

Case I.

200. Given the three sides a, b, c.

c

A ^

We first find A from one of the formulae

cos A =
2hc
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52 ^. g2 _ ^2
The fonntila cos A =—^y is not adapted to logarithmic

calculation; but if a, 6, c contain Il-ss than three <ligits, we

may use it to find A by aid of the table of natural cosines.

Thus, ifa=6, 6=5, c=10,

. 25 + 100-36 ort^^^^=—nxT— =*^^-

And hence we find ^ = 27°
.
7'

.
36".

201 When a, 6, c, contain three or more digits, we may
employ with advantage the formula

f ^_ l(s~b)is-c)

^""S'V s.{s-a) '

from which we have

A 1
L tan —- - 10=-| log (s - h) + log (s-c)- log s- log (s - a)|,

and then we may find tan ' or tan ^ by means of the same

logarithms, thus

Xtan^-10= i|log(.s-a) + log(s-c)-logs-lo-(s_6)|.

For example, let a = 9459-31, 6=8032-29, c = 8242-58.

Then s= 12867-09, s-a= 340778,

«- 6 = 8434-80, s-c = 4624-51.

A I
Iftan- -10= 2|log(s-6) + log (s-c)- logs- log («-a)|

=5 j 3-6843785 + 3-6650657- 4-10948U4 ~ 3-5324716

1

= - -1462539
;

A
,\ L tan -2=9-8537461.
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Whence 4= 35°. 31'. 47"-5,

and ^ =71°. 3'. 35".

Similarly we may find 5= 53°. 26', and C= 55° . 30' . 25".

202. When A has been found, we can find B from the

relation

sin B_b
%\Q.A~ a'

and then G may be found from the relation

C=180°-M + j5).

203. If we are required to find only one angle, as A^ we

may take the formula
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Case II.

204. Gvoen two angles and a side, A, C, b.

First, B= 180° -{A + G), from which we can find B.

Next, r =——fs, from which we can find a.
' b sm B'

Lastly, r= --—^» from which we caji find c.

205. Here we have no difficulty, and we shall r-'erely give

an example to illustrate the method of finding a ^'^ the

formula

a sin yl , , „ ,

j-=-—
j^, when 6, A, B are known.smB '

Let 6= 40, ^ = 12°. 40', B= 7r.l(y,

Then log a= log h + L sin A-LsinB

= 1-6020600 + 9 3409963 - 99890137

= 9540426,

whence o=9 nearly.

206. It is in practice an easier method to write the equa-

tion thus,

a=6.sin^.cosec5,

80 as to save a subtraction of decimals.

Thus, taking the same Example, we have

log a= log 6 + L sin i4 + L cosec 5 - 20

= 1-6020600 + 9-3409963 +100109863-20

= -9540426.
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Case III.

207. Given two sides and the angle between them, a, b, QL

We may find c from the formula

c2= a2 + 62_2a6.cosa

Then from -.—7, = - we can find A.
sin U c

Lastly, from 5= 180° -{A + G), we can find B.

Or we may proceed to find A and B before we find c, thUB

by the formula established in Art. 180,

A-B_a-b
'

a-i

A-B

*^^-2--ar6-^"'2'

and from this we can find .

Then, as we know that —-— --90°-^, we shall have two

e(|uations by which we may d'.; ermine A and B.

Then we can find c from the equation - = ~.—-.,^ a smA

208. The first formula given,

c^= a- + h'^-2ah.coBG,

is not adapted to logarithmic calculation.

We iiiii.sL take llien. in all cases where a and 6 are not

small integers, the formula

, A-B a-h ^G
tan—;— =

, . cot s.
A a + h 2'

for findinjr the viihus <.!' .1 :;:... /.'.
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Suppose then we have given

a=12-9e, 6=9-78, (7= 57°
. 48' . 32^,

we proceed thus

:

a-&= 3-18, a + 6= 22-74, ^=23\54M6''.

Then

L tan -=^ - 10 =log (a - 6) - log (a + 6) + X cot %- 10,

;. L tan ^^i^= log 3-18 -log 22-74 + L cot 28°. 54M6^

= -5024271 - 1-3567905 + 10-2579579

=9-4035945.

Whence ^-^= 14°
.
12'

.
46".

Also ^1±^= 61°
.
5'

. 44" (the complement of ^) ;

.-. ^ = 75°.18'.30",

5=40°. 52'. 58".

The other formulae of this case require no special remark,

209. Though the formula c2= a2 + ?)2-2r;^ . cos (7 is not

adapted to logarithmic calculation, we can tind c liom it (in

any case where we do not require the values of A and B also)

by the following process :

c8=a2 + 62-2a6.co8(7

10^+6*- 2a6 + 4a6. sin-
^
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Now, since the tangent of an angle may be of any magni

tude, there is some angle (suppose Q) such that

(a - by 2

Knowing a, 6, we can apply logarithms to find 6 fronr

this equation.

Then, from the equation

that is, c2= (a-6)2.sec2 0,

we can apply logarithms to find c.

An an.sle introduced, as in this case, to assist the solution

of an equation, by breaking it up into two or more equations,

is called a Subsidiary Angle.

210. Given two

»,b,A.

Case IV.

and an angle opposite one of them,

smB h
from which we have to determine B.

sin A a'

If we can find B, we have

(7~ 180" - (^ + B\ from which we can find 0,

and -=^i .. from which we can finH r

a sm ^.
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211. Thus the solution of this case depends on the possi-

bility of determining B from the equation

sin -B _ 6 , .

sin^^a

Now since we know a, h, A, we obtain from this equation'

sin 5= a known numerical quantity (2).

But, as has been explained in Art. 74, we cannot deter-

mine the value of B from a given value of sin B, unless we

know whether B is greater or less than 90°.

The only way in which we can tell whether the greater or

the smaller value of B which satisfies equation (2) is to be

taken, is by knowing that a is greater than b. In that case A
is also greater than B, and therefore B must be less than 90°,

otherwise A +B would not be less than 180°, which is impos-

sible.

212. This, which is called The Ambiguous Case^ may be

ahown geometrically in the following manner.

If from G we can draw a line CD equal to C©, to meet AB
produced on the side of B, both the triangles ABG, ADO have

the given parts a, 6, il.

We can always draw CD=CB, 80 long as AO is greater than

BCf for then a circle described with centre G and radius GB
will cut AB produced in two points both on the same side

of^.
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213. The following is a more complete discussion of The
ATTibiguous Case,

sin B=— a known numerical quantity.

Now, provided h sin A be not > a,

6 sin ^ .

IS not > 1,

and this numerical quantity is a possible value to be the sine

of an angle.

We have now two cases.

I. If hsinA < a, — < 1, and there are two angles

wliich have this value for their sine, supplementary to one

another, aud therefore one acute and one obtuse.

Now when a is > &, ^ is > B, and therefore we cannot

take tMs obtuse value for B, for then A and B would be

together > two right angles.

But when a is < 6, ^ is < 5, and we can take both the

acute and the obtuse value for B, and then we .shall have two

corresponding values for G, and two for c, and thus we get

two triangles having the given parts the same,

II. If 6 sin ^=^ a, sin 5= 1, and B has only one value,

viz. 90°.

Of course, if a = 6, £= J. at once, without using the equation

. „ 6 sin ^ , „gm B= at all.
a

This ambiguity can be exhibited geometrically as foUoWB !

Fig 1. Fig. 2.

C

B2

hetCAX^A, ACzxl,
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Draw CI) perpendicular to AX., then CD= h sin A. With

centre C and radius equal to a describe a circle.

2s ow provided CD be not > a, this circle will meet AX.

I, If CD < a, this circle will meet AX in two points,

B^, and B.2.

Now when a is > 6, B^ and 5o will fall on the opposite sid'^s

of -4 as in fig. 1, and we have only one triangle, viz. CABi,

having the given angle A, and the sides CA, CB^, equal to

h and a.

Bat when a is < 6, Bi and B.^ will fall on the same side of

A as in fig. 2, and we have two triangles, viz. CAB^, CAB,^

having the given angle A and the sides CBi and CB.2 equal

to a, and the side AG equal to b, and in this case CB^A is

supplementary to CB.^X and therefore to its equal CB^A.

II. If CD= a, the circle will meet AX in one point only,

viz. at D, and CAD will be the required, triangle.

Of course, if h = a, B.^ will coincide with A and we have

only one triangle CABi.

214. The formulae to be used in this case are simple, and

we have only to give instances of cases (1) ambiguous, (2) in

which no ambiguity exists.

(1) To take a very simple case, suppose

a=5, 6= 6, ^ = 30°.

Then -.—j = - :

sin ^ a

. . p 6 . . 6 1 6 ^
.*. siniJ=-.sm^=-x-= — = -6.

a o 2 10

Now from the tables we find -6 to be the value of the rfne

of 36\52M2'', and sine 143°. 7'. 48" is the supplement of

36° . 52M 2", it also has -6 for the value of its sine. Thus there

is an ambiguity in the result.
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Next, suppose a= 178-3, 6=145, 5= 41M0'.

Then sin ^ = v sin B
;

.*. L sin A —log a - log 6 + L sin 5
= 2-2511513 - 2-1613680 + 9-8183919

= 9-9081752.

Hence ^ = 54° . 2' . 22" or 125° . 57' . 38".

(2) Now if we change the values of the sides a and h we
shall get

i sin ^ = 9-7286086;

.-. ^ = 32°. 21'. 54",

and the supplement of A cannot belong to the proposed tri-

angle, because if A were 147° . 38'. 6", then, since 5 is greater

than Ay A and B would be together greater than 180", which

is impossible. So in this case there is no ambiguity.

215. The following are applications of the principles laid

down in this chapter.

EXAMPLES.—lii.

I, Find A from the following data :

(1) Given a = 37, 6=13, c= 40, sin 67°. 22' =-9229865,

sin 67°. 23' =-9230984.

(2) Given a= 101, 6= 29, c= 120, sin 43°
. 36'= -6896195,

sin 43°. 37'= -6898302.

(3) Given a= 37, 6= 13, c= 30, log 9= 9542425,

log 13 = 1-1139434,

X sin 56°
.
18'= 9-9200994, L sin 56°

. 19'= 9-9201836.

(4) Given a= 409, 6= 241, c= 600, log 723 = 2-8591383,

log 360 = 2-5563025,

X sin 29°
.
51'= 9-6969947, Z sin 29' .

52' =9-6972148.
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2. If a=5780, c=7639, 5= 43°. 8', find A and C, having

given

log 185-9 = 2-26928, log 13-419 = 1-12772,

L cot 21°. 34' =10-403 12, i tan 19\ 18'. 50"= 9-54468.

3. If ^ = 41° . 13' . 22", jB= 71M9' . 5", a = 55, find &, hav-

iiig given

log 55 = 1-7403627, Lain jB= 9-9764927, L sin 4 = 9-8188779,

log 79-063= 1-8979775.

4. If 5= 84°. 47'. 38", C=41°.10', c= 145, find ?>, having

given

logl45 = 21613680, L sin 41°. 10' = 9-8183919.

L sin 84°
.
47'

.
38"= 9-9982047, log 219-37 = 2-3411808.

5. If a= 567-2341, 6 = 351-9872, 5= 31°
. 27'. 18", find A^

having given

log a= 2-7537623, log 6 = 2-5465269,

L sin 5=9-7175280, L sin 57°
.
14'=9 9247349,

L8in57°.15'=9-9248161.

6. When (7=30°, 6 = 16, c= 8, is the triangle ambiguoni

or not ]

7. Simplify the expression cosA— ^r in the case of

an equilateral triangle.

8. Given log3 = -4771213 and i tan 57°. 19'. 11"= 10-1928032,

show that, if one angle Ije 60", and the two sides containing

it as 19 to 1, the other two angles are 117°. 19'. 11", and
2°

.
40'

.
49*.

9. The sides of a triangle are 2, a/6, and 1 + ^3 : find the

angles.

10. If a, 6, 5 had been given to solve a triangle, where 6

is less than a, and if Cj, c^ be the two values found for deter-

mining the third side, prove that }p--\-c^. c^ = a^.
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11. Two sides of a triangle are to each other as 9 : 7,

and the included angle is 64°. 12' ; determine the other angles.

Given log 2 = '30103, L tan 57° . 54'= 10-2025255,

£ tan 11°
.
16'= 9-2993216 ; L tan 11° .

17'= 9-2999804.

12. The sides a, 6, c of a triangle are as the numbers

4, 5, 6. Find the angle B.

Given log 2 = -3010299, L cos 27° .
53' =9-9464040,

log 5 = -6989700, L cos 27°. 54'= 9-9463371.

13. If in a triangle ABG, BG=70, AG=3o, and ^ACB
= 36°. 52'. 12", find the remaining angles.

Given log 3 = '4771213 and i cot 18°
. 26'. 6"- 10-4771213.

216. Up to this point we have supplied the student with

all the materials required for the solution of each example.

But as he ought to have some practice in making extracts

from the tables, we shall suppose him to be in possession of a

set of tables, and we shall now give a series of examples by

which he may test his ability to apply the formulae tur the

solution of Triancrles.

Examples.—liii.

Solve the triangles fur which the following parts are given.

1. a= 4, 6= 3, C=90\

2. 6 = 55, c= 73, C=90°.

3. a= 272, 6= 225, C'=90'.

4. 6= 399, c= 401, C=90°.

5. c=445, ^ = 10°
. 52' .

50"-4, C=9(f.

6. c=629, ^=46°.59'.49"-7, G'=90'.

7. c=449, £ = 51°.25'.ll"-7, 6'= 90.

8. c = 349, B= 58° . 57' . 6"-4, C= 90*.

9. a= 520, ^ = 66°. 2'. 52", C=90\

10. 6= 31 , ^ = 86° .
18'

. 1 7", C= 90*.
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Examples.—liv.

Solve the triangles, not right-angled, for which the following

parts are given :

1. a=197, 6= 53, c= 240.

2. a= 509, &= 221, c= 480.

3. a= 533, 6= 317, c= 510.

4. a= 565, 6= 445, c= 606.

5. a= 409, 6 = 241, c = 182.

6. 6 = 29, ^ = 43'.36M0"-I, C- 124°
. 58'. 33''-«.

7. 6= 149, ^ = 69° . 59' . 2"-5, C= 70°
.
42'

. 30*.

8. a=101, 6= 29, (7=32°.10'.53"-8.

9. a = 401, 6= 41, O=96°.57'.20"-l.

la a=221, 6= 149, (7= 30°
.
40'

. 35".

11. a=109, 6= 61, (7= 66°
.
59'

.
25"-4.

12. a= 445, 6=83, (7=87°. 55'.

13. a = 229, 6=109, 0=131°. 24'. 44*.

14. a= 241, 6=169, a= 104° .
3'

. 51*.

15. a=241, 6=169, (7= 15°
.
22'

. 37*.

16. a= 13, 6= 37, ^ = 18" . 55' . 28"-7. find B.

17. a= 445, 6= 565, ^ = 44*
. 29' . 53", find B.

18. a- 212-6, 6= 836-4, ^ = 14' . 24' . 25", find B,

19. a-379-6, 6=»564-8, ^-40*. 32M6'', find 5.

10. a-9459-31, 6«8032'29, ^ « 71'
. S' . 34'-7, fijxd JL



XIX. MEASUREMENT OF HEIGHTS AND
DISTANCES.

217. In this chapter we shall give examples of the applica-

tion of Trigonometry in determining heights and distances.

The problems which occur most frequently in practice, in

addition to those given in Chap. VIII.,' are the following :

(1) To find the height of an object standing on a horizontal

plane, when tJie base of the object is inaccessible.

A B P

Let PQ be a tower, of which the base P is inaccessible.

Measure a distance AB in the same horizontal plane with P,

Observe the angles of elevation QBP and QAP.

Then we can determine the height of the tower, for

QP=QB. sin QBP,

and QB^AB.'^^^

^AB,-^
sin QAP

»*. QP^AB. sin QBP
sin QAP

sin {QBP - QAI^*
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(2) To JiThd the height of an object v:hose foot is inaccessible,

when a direct line between the observer and the base cannot be

measured.

Suppose PQ to be a tower standing on the bank of a river,

and 5 to be a point on the opposite bank. Suppose the

ground to rise suddenly from B, so that no distance in a direct

line ^vith BP can be measured.

Measure a line AB up the rising ground.

Observe the angles QAB and QBA.

Then in the triangle QAB two angles anci the side AB are

known, and therefore we can find QB.

Then if we observe the angle QBP we may determine QP.

(3) To find the distance between two inaccessible objects.

B

D

Let A and B be the objects.

Measure a line CD, and suppose A, B, C, D to he in one

plane.

Then if we observe the angles ACD and ADC we can

determine AC, because we know two angles and a side in tl'C

trianrde ACD.
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Again, if we observe the angles BCD, BDG we can deter

mine BC, because we know two angles and a side in the tri-

angle BCD.

Tims knowing AC and BG and the included angle AGB
(which is the difference between the known angles ACD, BCD),

we can deternune AB.

(4) To find the distance of a ship from the short,

S

A

Let S be the position of the ship.

Measure AB, a straight line between two points on the shorei

Observe the angles SAB and SBA.

Then we can determine the distance of S from A, for

sin SBA
AS=AB

=^AB.

=AB.

sin ASB

sin SBA
fcin(180°-^;Srj?)

sin SBA
sm(SAB + SBA)'

218. In the first twenty-one of the examples that we
shall now give the results may be obtained without the qid of

Tables.
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EXAMPLKS.—Iv.

1. Wishing to know the height of an inaccessible hill I

took the anf,'le of elevation of its top to be 60°, I then

measured lOU feet away from the hill and found the angle of

elevation to be 45°. What is the height of the hill ?

2. Each of two ships, which are a mile apart, finds tb^

angles subtended by the other ship and a fort to be respectively

35' . 14' and 42°
. 12'. Find the distance of each from the fort.

Given sin 35° .
14'= '577, sin 42°. 12'= -671, sin 77°. 26'= -976.

3. Each of two ships, half a mile apart, finds the angles

subtended by the other ship and a fort to be respectively

85° . 15' and 83° . 45'. Find the distance of each from the fort.

Given sin 85° . 15'= -9965, sin 83° . 45'= '9940, sin 11°= -1908.

4- Find the angle which a flag- staff 5 yards lonfj and

standing on the top of a tower two hundred yards high sii Intends

at a point in the horizontal plane 100 yards from the base of

the tower.

Given L tan 34'= 7-9952192, L tan 33'= 7 9822534,

log 102 = 2-0086002.

5. The angle of elevation of the top of a steeple is 60"

from a point on the ground. That of the top of the tower on

which the steeple rests is 45° from the same point. What
proportion does the height of the steeple bear to that of the

tower ?

6. On the bank of a river there is a column 200 feet high

supporting a statue 30 feet high. The statue to an observer

on the opposite bank subtends the same angle as a man 6 feet

high standing at the base of the column. Find the breadth

of the river.

7. A pole is fixed on the top of a mound and the anglea

of elevation of the top and bottom of the pole are 60° and 30°,

show that the length of the pole is twice the height of the

mound.
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8. A person at a distance a from a tower wliicli stands

on a horizontal plane, observes that the angle of elevation a

of its highest point is the complement of that of a flag-staflf

on the top of it Show that the length of the flag-staff is

2a . cot 2a.

9. If the distance of the person from the tower is un-

known, and if, when he recedes a distance c, the angle of ele-

vation of the tower is half of what it was before, show that

the length of the flag-staff is c . cosec a . cos 2a.

10. Two spectators at two given stations observe at the

same time the altitude of a kite, and find it to subtend the

Siime angle a at each place. The angle which the line join-

ing one station and the kite subtends at the other station is /3,

and the distance between the two stations is a : find the height^

of the kite.

11. Two towers stand on a horizontal plane, and their dis-

tance from each other is 120 feet. A person standing succes-

sively at their bases observes that the angular elevation of one

is double that of the other ; V)ut when he is half-way between

them their elevations appear complementary to each other.

Show that the heights of the towers are 90 and 40 feet respec-

tively.

12. A, B are two inaccessible points in a horizontal ydane,

and C, D are two stations, at each of which AB is observed

to subtend the angle 30°. AD subtends at C 19°. 15', and

AG subtends at D 40° . 45'. Show that AB = ^^.

13. The length of a road in which the ascent is 1 foot in 5,

from the foot of a hill to the top i> 1 5 miles. What will be

the length of a zigzag road in whicli the ascent is one foot in 12 ?

14- Two objects, A and B, were observed to be at the

same instant in a line inclined at an angle 15° to the east of

a ship's course, which was at the time due north. The ship's

course was then altered, and after sailing 5 miles in a N.W.
direction, the same objects were observed to bear E. and N.E.

respectively. Required the distance of A from B.
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15. The elevation of a tower at a place ^4 due south of it

is 30°; and at a place J5, due west of A^ and at a distance

a from it, the elevation is 18° : show that the height of the

tower is

a

V(2V5 + 2)'

16. A circular ring is placed in a vertical plane through

the sun's centre, on the top of a vertical staff whose height is

eight times its radius ; and the extremity of the shadow of the

ring is observed to be at a distance from the foot of the staff

equal to the staff's height. Determine the altitude of the sun.

17. The hypotenuse c of a right-angled triangle ABO is

trisected in the points D, E: prove that if CD, CE be joined,

the sum of the squares of the sides of the triangle ODE

2 2=r-

18. A person stands in the diagonal produced of the square

base of St. Mary's Church tower, at a distance a from it,

and observes the angles of elevation of the two outer comers
of the top of the tower to be each 30°, and of the other 45'.

Show that the breadth of the tower is a V(3± i>Jo).

19. A tower standing on a horizontal plane is surrounded

by a moat which is just as wide as the tower is high. A
person on the top of another tower whose height is a and

whose distance from the moat is c, observes that the first

tower subtends an angle of 45°. Show that the height of the

first tower is .

a-c

20. A and B are two points 100 feet apart, and (7 is a point

equally distant from A and B; what must be the distance of

G from A and B that the angle ACB may be 150° ?

21. A headland G bore due north of a ship at A : and after

the ship had sailed 10 miles due east to B, the headland bore

N.W. Required the distance of the headland from A and B,
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22. The aspect of a wall 18 feet high is due south, and

the length of the shadow cast on the north side at noon is 16

feet. Find the sun's altitude.

23. At a distance of 200 yards from the foot of a church

tower, the angle of elevation of the top of the tower was ob-

served to be 30^ and of the top of the spire of the tower 32°.

Find the height of the tower and of the spire.

24. The distances of three objects, ABO^ in the same

hoiizontal plane, are ^5= 3 miles, jBC= 1"S mile, AG= 2 miles;

from a station B in GA produced the angleABB^W . 47' .
20"

is observed : find the distance of D from B.

25. In an oblique triangle A, B, 0, given l^ACB =139° . 58',

/_ABG=2r.l8', 5(7=840-5 yards, find by how much AB
diff'ers from a mile.

26. In an oblique-angled triangle ABC, given ^5= 2700 ft.,

^ ^ = 50°
. 20', emd IB = U0\ 12', find BC.

To determine the height of the top G of a mountain, a base

AB of 2700 feet was measured in the horizontal plane, the

angle subtended by GB at A was observed to be 50°. 20', the

angle subtended hy AG at B was observed to be 110° . 12', and

the angle of elevation of G from B was observed to be 10°. 7'

;

find the height of the mountain.

27. A flag-staff 20 feet high stands on a wall 40 feet high.

At a point ^ on a level with the bottom of the wall the flag-

staff subtends an angle of 10°. Find the distance of E from

the wall.

28. From the top of a hill the angles of depression of two

consecutive mile-stones on a straight level road are found to

be 12°
. 13' and 2°

. 45'. Find the'height of the hiU.

29. From the top of a tower by the sea-side 150 ft. high,

it was found that the angle of depression of a ship's hull was

36°. 18'. Find the distance of the ship from the foot of the

tower.
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30. Given a = 6383-53, 6= 3157-76 and 6'=37°.26', find

the other parts of the triangle.

31. From each of two ships a mile apart the angle which

i.s subtended by the other ship and a beacon on shore is

(ibsei-ved : these angles are 55° and 62°
. 30'. Determine the

distances of the shij^s frura the beacon.

32. From the lo\7er window of a house the angle of ele-

vation of a church tower is observed to be 45°, and from a

window 20 feet above the former 40°. How far is the house

from the church?

33. A line AB in length 400 yards is measured close by
the side of a river, and a point G close to the bank on the other

side is observed from A and B. The angle GAB is 50°, and

GBA 65°, find the perpendicular breadth of the river.

34. Two railways intersect at an angle of 35°. 20': from

the point of intersection two trains start together, one at the

rate of 30 miles an hour ; find the rate of the other train, so

that alter 2| hours the trains may be 50 miles apart. Show
that there are two velocities that will satisfy this condition,

and calculate approximately either of them.

35. A l)ase line of 600 yards was measured in a straight

line close to the bank of a river, and at each end of the line

the angles were observed between the other end and a tree

close to the edge of the river on the opposite side of it : these

angles were found to be 52° . 14' and 68°
. 32'. Find the breadth

of the river.

36. The angle of elevation of a tower 100 feet high, due
north of an observer, was 50° ; what will be its angle of eleva-

tion after the observer has walked due east 300 feet ?

37. A flag-staff, 12 feet high, on the top of a tower, sub-

tends an angle of 48'. 20" to an observer at the distance of

100 yards from the foot of the tower: rec^uired the height of

the tower,
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38. At the foot of a hill a visible object has an elevation

of 29° . 12' . 40", and when the observer has walked 300 yards

up the hill away from the object, he finds himself on a level

with it. The slope of the hill being 16°, and the places of

observation in a vertical plane with the object, fiml the dis-

tance of the object from the first place of observation.

39. AB, AG are two railroads inclined at an angle of

50° . 20'; a locomotive engine starts from A along AB at the

rate of 30 miles an hour : after an interval of one hour, another

locomotive engine starts from A along AG at the rate of 45

miles an hour: find the distance of the engines from each

other, three hours after the first started.

40. A church tower stands on the bank of a river which is

150 feet wide, and on the top of the tower is a spire 30 feet

high. To an observer on the opposite bank of the river the

Bpire subtends the same angle that a pole six feet high sub-

tends placed upright from the ground at the base of the tower.

Show that the approximate height of the tower is 285 feeL



XX. PROPOSITIONS RELATING TO THE
AREAS OF TRIANGLES, POLYGONS,
AND CIRCLES.

219. Expressions for the area of a triajigle.

Tlie area of a triangle i.s ecpial to half the rectangle con-

tained by one of tlie sides and the perpendicular drawn to

meet that side from the opposite angle.

Let ABC be the triangle, and as one of the angles A, B
must be acute, let it be A. Draw a perpendicular froii' G to

ueet AB or AB produced in D.

Then, area of triangle AJJU^-.AB. CD
z

^^.AB.AO.smA

s=l cb . sin A
I
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that is, the area of a triangle is equal to half the 'product of two

tides and the sine of the angle between them.

Aho, siuce sin ^ = ,- • \/s .{s-a) (s — h) (s - c\ by Art. 184,

*rea of triangle ABG=-^ ch . j- . ^s . {s - a) {s -b) {s - c)

= Js (s-«) (s-&) («-c),

which gives an expression for the area in terms of the sides.

For this expression the symbol used is S.

220. To find the area of a regular polygon in terms of it

R B

Let EA, AB, BF be three consecutive sirles of a regulw

polygon of n sides, and let each of them =a.

Bisect the angles EAB, ABF by the lines 0^, OB meetia!^

in 0.

Draw OR at right angles to AB.

Now angle AOR = —5--,

and
"iTT

angle ^05=— (Eucl i. 15. Cor.);

/. angle AOR =
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Heooe area of polygon=« times area of triangle AOB
=n.AR,RO
^n . AR . AR . cot AOS

a a , TT
=n.g.g.cot-

= -r- . cot -.
4 n

221. To find the radius of a circle described about a triangle

in terms of the sides of the triangle.

D

Let be the centre of the circle described ftbout the triangle

ABC, and R its radius.

Through draw the diameter CD and join BD.

Then CBD, being the angle in a semicircle, is a right

angle.

And £i>(7= angle GAB in the same segment= 4.

Now ^= 8inBDa,

thatifl, ^= sin^;

.'. a = 2R . sin A I

a
\ R-

2 sin A'

But, by Art. 184, amA =^.S;

.. R=-^^,
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Note. Since -y,= sin^, and similarly ^^=8iiiB,
2R

^= sin C, we derive another proof of tlie Theorem

8in^_sin^_ sin G
a ~

b
~

c
'

222. To find the radius of a circle inscribed in a triangle im

terms of the sides of a triangle.

B DC
Let be the centre of the inscribed circle, and r its radiofc

Then o = area of ABG

marea of 50C + area of COA + area of AOB

01). BO OE.AC OF.AB
+—

2

ra rb tc

a + & + C

2

mn

:.r = •
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223. To find the radii of the circles escribed, that is which

touch OTie of the sides of a triangle and the other sides produced.

Let be the centre of the escribed circle that touches the

Bide BG and the other sides produced, and let the radius of

this cirde be fj.

Then quadrilateral ABOC=tTmr)g\e ^0(7+ triangle AOB

and quadrilateral ^50C=triangle ^£6'+ triangle BOO

.-. AOC+AOB=ABC+BOG,

AC.OE AB.OF „ BC.OD
:. —2—+—2^-"'^"*'—

r~'

t-t-c- g

2
ri=Sj

:.{t-a)r^=Si
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Similarly it may be shown that if r.,, r^ are the radii of the

cireles touching AG and AB respectively,

-6'

r.=
8-C

224. To find the area of a regular polygon inscrihed in a

circle.

Let be the centre of the circle, r the radius of the circle

AB a side of the polygon.

Join OA, OB.

Then area of polygon= n times area of triangle AOB

=n.=:AO.OB. sin AOB (Art. 219)

1 . Stt
«» . g . r , r . sm—

w^ . 27r
t-zr . sm —

.

2 n
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225. To find the area of a regula/r polygon described about a
circle.

Let be the centre of the circle, r the radius, AB a side of

the circumscribing polygon.

Draw the radius OE at right angles to AB,

A R B

Then area of polygon= n times area of triangle AOS

=n.OR,AR

»». OR,ORtanAOR

'fi.r .r . tan
n

»»ir- . tan

226. To find the area of a circle.

Taking the figure and notation of the preceding Article,

area of circumscribing polygon = n times area of triangle AOB
1= n AB.OR

'^ORxn.AB

ORx perimeter of polygon.

Now if the number of Pidp^ of the polygon be indefinitely

increased and the jr-n-jtli '! . .irli side indefinitely diminished

r.s.T.] N'
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the perimeter of the polygon coincides vnth. the circumference

of the circle, and the area of the polygon is the same as the

area of the 'circle
;

.'. area of circle= - OR x circumference of circle
2i

s=2rx27rr

= 777^.

227, To find the area of a quadrilateral which can be inscribed

in a circle in terms of its sides.

Let ABGD be the quadrilateral. Join AG.

Let AB=a, BC=h, GD= c, DA = d,

Then, area of figure= area of a ABG+ SLrea, of a ADO

= ^ ah . sin B + ^ cd , sm D.

Now the angles at B and D are supplementary (Eucl. IIL

22);

/. 8inJ5=8inD (Art. 101);

.-. area of figure= „ (a6 + cd) . sin 5.

We have now to express sin B in terms of the sides of the

figure.

Now, in A ABG, AG^= a^ + h^- 2ab . cos 5,

and, in a ADG, AG^= c^ + d^- 2cd . cos D.
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Hence, observing that

cosi)= -cos 5 (Art. 101),

o2 + 62-2a5 . cos5=c2 + d2 + 2c(i . cos B;

a2 + 62_c2_^2
/. cos 5=

2 {ah + cd) *

..am i^-l
|2(a6 + r.0;2

_ (2a& + 2c(j)2- (a-^ h- -o^-d!^

A{ah^cdf ^

:. (area of figiire)2= - . (a& + cd)"^ . sin^ j5

1/1. A2 (2a6 + 2c(i)2-(a2 + 62_c2-(^a
"=4-^^ +^-^ Hah^cdY

«
j^ .

I
(2a6 + 2c(i)2 - (a2 + 62 _ c2 - d2)2

J

-r^. j(2a6 + 2c(i + a2 + 62-c2-d2)(2a6 + 2cd-a2-6«+ (j« + d2)|

~T^* {(« + ^ + c-d)(a + &-c + c2)(c + i + a-6) (c + c?-a + Z/;J

.

and if «= s ,

(area of figure)2=^ .
j
(2s - 2(i) (2s - 2c) (2s - 26) (2s - 2a) <

= ($-d){s-c){s~l){s-a)i

:. area of figure = ^\(s-a)(s- h) (s-c)(s-d)\.
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228. On the Dip of the Horizon.

Suppose the earth to be represented by the circle ABCy with

centre 0.

Let EB be a tangent from the eye of an obsen-er, looking

from a height AE, to the earth's surface at B, and let EAC be

A straight line through the earth's centre.

If we draw a horizontal line EH, the angle HEB is called

•* The Dip of the Horizon."

Then, since EA is very small as compared with AG, and

therefore the arc AB very small as compared with the circum-

ference of the earth, lAOB is a. very small angle.

Hence at spots of small elevation the Dip of the Horizon,

which is equal to /. AOB, is very small.

The distance of the horizon at sea may be approximately

found by the following rule :

Three times the height of the place of observation in feet is equal

to twice the square of the distance seen in miles.

This rule may be proved thns :

Let AE be an object whose height in feet is/, =5^ miles,

EB a tangent to the earth's surface whose length Id

miles is m.

AC the diameter of the eaxthsd^SOOO miles nearly.
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Then sq. on 5^= rect. CE, EA (Eucl. iii. 36);

'•"^'= (^ + 54)5280/5280

df

5280
nearly

8000/ , 3/ ,

^-6280 '''^"^^^
2

^'^'^y*

229. To show that if d he the circular measure of a 'positive

angle less than a right angle, sin B, 0, and tan 9 are in ascending

order of magnitude.

Let Q be the centre of a circle, QE a radius cutting the chord

PF at right angles, TT a tangent to the circle at E,

Let tbe cTTcnlar measure of the angle EQP be $4

Then

PE
e- QP'

^p TE TE

Now asmiiniTig that PE is greater than PM but. less than

TE, PMy PE, TE are in ascending order of magnitude

Therefo^p sin 6, iV. tnn ^ nscending order of inncrnitude.
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The assumption which we here make that PE is inter-

mediate in magnitude between PM and TE requires Bom.e

explanation-

Suppose PP' to be a side of a regular polygon of n sides

inscribed in the circle.

Then TT' will be the side of a regular polygon of n sides

described about the circle, and QE will bisect PF and TT.

Now the perimeter of the inscribed polygon is always less

than the circumference of the circle, as we explained in Art.

10, and we might show by a similar process that the perimeter

of the circumscribed polygon is always greater than the cir-

eumference of the circle.

Now Pilf=the 2?ith part of the inscribed polygon,

TE= , circumscribed

FE= circumference;

/. PE is in magnitude intermediate between PM and TE.

S30. To show that when 6 is indefinitely diminished^

sin 6

Since sin 9, 6, tan 9 are in ascending order of magnitnde,

sin 9, 9, ^-^-7\ are in ascending order of magnitude.
' ' cos 6'

Divide each by sin 9, then

1, -T—7,, 7^ are in ascending order of magnitude

;

* 8m ^ COB ^
°

.-. -J^ lies between 1 and —
eon 9 cos
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Now when 6^= 0, cos ^=1,

1

cos Q
and therefore 2= 1

;

therefore when ^=0,

sin Q

Examples.—Ivi.

1. The angle included between, two sides of a triangle

whose lengths are 10 inches and 12 inches is 60': find the

area of the triangle.

2. Two sides of a triangle are 40 and 60 feet, and they

contain an angle of 30° : find the area of the triangle.

3. What is the area of a triangle whose base is 4 feet, and

altitude \\ yards \

4. What is the area of a triangle whose sides are 5, 6, 5

inches respectively ?

5. If a = 625, 6 = 505, c= 904, what is the measure of tha

area of the triangle ?

6. If a= 409, 6=169, c= 510, v/hat is the measure of the

area of the triangle ?

7. If a= 577, 6= 73, c= 520, what is the measure of the

area of the triangle ]

8. In a right-angled triangle area= s . (i - c), C being the

right angle.

9. If a= 52-53, 6 = 48-76, c= 44-98, log 146*27 = 2-1651553,

log 56-31 = 1-7505855, log 48-75 = 1*6879746,

log 41-21 = 1-6150026, log 2= -3010300,

log 1-0169487 = -0072990, finil tlie measure of area.
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10. The sides of a triangle are in arithmetical progression,

and its area is to that of an equilateral triangle of the same

perimeter as 3 : 5. Show that its largest angle is 120°.

11. In the rectangular sheet of paper ABCD, the angulai

point A is turned down so as to lie in the side CD, while the

crease of the paper passes through the angular point B , show
that the area of the part turned down is

1 A J^
i. ^lAB-^f{AB^-BC^)\.

1 2. Show that the area of a triangle

_a^ .B\n B . sin G
~ 2 sin {B + G)

•

13. In any triangle the area

. A . B . G/ a^ 62 (? \= sm ;r- . Sin -^. sm ~ [
-.—t + -—=d + -—rih2 2 2Vsin^ smB sm (7/

14. If the radius of the inscribed circle be equal to half

that of the circumscribed circle, the triangle is equilateraL

15. In any triangle

,. , A . B-G
{b - c) cos ^==CL • sin —o~-

16. if the points of contact of a circle inscribed in a

triangle with the sides be joineil, show that the area of the

triangle so formed

17. The diagonals of a quudriliiteral are in length a, h

respectively, and interse*it at an angle A. Show that the area

of the quadrilateral

= -^ah sin A,

18. The area of any triangle

_ a- - h" sin A . sin B
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19. In an isosceles right-angled triangle, show that the

radius of one of the equal escribed circles is equal to the

radius of the circumscribed circle.

20. In any right-angled triangle, Q being the right angle,

cot(5-^) + cot2(^+^) = 0.

31. The area of any triangle

2ak A B G
. cos — . cos TT .' COS -r.

a-^h^c' 2' 2

23. In any isosceles triangle, G being the vertical angle,

area x 32 cos* -^ = sin 2^ ''2a 4- c)^.

23. The length of a perpendicular from A to PC?

_ 62 sin (7+ c- sin 5~
6 + c

34. Taking the notation adopted in this Chapter, proTC

Ifae following relations :

cot
2 "^ ^^^

2

2i2 . sin ^ . sin - 5 . sin i

(2) r=
J

.

cos-^

tan-g+tan^

(4) n =4i? . sm 2 cos 2 . cos g.

(5) ri + r, + r3=:i2(3 + co?>t +cosS-f-coa(7).

(6) is! + r= i? (cos ^ + cos P + cos C).
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25. Show that the area of a regular polygon inscribed in a

circle is a mean proportional between the areas of an inscribed

and a circumscribed regular polygon of half the number ot

sides.

26. The distances between the centre of the inscribed and

those of the escribed circles of a triangle ABG are

4R . sin Q , 4i2 sin — , 4R sin 3,A Ji 4b

R being the radius of the circumscribing circle.

27. The points at which the lines bisecting the angles

A, B, C of a triangle cut the opposite sides are joined. Show
that the area of the triangle so formed bears to that of the

triangle ABC the ratio

. . A . B . C
2 sm - sm ^ !=in ^

Z, 1i Ji

B^ (T^ ITS*
cos —^ . COS—^ . cos -g

—

28. If Ti, rg, r^ be the radii of the escribed circles, and < the

eami-perimeter of the triangle, show that

29. If A, B, C, D, be a quadrilateral capable of being

inscribed in a circle, show that AC . sin A =BD . sin B.

30. Show that the distances from the centre of the inscribed

circle to the centres of the escribed circles are respectively

equal to

a h c

T B' d'
cos -X- COS g cos

2
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31. r is the radius of a circle inscribed in a triangle ABO;
show that ABO

a=r cos -^ cosec -^ cosec g.
^ z ^

32. If R, r be the radii of the circles described abont and

inscribed in the triangle ABC, and s the semi-perimeter of the

triangle, prove that

tan4 + tan-^ + tan?+- = 4i2{i + i + i).
2 2 2 r \a c/

33. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle, and a point P
is taken on the arc BG : show that

PA . sin A=PB . sin B + PC. sin 0.

34. Given the distances di, dg* ^3 ^^om the angles of the

point at which the sides of a plane triangle subtend equal

angles, find the sides and

35. If the lengths of three lines drawn from any point

within a square to three of its angular points be a, b, c, find a

side of the square.

36. The areas of all triangles described abont the same

circle are as their perimeters.

37. If a, b, c be the sides of a triangle, and a, (S, y the

perpendiculars upon them from the opposite angles, show that

g2 ^ y^ _bc ac ah

/Sy ay afB~ a^ 6^ c^*

38. A person standing on the sea-shore can just see the

top of a mountain, whose height he knows to be 1284*80 yards.

After ascending vertically to the height of 3 miles in a

balloon, he observes the angle of depression of the mountain's

summit to be 2°
. 15'. Find the earth's radius.

Given log 3= -4771213, L cot 2M5'= 11-4057168,

log -73= 1-863229, log 7986-4= 3-9023533,

log 76-3551 = 1-8828381.
'
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39. If an equilateral triangle have its angular points in three,

parallel straight lines, of which the middle one is perpendicularly-

distant from the outside ones by a and h, show that its side

^i^^±^y

40. In a triangle ABG, AG=2BC. If CD, CE respectively

bisect the angle G and the exterior angle formed by producing

A a, prove that the triangles GBD, ACD, ABG, GDE have their

jtivas as 1 : 2 : 3 : 4.

41. If ^, r be the radii of the circles described about and
in the triangle ABG, the area of the triangle

=5r (sin ^ + sin 5 + sin G).

42. In the ambiguous case prove that the circles circum-

scribing the triangles will have the same radius. If the data

be a— 605, 6= 564, 5= 50°. 15', find the radius of the circum-

scribing circle.

43. The angles of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle

taken in order, when multiplied by 1, 2, 2, 3, respectively, are

in Arithmetical Progression ; find their values.

44. If from any point P in a circle lines are drawn to the

extremities A, B, and to the point of contact G of a side ol

the circumscribing square, show that

(1 + cot PGAY^ q + cot PGB)*

cot PBA cot PAB '

A5. If R, r, r„, n, r, are the radii of the circumscribed,

inscribed and escribed circles respectively of a triangle, and

one of the angles, then 4i2 cos (7= r + r, + r, - r,

46. If r be the radius of the circle inscribed between the

base of a right-angled triangle and the other two sides pro-

fluced, and / the radius of the circle inscribed between the

eltitude of the triangle and the other two sides produced,

show that the area of the triangle= r . /.
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47. From the top of the peak of Teneriffe the dip of the

horizon is found to be 1°
. 58' . 10". If the radius of the earth

be 4000 miles, what is the height of the mountain ?

48. "What is the dip of the horizon from the top of a

mountain \\ miles high, the radius of the earth being 4000

miles ?

49. A lamp on the top of a pole 32 feet high is just seen

by a man 6 feet in height, at a distance of 10 miles ; find the

earth's radius.

50. A ship, of which the height from the water to the

summit of the top-mast is 90 feet, is sailing directly toward)*

an observer at the rate of 10 miles an hour. From tlie time

of its first appearance in the offing till its arrival at the station

of the observer is 1 hour 12 minutes. Find approximately

the earth's radius.

51. If the diameter of the earth be 7912 miles, what is the

dip of the sea-horizon as seen from a mountain 3 miles in

height ?

52. The angle subtended at the sun by the earth's radius

being 8""868 and the earth's radius being 4000 miles, show

that the distance of the sun from the earth is approximately

93000000 miles

53. If the distance of the moon from the earth be 241118

miles, show that if the earth's radius is 4000 miles it sub-

tends an angle of 57' .
1"'5 nearly at the moon,

54. The tops of two vertical rods on the earth's surface,

each of which is 10 feet high, cease to be visible from each

other when 8 miles distant. Prove that the earth's radius is

nearly 4224 miles.

55. What is the limit of deviation in order that a circulai

target of 4 feet diameter may be struck at a distance o<

200 yards?

56. Explain how it is that a shilling can be placed before

the eye so as to hide the moon.



ANSWERS.

I. 54.

i. (Pagel.)

2. 26 3-4 inches.

5. 3 inches. 6. 5 inches.
3a"

9. 1 inch and 3 inches. 10. 13 : 504.

4. 5 inches.

8. 7^ inches.

en
II. 77-'

3m'

ii. (Page 3.)

I. 45 yds. 2. 10 ft. 3. 255 yds. 4. 360-5.. .yd.

5. 163-25 yds. nearly. 6. 12 ft., 16 ft. 8. 63 ft., 45 ft.

9. 6 V2 ft.
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I. 24-26805.

4. -091.

iv. (Page 12.)

2. 37-04527.

5. 37506.

3. 175-0038.

6. 78-201.

V. (Page 13.)

I. 251425. 2. 380415. 3. 214-0307.

4. -150745. 5. 425130554. ' 6. 2-020222.

Vi. (Page 19.)

I. 30«.29M9"-75... 2. 174^52M2"-962. 3. 45'.

4. 21Ml'.66"-6. 5. 159«.5\55"-5. 6. 31M1M1"!.

7. ll«.58\88"-8. 8. 30«.70\74"-674.

9. 333«.62'.90"-i234567896. 10. 469«. 2'
. 53"-686419753.

Vii. (Page 20.)

I. ir.30'.48'-78. 2. lll°.38'.44''-592.

3. 26°. 46'. 30^. 4, 13°.30'.4''-86. 5. 138°.39'. 54"-576.

6. 38'. 42'. 7. 34° . 50' . 26"-9772. 8. 45°.41'. 32"-9532.

9. 153'.34'.9"-948. 10. 291° . 43' . 29"-9388.

3'

4'

9. o

Viii. (Page 21.)

TT
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iX. (Page 22.)

I. 90'. 2. 60'. 3. 45°. 4. 30°. 5. 120°.

6. — degrees.
TT

30 ,

9. — degrees.
IT

60 ,

7. — degrees.
TT

120 ,

10. — degrees.
TT

8. — degrees.

X. (Page 22.)

TT W- TT

I. 4. 2. g. 3. g2-

6. •06525257r. 7. •1207510757r.

9. -0001577. 10. -000002577.

4.
57r

5 ^.5- 2

8. -625006577.

u 66-6 grades.

4- 133-3 gradet

40 ,

7. — grades.
TT

Xi. (Page 22.)

2. 40«.

5. 120«.

25
8. grades.

3. 33-3 grades.

A 200 ,

6. -^— grades.
o7r

120 ,

9. grades.

460 ,

10. grades.

I. 4-6.

4. 3
r 6 7
2' 7' 6*

Xii. (Page 23.)

2. 4-20 degrees.

14
5- 15-

8. 90°, 60°, 30° ; 100«, 66 %, 33 ^'.

* 35> 8' 5-

6. 70 : 67.

10. 36°.6'.38*-88
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II. ^-^. 12. g\. 13. 1-9'. 16. 20", 60', 100°.

17. 3-14159...: 1. 18. 36°, 54°, 90°; 40«.60«. 100«: f, f^, J.

1* • • 800
19. 173-5. 20. 125-925 grades. 21. ^- gradeg.

160077-3600 , ^^o ^^, c.//= ThTwc
22. „ grades. 23. 54 .46 .54 -5. 24. -1775.

25. 20;r degrees. 26 j^^tli part. 27.
g-go' 4^' ^•

28. ^^ miles. 29. 67^, 180°, 457r°, (n . 180+ 15)'

;

%. X, (1)', «^ +
-i^.

30. ^. 31. 120°, 108

32. 120«, IflC. 33. \ ^. 34. ^-^.

35. ic feet 36. 8 and 4.

Xiii. (Page 36.)

BD AD BD AD BD AB BD CD DB
'•

^ii' ^£' Ai)' AB' AD' AD* BG' BO' DOT

4. va.

XV. (Page 52.)

1. 346-4101 ...feet 2. 85-829037 ... feet 3, 60*.

4. 1 7^-20 .-1 fpet 5. 424-352 . . . feet from foot of rock.
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6. 1*366 . . . miles. 7. 42-265 . . . feet above the tower. 8. 72 feet.

9. 50 x^3 . yd. 10. 25°. 11. 104-25 . feet above the tower.

12. 125yd, 13. 92^fe€t 14- 342fleet. 15. 8*053. ..feet.

XVii. (Page 60.)

t^l - cos^A J 1
I. 8dn^=v/l-cosM, tan^

^^Ta^* ''°^ =^3^
. 1 . , cos^

cosec A =—-

—

— „ . cot A
»Jl - cos2 A VI - COS- A

. . 1 . . Vcosec^ A — I

cosec ^' cosec J. '

. 1 , cosecJ.
tan A = -

, ^ y
sec A

Jco&ec^A - 1 Vcosec- .4-1

cot ^ = VcosecM-1.

. . Vsec^ A-i . 1 . . ,

—

—.—-z-

5. tanA^—^^ , ^°^^ = ^^^' taii^= Vsec-^-1,

. secyi , . 1
C08ec-4=—>—, -. cot^ =

VsecM-l' VsecM-1

_. . 1 . COt^ X J 1

Vl + cotM Vr+cot^ cot^'

A /i 19-^ ><
VTTcot^.^

coeec jI= V 1 + cot^ A, sec ^ = r—.—

•

' cot .4

XViii. (Page 61.)

-^ _?_ •. ? ? V7 3
'• "3"'

V5*
* 6' 4* ^ 4 ' TT*

V 3' V2-
5-

a2
' p •

V(y-a^ _6_ _a_ 1
^

a * V(2^-a7 7- V(l-a^» V(l-««)*



8.

12.

14.

2V14'2V14

V61 V61
31 ' 30

•

99 P9

101' 20*

ANSWERS.
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XXVi. (Page 82.)

TT
I. n7r+(-l)".x. 2. 2n7r. 3. n7r+ (- 1)" .

'-

.

4 WTT + x. 5. n-K-\-{-\f-. 6. WTT or 2M7r±^.

7. n7r + (-l)".7. 8. 2n7r±^ or 2n7r±??.
' N / 4 4 4

9. n7r + 7. 10. 2n7r±^.
4 3

xxviii. (Page 88.)

v/5 + 4V2 , 2 V7-3V21
5-

9 • 20 •

V3-1
J.

V3+ v/899
"• 2^2' 60

XXX. (Page 89.)

I. 46'. 2. 0*. 3. 105'. 4. 60" or 30' 01 - 30'

S.
45°. 6. 60°.

xxxii. (Page 93.)

,. 2cos,^(a + |-/5)sin^(a-| + /3>

2 2 . sin (2 + ") •
^°^

3. 2 sin ^. cos (a -|).

4, 2 cos ^ sin (a -
^j. 5. 2 sin 20°. coe KT.

/TT TT

6. 2 cos 15°. sin 5°. 7- 2 sin
^^

cos —

.

« « 197r . n-

8. 2 cos -g-^- . sin ^.
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XXXV. (Page 105.)

2.

(I) ^= 45° or- 15°. (2) ^= 30° or 45°.
(3) a= 0' or 7^'.

(4) ^=15° or 30°. (5) ^ = 30° or 150°. (6) ^= 0° or 7^°.

(7) ^=15° or 30°. (8) a = 0° or 30°. (9) ^ = 180° or 30'

(10) a = 0°orl5°or60°. (11) ^= |. (12) d=0'or30'.

xxxvi. (Page 106.)

I. ^V(10-2V5). 2.
i (1+^/5). 3. i(l+v^5).

4. iv(10-2V5). 5- iV(10 + 2V5).

6. ^'^^^\ 7. 1. 8. a

xxxvii. (Page 110.)

^ ^
I. cos 2- + 8in2-= + Vl+sin-4 ;

jl ^
cos 2"~^i^ 2"^ "^ Vl-sin ^.

. A
2. COS - + S111 -x= - ^1+sin J.;

^ ^
cos 2 - sin - = - ^1 - sin A.

3. cos 189°= - i
I
V5- >»/5+ V3+ ^5

|

;

8ml89°=^| V5- V5- V3+^|

2-y2 _V2TV2
*• 2V3 5- 2 •
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I. 1-2187180.

4. 4-740378.

7. 5-3790163.

10. 2-1241803.

XXXix. (Page 120.)

2. 7-7074922.

5. 2-924059.

8. 40-57809a

II. 3-738827.

3. 2-4036784.

6. 3-724833.

9. 62-9905319.

12. 1-61614132,

I

2

3

4

5-

6.

7

8

9

II

12.

Xl. (Page 123.)

2-1072100; 20969100; 33979400.

1-6989700; 3-6989700; 2-2922560.

•7781513; 1-4313639; 1-7323939; 276042261

1-7781513; 2-4771213; '0211893; 5-6354839.

4-8750613; 1-4983105.

•3010300; 2~8061800; -2916000.

•6989700; 1-0969100; 3*3910733.

-2,0,2 : 1,0, -1.

(I) 3. (2) 2.
9 8

10. a;=2,y=2.

(a) -3010300; 13979400; 1-9201233; l-997958a

(6) 103.

(rt) -6989700; -6020600; 1-7118072; 1-9880618.

(6) 8.

3. 3-8821260; 1^4093694; 3-7455326.

14. (I) a:=
g.

(4) a;=_-

(6)x

(2) x= 2.
. . _ log wt

logc

m log a + 2 log V

4 log 6 +logc

2 log c + log 6 - 3 logd

'

log c
^

log a +m log & + 3 log c*
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I. 4-7201799.

4. 2-3740165.

7 6-8190943.

10. -4119438.

Xli. (Page 127.)

2. 2-4777360

5. 1-8293173

8. 35324716.

3. 1-5054974.

6. 3-8653132.

9. 5-5921478.

Xlii. (Page 129.)

I.
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Xlvi. (Page 140.)

I. 14'.24'.35* 2. 54M3'.19". 3. Tl** . 40' . IS''.

4. 29°. 25'. 2".
5. 30° . 50' .

27"-6. 6. 86° . 32' .
24"'5

7. 24°. 8'. 45". 8. 11°. 39'. 52". 9. 4^.23'. 11".

10. 29° .
54'

.
29"

-6.

Xlix. (Page 157.).

1. tf=4, ^ = 53°
. r . 48"-4, 5= 36° . 52' . ir-6.

2. a= 8, ^=28°. 4'. 20"
-9, 5= 61°

. 55'. 39"-l.

3. a = 20, vl = 43° . 36' . 10"'l, B= 46\ 23' .
49"-9.

4. a= 24, ^ = 73° .
44' . 23"-3, 5=16°

.
15'. Se"-?.

5. a= 56, ^ = 59°.29'.23"-2, 5 = 30° . 30' . 36"-a

6. a=12, 6 = 5, 5= 22°.37'. ll"-5.

7. a = 40, 6 = 9, 5=12°.40'.49"-4..

8. a= 48, 6=55, ^=4r.6'.43"-5.

9. a = 39, 6= 80, ^ = 25°
.
59'

. 21"-i

la 6=9, c=41, 5=12°.40'.49"-4.

1. (Page 159.)

1. 6=153, ^=34°.12'.19"-6, 5= 55°.4r .
40*-4.

2. 6= 297, ^=45°.40'.2"-3. 5=44°. 19'. 57"-7.

3. 6= 41, ^ = 87°.12'.20"-3, 5=2°
. 47'. 39"-7.

4. 6= 527, ^ = 32°.31'.13"'5, 5= 57°. 28'.46"'5.

5. 6= 141, ^ = 82° . 41' . 44", 5= 7°
. 18' . 16".

6. a =748, ^ = 75°.23'.18"'5, 5= 14° .36'. 4r-6.
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7. a= 736, ^ = 69°. 38' . 56"-3, 5= 20' . 21' .
3^-7.

8. a= 200, ^ = 18° . 10' . 50", 5= 71°. 49'
. 10".

9. c= 565, ^ = 29° . 14' . 30"-3, 5= 60° . 45' .
29''-7.

la c=565, ^=44°. 29'. 53", 5= 45° . 30' .
7".

U. (Page 161.)

I. 231-835 feet. 2. 93-97 feet.

3. 36-6.. .feet; 70-7.. .feet; 100 feet. 4. 196 feet nearly.

5. 460 yds. nearly. 6. 63°. 26'. 6". 7. 88 yds. nearly.

8. 33°.23'.55"-7. 9. 39° .
5' . 47"-9. 10. 104-93 feet

II. 45 feet 12. 150 feet

lii. (Page 174.)

1. (l) 67° . 22' . 48"'5. (2) 43° . 36' .
10"-1.

(3) 112°.37'.ll"-5. (4) 29°.5r.46"-l.

2. A = 49°
.
7' . 10", (7= 87° . 44' . 50".

3. 6= 79-063. 4. 6 = 219-37.

5. 57° . 14' . 21" or 122° . 45' . 39".

6., No, for 5= 90°. 7. cos^=|. 9. 45°, 60°, 75°

II. 69° . 10' . 10" and 46° . 37' .
50". 12. 55° . 46' .

16"

13. .d = 116° . 33' . 54", 5= 26° . 33' . 54".

liii. (Page 176.)

I. c=5, ^ = 53°.7'.48"-4, 5= 36°. 52'. ir-6.

1. a= 48, 4=41°.6'.43''-5, 5= 48°
.
53'. 16"-5.
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3. c = 353, ^=50°.24'.8"1, 5= 39°
.
35'. 51"-9.

4. a = 40, ^=5°. 43'. 29"
-3, 5 = 84M6' . SCT'T.

5. a = 84, = 437, £ = 79\ 7'. 9"-6.

6. a = 4Ci', 6= 420, 5 = 43°
.
0'

.
]0"-3.

7. a = 280, 6 = 351, ^ = 38°. 34'. 48" 3.

8. a = 180, 6 = 299, ^ =31°
.
2'

.
53" 6.

9. 6 = 231, c = 5C9, 5= 23°. 57'. 8*.

la a = 480, c = 4fei, 5= 3°. 41'. 43*.

IIV. (Page 177.)

!. y4=3r.53'.26"-8, 5 = S°.I0'. lG"-4, C'=139° . 56MG"-8.

2. yl=84°.32'.50"-5, 5 = 25°.36'.30"'7, 0=69°. 50'. 38" -8.

3. /1 = 76°.18'.52", 5= 35°.18'.0"-9, 6'= 68°. 23'. 7"- 1.

4. /l = G2°.51'.32"-9, 5 = 44°. 29'. 53", C=72° . 38'. 34''1.

5. yl = 150°.8'.14'', 5=17°.3'.41"-5, C'=12°.48'.4''-5.

6. a -101, c = 120, 5=ll°.25'.lG"-3.

7. a= 221, c= 222, 5= 39°.18'.27"-5.

8. c = 78, /1 = 136°.23'.49''-9, 5=11° . 25'. 16^3.

9. c = 408, .l=77°.19'.10''-6, 5= 5°. 43'. 29" 2.

to. c=120, .4 = 110V()'.57''-5, 7}= 39°. 18'. 27"-5.

n

.

c = 1 02, vl = 79° . 36' . 40", 5= 33°
.
23' .

54"-6.

12. c = 450, ^ = 81°.27M6", 5= 10°. 37'. 44*.

13. c= 312, ^ = 33°.23'.54"-G, 5= 1.5°
. 11'. 21''-4.

14. c = 332-97, ^=45°.46'. 16"-5. /i = 30° .
9'

.
52* 5.
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c=90, ^ = 134°.45'.36''-6, B= 29'.51'.46*-4.

5= 67°. 22'. 48"- 1 or 112°. 37' ll'-Q.

£ = 62\51'.32"-9or 117°. 8'. 27''-l.

5 = 78°. 19' . 24" or 101° . 40' . 36*.

5=75°.18'.28"-2 or 104'. 4r.31*'a«.

£=53°.26'.(r-6.

Iv. (Page 181.)

I. 236 -602... feet 2. 1210 yds. and 1040-5 ydi.

3. 4596 yds. nearly and 4584-48 yds. 4. 33 .
42*.

5. i^/3 : 1. 6. 107 feet nearly. 10. „ sin a. sec j9L

4
13. 4 miles. 14. .^(3-s^3)iu Jt>.. \o tan'i^.

20. 51-76. ..feet. 21. 10 ar.d 14'li...mile8.

22. 48°. 22'. 23. 115-47 yds. and 9-503 yd*.

24. 5 71307...mi]e8. 25. 15 yds.

26. 6236-549 ft. ; 1095-47 ft 27. 85-28 ft or 28-14 ft

28. 108-64 yds. nearly. 29. 2042 ft.

3a v4 = 116°.13' 20'', i] = z6°.20'.40", c=4325-26.

31. 1 naile and ^^23497 mile. 32. 124-3 feet

33. 306-4178 :,ds. 34. 34-42284 or 14-524 miles an houi.

35. 513-7045 yds. 36. 17%4r.50'.

37. 134 yds. 38. 169-4392 yda.

39. 76-5455 miles.

I
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Ivi. (Page 199.)

I. 30 s/3 s^. in. 2. 600 sq. ft. 3. 7| sq. ft.

4. 12 sq. ill. 5. 151872. 6. 30600.

7. 12480. 9. 1016-9467.

34. «=vW + ^' + ^W,

area= -^- (f?i(?.,, + '^^i^/g + rfa^)-

3992-835 miles. 42. 366-785....

Gtt 7- IItt IOtt

17' 17' 17~' Tf*
^'^' ^^^^

I'. 26'. 49. 401 7
-79... miles. 50. 4224 milei.

2°
.
13'

. 5U". 55. tan-i-OOa.



APPETTDIX.

1, To fiiid the trigonometrical ratios for an angle of 18*.

Take the figure and oonstniction used by End. iv, 10 in

describing an isosceles triangle Laving each of the angles at

the base double of the third angle.

Hence / BAD = \ of 2 rt. i'=\ of 180°= 36°.

Bisect BAD by AE, which will bisect ED at right angles

Let AB--=riu AC=n, and .-. BD=n.

Then, since rcct. AB, BC=si[. on AG,

m {m - v) = n^
;

rf- 5n2
.. f»*-TOn + - =-r- ;

4 4

V5 + 1
i»;

v'.-rr
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Now sin 18° =8m^^E=^=—=5 . -;

•. sin 18"

V5 + 1

multiplying numerator and denominator by ^5 - 1»

sin 18° = V5-1

So the other ratios may be found.

2. To explain geometrically tchy in determining sin -^

A
or CCS ^ from cos A, we get twOf but from sin A four different

values.

Let A be an ancle whose cosine is kno-wn, and describe

I*AM, the least angle which has the given cosine.

^2kQFAM = PAM.

Then A must be nn anjule whose bounding lines are AM
and either AP ov AF, that is, it must be either the angle

MAP, or the angle MAF^ or some angle formed by adding
(or taking) a multiple of four right angles to (or from) one of

these.

Now bisect MAP, MAF bv AQ. AO', and produce QA,
QA to 7?, F.

Then must have AM and one of the four QA, RA, RA,

QA for its bounding lines.
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Now the ratios of all these angles are of the same magnitiide

and can only differ in sign, there being a pair of angles which

nave each ratio + and a pair— .

/. in determining from the cosine we get two values.

Next, let A be an angle whose sine is known, ami describe

MAP the least angle wliich has the given sine.

Make MAF equal to the supplement of MAP,

Then A must be either MAP or MAF, or somo angle

formed by adding (or taking) a multiple of four right angles

to (or from) either of these.

Bisect these angles as before

J
Then jr must be an angle which has MA and one of the

four QA, RA, Q'A, R'A for its bounding lines.

Now those which have either QA or RA as one of their

boundaries have ratios equal in magnitude but opposite in

sign. So also for those having Q'A or R'A as one of their

boundaries ; but the magnitudes of the ratios of the former

sets differ from those of tlie latter.

.*. the ratios of may be either of two sets of magnitudes

md of either sign, and therpforc have four flifTerent, values
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